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VOLUMI: I 
Rating as Joint Undertaking of 
"Schnell-13rffter-!CernlcraftwerJCagesellschaft m. b.H. "( SBK) 
I. Reasoned op1n1on and proposals from the Commission on the project 
for establishing the "Schnell-Bri.iter-Kernkrc..ftwerlcsgesellschaft 
m.b.H." (SBK) as a Joint Undertaking. 
II. Report on the project for establishing the "Schnell-Briiter-
Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft m.b.H." (SBK) as a Joint Undertaking. 
III. Opinions of the Hernber States. 
IV. Draft Council decisions : 
- On the establishment of the "Schnell-Briiter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft 
m.b.H. (SBIC). 
- On the granting of advantages to the "Schnell-Briiter-Kernkraft-
werksgesellschaft m.b.H. (smc). 
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~~ JOINT UNDERTAKING 
The concept of fast reactors emerged in the ver,y first stages of the 
development of nuclear energy. Since its principal characteristic is 
breeding- the ability to produce·more ·fissile material than it consumes 
• it quiclely became a focus of extensive research. 
The efforts devoted to the fast-reactor family are at the moment being 
mainly directed towards the variant using sodium cooling. In several 
countries a modest amount of activity has been initiated on the 
development of helium-cooled fast reactors. 
' . 
A1 though the current trend in nuclear energy is more towards the use of 
thermal reactors (mainly light-water reactors and, potentially, 
high-temperature gas-cooled reactors), fast reactors have certain 
advantages justifying the la.rg&-scale development progr~es under wa:y 
throughout the world: 
a fast reactor· is capable of producing fissile material. mope quickly 
than a thermal reactor, hence more efficient use of .availabl~ supplies 
of fissile material; 
when the doubling time coincides with an increase in the demand for 
electricity a system of fast reactors is virtua.J.ly self-sustaininei, 
i.e., since it produces its own fuel it is inde~ent of. enrichment 
oa.paci ty. Only small amounts of natural Uranitim are n~eded to supply 
the system; 
the surplus fissile material produced constitutes a credit item in the 
fuel oycle accounting, whereas the consumption of fertile material 
has a negligible effect, hence low fuel-cycle costs and potentially 
lower total production costs; 
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for the same reasons the fast reactor should to all intents and 
purposes' never be affected by rises. in the price of fissile material 
or natural uranium ·so that: 
it enables extremely expensive uranium ore to be used without 
greatly influencing the total eost of production; 
it acts as a stabilizing influence on trends in fuel costs, to the 
benefit of all types of reactor; 
it puts at a premiun plutonium produced in light~water reactors. 
On the other hand, the main problems which arise during fast reactor 
development are as follows: 
new coolant tec~ology in view of the fact that sodium is used as the 
cooling liquid; 
the development of a fuel comprising a plutonium compotuad exposed to 
a high burnup; 
the development of new materials necessitated by the use of a new 
coolant and by the different neutron envi1~nment; 
the solution of the safety problems arising from the neutron 
characteristics, from the point of ,fiel'l of both comprehension and the 
a.ddi tional emergency structurcl measures to be taken in order to avoid 
an excessive increase in capital costs. 
1.2 Aohievements to date 
-.:1 • ... u,.. ; "t.:a:t ·~ 
The first stage in the development of fast reactors Has the bu~lding and 
operation of various experimental reactors (Experimental Breeder 
Reactor I (EBR-l) and EBR-II in the United States, hapsodie in France, 
Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) in the United Kingdom, KNK-II in GermaJ:l;:{ 
(commissioned in 1974) BOR 5 in the Soviet Union, etc.), 
.. 
I " 
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The main oomtries ooncemed in this development have reached or are 
entering into the second stage, which consists in.the construction of a 
prototype re110tor with o. power in the 20Q-400 MWa range (often with the 
support of a considerable number of large experimental installations)* 
This second stage would. be followed by a. third involving the building 
and operation of.demonstration plants whioh are not fully competitive. 
(a.) France 
The Ph~nix (250 MVle) reactor at Cadaraohe went critical on 31 August 1973t 
was phased to the line in on 13 December 1973 and developed full power 
on 14 March 1974• 
This ::tuccess induced France to site at Malville (Is~re) the 1200 MWe 
fast reactor planned as a joint venture with Italy and West· Germ~. 
The adoption by Parliament on 23 December 1972 of a la.w authorizing the 
setting-up of "Soci~tes a.nonymes" in Hhioh EdF1 would have a majority 
holding and whose object would be the construction of ~r<;>totype nuclear 
power plants paved the wa:y for the setting-up of an international group 
bringing together EdF, ENEL 2 and mJi3. 
A protocol on collaboration was signed by. ENEL., EdF and RWE in July. 1971 
for the purpose of building in Europe la.:rge f~st"":':neutron power plants of 
industrial stature. 
L d I 1 I 
Electrioite de France • 
2 
mEL Ehte Nazionale per. 1 '~ergia Elett~oa.. 
'I ', 
3 RWE. Rheinisoh-WestfMlisohes Elektrizit~tswerk AG. 
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In January 1974 the three undertakings signed, under this protocol, an 
•' 
agreenent for the construction, on a collaborative basis, of two sodium 
cooled, fast-neutron nuclear power :plants_ developing over 1000 MWe. 
These undertekings envisaged the setti~up of the Soci~t~ Centrale 
Nucle:rlre Europeenne Neutrons Rapides s.A. (NERSA)xin which the EdF was 
authorized on 13 :MaiY 197 4 to have a shareholding of FF25. 5 million at the 
present time. 
The shares of the three countries :i.n the work· are proportional to their 
sha.rehold.ings (France 51%, Italy 33%, 1iest Germany 16%). 
The design and site work on the first power plant by the three countries 
will be completed by al:out the end of 1974 or the beginning of 1975 and 
the plant should enter into service in 1980 or 1981. 
An extrapolation of Phenix, this 1200 Mtr.fe "super Ph~ix" will be the 
culmination of the efforts made by the cnu1 ilS regards research and 
development on the sodium-cooled reactor system. 
The companies building Phenix- Compagnie Generale d'Electricit~ (CGE) and 
~abcock Atlcntique - have concluded a fifteen-year cooperation agreement 
with the CF.A. involving the fo:nnation of the Societe Technicatome • This 
company vrlll be capable of building high-capacity nuclear power plants 
incorporating French-designed breeders. The Societe Technicatome also 
proposes to develop a. slightly uprated (450 MWe) version of Phlnix. 
The prototype 250 MWe Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) built at Dounre~ went 
criticnl on 28 February 1974, i.e., fairly far behind the initial 
schedule. This reactor will be used for irradiating fuel elements from 
other fast reactors, and in particular the SNR-300 (one fuel element to 
be irradiated as f~om 1976). Construction of the first high-power breeder 
(about 1300 MWe) W0uld begin in about 1976, the date envisaged, depending 
on the successful operation of the PFR. 
r ... " ... 
CEA Commissariat a 1 'Energie litomique 
X firm founded mn M~ 18, 1974 
• 
• 
• 
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The British Government considers the developnent of breeders a.s a. vi tal 
factor in its lon~tenn nuclear programme. 
Construction of the SNR-300 reactor (Schneller Natriumge~lter Reclctor 
300 M\'le) officially began on 24 April 1973. This reactor, which wa.s 
built with the joint support of the governments of West Gennany, Belgium 
and the Netherlands, is the one with whioh th~ present dossier is 
concerned. 
The knouhtm acquired with the SNR 300 reactor would ·enable the nuclear 
industry to envisage the marketing of a 1200-2000 Mt'le unit. The 
aforementioned EdF/ENEL/RWE group would begin work on this plant during 
the first half of the 198os in accordance with a. sequence similar to tpat 
' 
followed by the French. The financing of the project 'would ·be shared 
as follows: Gennany 51%, France 16%, Italy.33%.x 
(d)~ 
Compared with the three large-scale programmes described above, the 
Italian programme is more limited and comprises the oonstruc-'.:ion and 
operation of a FEc*-type test reactor (about 140 MWe) which is expected 
to entc1" into service around 1978. The aim of the construction and 
operation of this reactor is to develop industrial skill in fuel and 
large-component fabrication. 
As already mentioned, the ENEL will provide 33% of the funds 'needed to. 
finance the two large F.BR pol"ler plants planned on a joint ba.si~ by ENEL, 
EllF and mm • 
r··· •••e•· 
FEe Progetto Elemento di Comb~tibile 
x The firm EUropaische Schnellbrtlter Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft m.b.H. 
was founded at Essen in October 1974. 
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(a) USSR 
-
The dual-purpose Soviet prototype (energy/desalination) developing power 
equivalent to 350 ~lliet built at Shevohenko near·the Caspian Sea went 
critical in November 1972 and the run-up to power began in May 1973. 
An incident occurring in November 1973 was described by the Soviet 
authorities at an international conference held in March 1974: a sodium/ 
water reaction took place in the 'reactor's secondary circuit as a result 
of leaks in three out of the six steam cenerators. 
The construction of a 600 Mule reactor is under way. 
(b) United States 
..., .. ,, ..... 
The Project Management Corp. (FMC) (a private company formed by the 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and 
Commonwealth Edison) has appointed Westinghouse prime contractor for the 
construction of the first 400 Mtve fast..:..neutron, demonstration nuclear 
pot-rer plant a,t Oak Ridge, Tennessee (Clinch River Breeder Reactor - CR'BR). 
The Amerioa.n Government has designated this a 11ational, priority 
programme - the plant should enter into service in 1981 - and has 
providod.massive financial assistance, which has been followed up by 
large contributions from the electricity producers. ~1e result will be 
a speeding-up of the industrial-scale development of breeders in the 
United States. (The current target date for ontr,y into commercial grid 
~ervioe is 1987.) The contract ·for the construction of this po>-ter 
plant, valued at about 90 million dollars, was si~1ed by fl1C and 
Westinghouse in Novem'ber 1973. The Rocbtell International Corporation 
and General Electric uill assist lrlestinghouse on a sub-contract basis. 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
\ 
• 
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- Gulf General Atomic is also designing a ga.s-coo'led fast reactor, 
developing 300 MWe 1 ~rhich could. be in operation by the beginning of the 
80•s. In addition to various European centres and associations such as 
JUJ.ioh 1 the Nuclear Energy Agenoy(NEA) and. the Gas Cooled Breeder 
Reactor Association, about 50 American companies are collaborating in 
this field. The GCBRA1 comprising European organizations, is defining 
the performance of a 1 000 UWe plant of the GCFR family and is engaged in 
designing a demonstrator reactor for 1976• 
( 0) ~.R..a:! 
In Japan considerable sums have been invested in test assemblies. A 
100 MWth test reactor should be finished by the end of 1975 and it is 
planned to start on the construction of a 300 M11e. prototype dui-ing 1974• 
The .SNR plant, which will be completed 5-7 years after the Phoenix and. 
PFR prototypes, is the first impdrtant industzdal step towards marketing 
. ' 
the reactor system under the German-Benelux fast reactor development 
programme. This plant, the principal characteristics of which are set 
out . in the "Report on the .. project f0t establishing Sohnell-BrU.ter- · · 
Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mbH (SBIC) as a Joint UndertBking'' is baseq. (a.) 
on an extensive, fundamental research and ~velopment programme, which 
has been implemented for about ten years by the national centres, an~ 
(b) a programme described as "industrial•', which is more specifically 
linked with the SNR proj act and carried otl;t mainly by Inte~oo, Neratoom and 
Belgonuclea.ire • 
During 1963-67, the basic programme was pursued by a Conurnmi ty assoc~ation 
. ' '(' 
in the same wazy- as the French and Italian programmes. 
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The development of the reactor is backed by a considerable number of 
large experiment~! instoll~tions ahd by numerous smaller installations. 
A major irradiation programme related to fUel development is being 
carried out in the DFR, Raps odie, BR-2 and FR-2 ·reactors. 
In the continuation of this programme the aim of tho prototype stTR plant 
will mainly be: 
to demonstrate, on ru1 industrial level, the reliability and feasibility 
of such a project; 
to demonstrate that a reactor of tM.s type can be operated mder 
normal conditions when phased to the line ldth a satisfactory degree of 
safety and availabilityj 
to determine at what point in time larger-scale ~jects could become 
competi t:i.ve and be built in accordance with normal commercial practice. 
In addition, the SNR pla~nt will be the first l~rge fast-neutron power 
plant belonging to the outside-loop branch of this reactor family. PFR 
and Phenix are both of the integrated type, i.e,, the core, rehea.ters 
and primary pumps· are located inside a large vessel. 
2.2.1 Power nl1.nt constructors 
.-p• L T I ....,.'$r~~p. t ill e 1• «: ~1.,....~ 
Tho SNR-300 polter plant is the first European pot>~er plant of the fast-
reactor type to be built on the responsibi.li ty of a.n industrial 
consortium comprising companies from several Community countries. 
The Commission is natt~ally delighted to see European companies 
collaborating in the construction of a power plant which will pl~ a 
leading role in the acquisition of the technical knowhow required for the 
introduction on the market of the SNR "sub-family" • 
It should also be emphasized that the fuel elements ldll bo fabricated 
entirely within the Community. 
" 
• 
w 
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(a) In M~. 1973, the Schnell-BrRter-Kernkraftwerksgesellachaft m~~ 
( SBK), which was initially fol"'lled by three Community electricity 
utili ties, namely, RWE, N .v • Samenwerkend.e Elektrioi teh.s-Produktie 
Bedrijven and Synatom, agreed to allow the British Central 
Electricity Generating Board (CJroB) to join as a. fourth shareholder. 
(b) In 1971, RWE, EdF and ENEL signed an agreement for oollaboration in 
the construction of two high-power ( 1 ooo-2 000 MWe) breeder 
reactors, the first embodying French technology and the second the 
process developed in Gennany and put into practice via. the 
constrttction of SNR-300. This t-7as confirmed by the signature in 
J anua.:ry 197 4 of an agreement bet\'lecn these same partners and by the 
creation of 1~SA {as alre~ mentioned above). ' ~ ' 
These agreements will certainly help to further the ·rationel.H:a.tion 
of the decisions made by European electricity undertakings on the 
utilization of fast reactors. 
2.2. 3 ficcess .ct..o.J..E,1¥tri1alJ, t~c~~?J. W4...e:rc.£.nomic _i.n,f.ormuti£>n 
~O£~CJ:t, of .~~;r,r;;.onnel, 
The SBK will pass on. the industrial, technical and economic data 
acqtrl.red during the design, construction and operation of the SNR-300 
nuclear power plant to t:ne Commission, togetJ.ler with the infonna.tion 
which the SBK is entitled to receive from its main supplier and whion it 
is enti-tled to pass on under the terms of the contracts concluded with 
him. The Commission will disseminate this information throughout the . 
Community pursuant to the provisions 9f Chapter II of the Euratom Treaty. 
' ' ' '• . , 
It is desirable that, in implementation of the last part of Article 48 
of the Euratom Treaty, the Co'Wlcil should instruct the Commission to set 
out the terms governing such dissemination, together with thuse relatL1g 
to the seoondment of those personnel whom the SEK will be called upon to 
accept. 
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The oapi tal needed to carry through the nuclear power plant project has 
l.'leen estimated at Dr-11 540 million {excluding plutonium). Details of 
this amount and of the relevant financing are given in section 6 of the 
"Re:po1·t on the project for establishing SBK a.a a Joint Underta..ld.ng." 
The project will be funded a.o follows: 
million 
ContributJ.ons: 
(a) Hast Garoariy DM990•5 million 
(b) B9lgium DM?1a.25 million 
(o 1 Netherlands m~212.25 million 
Ealance (cos~ of phasing to the line) DM5 million 
In addition, c:~e~ p~omotional activitie8 are planned in the form of a 
contract covering participatl.on by the Governr.1ents of the three countries 
concerned in the operating risks to a maximum run.Ju.nt of DM150 million 
(See Annex Ir 'to the "RI;;)poJ:>t on the projeot fo1• establishing SBK as a 
Joint Undertaking.") 
Jl rticle 2 of thi '3 contra.ct states that the Governments will bear, as to 
10o% durj.ng th~ da!llonstration period (envisaged in section 4) and 
subseq11.ently as to 80%, the SBK's losses inherent in the operation of 
the SNR power p:ant, and will ohare the cost of closing it down should 
this prove expedLmt. 
.. 
• 
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From an economic point of vieii the total cost of the plant on a turnkey 
basis, but excluding the first fuel change, is estimated at four or five 
times that of a commercial light-water nuclear power plant of equivalent 
power. Since the cost of the fuel is also greater than for light-water 
reactors, particularly owing to the considerably higher cost of 
fabricating the fuel elements, the prime cost of the electricity generated 
by this plant will be far in excess of that likely to be achieved by 
other nuclear power plants ·- even if it were to have a high degree of 
availability. 
In view of certain duties and taxes relating to the construction and 
operation of the plant, the SBIC has requested exemption tmder the head of 
the advantages requested, in line with the conferment of Joint Undertaking 
status. The German Government has delivered an ·opinion (set out in 
Part III of this dossier) on the conferment of advantages on the SBK and 
has defined their scope. Details of these duties and taxes are given 
in item 6 of the nReport on the project for establishing SBK as a Joint 
Undertaking". The financial contribution of the public authorities at 
this stage therefore remains considerable. 
3. Procedure 
• D I D •• 
3~ 1 ftl?Rll.c!\.t.i...£?.a. pl jhe SBJC t,o. ~e •• ~.stapli,s~e?- ~ a Jo.ip.t Undez;t~ 
E;ll~ to, .~~i-ye, tar; ,copces~iOD£! 
In its letter of 26 April 1972 (Annex I to "Report on the project for 
establishing SBK as a Joint Undertaking"), the SBK submitted to the 
Commission of the European Communities an application for the grant of 
Joint Undertaking status in compliance with the provisionS of Chapter V 
of the Treaty establishing the European I..tomio Energy Commtmity • 
This request for the conferment of Joint Undertaking status was supported 
by two letters addressed to the Commission, one on 15 AUoaust 1972 from 
the West German Ministry of Education and Science and the other on 
10 November 1972 from the Office of the Representative of the Kir.igdom of 
the Netherlands to the Eu.ropean Communities, (See Annex III to the 
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"Report on the project for establishing the SBK as a Joint Undertaking''). 
In these letters the t1v-o po-rernments explained the reasons which, in 
their view, justify the grcu1ting of Joint Undertaking status. 
The tax exemptions requested by the SBK are listed in the "Report on the 
project for establishing the SBK as a Joint Undertald.ng". 
Pursuant to Article 46(1) of the Treaty establishing the European Atomic 
Energy Community, the Commission compiled a dossier -vrhich was sent off 
to the Member States on 6 July 1973 for their opinions. 
3.3 Opinions of the Member States 
..... ••~.,.._., ••• t a 1 
The following Member States have delivered opinions favouring the 
conferment of Joint Undertaking status on the SBK. (These opin~.ons are 
set out in Part III· of this dossier.) -, 
1. The Netherlands, which on 21 August 1973 confirmed i~s favourable 
opinion as alre~ expressed in its letter on 10 November 1Q72 
(see illlnex III to the "Report on the project for establishing the 
SBK as a Joint Und.ert~ng"). 
2. Ireland, on 30 A~"'Ust 1)'73• 
3. West Germany, on 5 March 197 4 • 
4. Luxembourg, on 18 March 1 97 4. 
5· Italyt on 19 March 1974• 
6. Denmark, on 29 April 1974• 
1· France, on 30 ~pril 1974. 
8. Belgium, on 20 Mey 1974• 
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Only West Germany has adopted a standpoint with regard to the advantages 
to be conferred upon SBK (see part III of this dossier). T:tis country 
has expressed agreement on only certain of the advantages in question, 
and only for a limited period, i.e., initially up to the end of the 
third year of operation. 
In a letter dated 9 April 1974, the SBK informed the Commission that it 
was "td thdrawing its application for the conferment of the adva.."'l.tages 
provided for items 1a, 1b, 2, 6b and 8 of Annex ni of the Treaty 
establishing the European Atomic. Energy Community. These advantages had 
initially been applied for in the letter of 26 April 1972. 
4• OJ;!inion of t}1e Commission 
_._. I • &111, llfl 
Chapter V (Article 45) of the Treaty establishing the European Atomic 
:Ehergy Community stipulates that undertakings of fundamental importance 
to the development o:f' the Collliii'lm.i tyt s nuclear industry can be set up as 
Joint Undertakings within the meaning of this Treaty. 
The Commission feels that the European Atomic Energy Community is 
justified in conferring on the Schnell-BrUter-Ker.nkraftwerY~esellschaft 
m'bK (SS) the et~twt ~questQ<l, -~'he '\ema of Artiol~ 1 of the 
Treaty establishing tho European Atomic Energy Community, this company 
being elicible since it fulfils the condi tiona of Article 45 of the 
Treaty. 
The SNR-300 plant is the first European power plant of the fast-reactor 
type built by an industrial consortium comprising companies from several 
Comnm.nity countries who will also operat·e the plant in the initial 
stages. Permanent operation of the plant will be the responsibility of 
the SBK' and will be financed by four Community electricity utilities. 
The lrnowhow acquired during the construction and operation of the· plant 
l'lill also benofi t the economies of the various countries via the 
participating States, and the Oommunity via the Commission of the 
European Communi ties. 
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Such intemational cooperation originated in the early sixties, \'Jhen the 
prolirainary uork was still carried out on the entire respon8ib:i.li ty of 
the national research centres. The development of this type of reactor 
was subsequently given financial backing by the European Atomic Energy 
Commission as part of the second Iruratom programme. Industry took over 
the t-rork in 1966/67 and Siemens, Interatom, Belgonuc~aire, Uern.toom 
and Luxatom have continued develolJ!lent up to the industrial maturity 
stage. 
'The SNR-300 plant, which develops power comparable to the French Ph~nix 
and the British P.FR reactors, possesses a distinctive feature in its 
loo:p-type construction, i.e., the primary sodium circulates through 
pipes and heat exch~ers located outside the reactor vessel. Since 
this attractive configuration facilitates the use of various component 
arrangements, easier access and better adaptation to subsequent 
developJents, it deserves to be tested so that its potential for 
extrapolation to higher-power ren.otors (1000 MWe and above) can be 
examined. 
The plant will be used for large-scale development of fuel elements and 
components for fast breeders of the next Generation. 
The granting of tax concessions should be conditional upon free access 
by the Corm.:.'mi ty to the economic, technical and industrial information 
generated by the activity in question (second paragraph of Article 48 of 
the Euratom Treaty). The Commission feels that as comprehensive an 
exchange of experience and knuwhow as possible would be of considerable 
assistance to Community nuclear power plant constructors and operators. 
The SBK would therefore be in a position of having to permit the large-
scale dissemination of the experience acquired during the design, 
construction and operation of this ncn-t power plant, including the 
ir.formation uhich it is entitled to receive from its main supplier and 
pass on in compliance with tho contracts concluded with the latter. 
.. 
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The granting of tax concessions is justified by the non-commercial 
nature of this power plant, which :is the first large-scale demonstration 
of an advanced technology the importance of rlhich for the development 
of the Community's nuolea.r industry seems considerable. As shown in 
the detailed brea.kd01m of the financing plan (see pages 1-17 of the 
relevant document}, a. major proportion of the high cost of this plant 
must be borne by the public authorities• since private industr,r is 
unable to do so. 
In conjunction with the aids granted by the Blmd and the Land, the 
' advantages proposed will serve as a.n incentive. The Commission feels 
that, since they are aimed at promoting an important project in the 
common interest from a EUropean standpoint, these State aids can be 
considered compatible with the common market under the terms of 
Article 92 (3(b)) of the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community. 
· 5· PI;o;eos3£~s f:ro:n,.,_:t.h~ g,oss.s:?-.o~ •. ~~ ~W.a :._>t,e me,ap..j~ of.{!:r.ti.c~lae ~6! ~), 
sJ1.b:o~at¥.ta;eh .2 ... £.~ tpe ~a;,to.Fl. !J.lr.e.a,:Z 
5.1 The Commission has no particular proposals to make on sub-paragraphs 
(a), (b) and (c) of the second paragraph of Article 46(2) of the 
Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community and 
therefore adopts those put forua.:rd by the SJ3K. 
The site of the nuclear power plant is at Ka.lka.r, Kreis Kleve 
(West Germany), to the north of H8nnepel on the left bank of 
the lower Rhine. 
(b) ~~~ ... ~:f thEf, .schneJ.f.-B~te:r.;-:.Jf,eJ;ls;t~f~'"7V,ksgesell,scp.a!,1 mJ! 
(SBK) 
--
The sm, a limited liability company with a. planned oapi ta.l of 
of DM120 million, was fomed on 25 J anua.ry 1972 by 
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Rheini·sch-NestfM.lisches Elektrizi t!!tswerk Akticngesellschaft, 
Essen, IN Saocnuc:rkondc Dlc..:ktrici tci to-Produkticbedrijvon, 
.L~rnhem, and Synatom SL, Bruoocls. In K:vr 1973 tho Control 
Electricity Generating Board, London, joined the three 
original members, thereby increasin~ the planned capital to 
DNJ:122 million. 
The current capital of DM57 million comprises the following subscriptions: 
Rheinisch-'1-lestfM.lisches Elektrizit!!tswerk 
/~iengesellschaft, Essen 
NV Samenwerkende Elektriciteits-
Produktiebedrijven, Arru1em 
synatoo, Societe Anonyme, Bruxolles 
Central Electricity Generating Board, 
London 
DM3 500 000 
Dr-i14 000 000 
DM21 000 000 
DM750 000 
DM3 000 000 
DM;~ 500 000 
DM750 000 
DM3 000 000 
m~ 500 ooo 
DM2 000 000 
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Article 13 of the company's statutes (see Annex I of the "Report on the 
Project for este,blishing the Sohnell·-Brttter-Kernk:raftwerksgesellscha.ft 
mbH (SBK as a Joint Undertaki~') contains the neoessar,y provisions for 
the oompa.ny to be established as a Jd;nt Undertaking. 
Accordingly: 
- the amendments to the agreement for formation of the company can only 
come into force after approval by the Council of Ministers pursuant to 
Article 50 of the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community; 
- in compliance with Article 171(3) of the Treaty establishing the 
European Atomic Energy Community, the company's profit and loss accounts 
and balance sheet for the preoedimg accounting period will be forwarded 
by the management, within a month from the date of their approval by the 
annual general meeting, to the Commission, which will place them before 
the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament. The estimates of 
:revenue and expenditure will be forwarded in accordance with the same 
p;roc~dure not later than one month after the ·beginning of each· financial 
year. 
The oapi tal needed to carry through the project for a nuclear power plant 
nas been estimated at . DM1 540 million {excluding plutonium). 
The planned financing of the project is as follows: 
subscription by the SBK 
Contributions: 
(a) West Germany 
. (b) Belgium 
(b) N'etherlands 
Balance {cost of phasing.to.the line) 
DM120 million 
DM990 5 million' 
DM2~ '25 • 
DM21Z · 25 " 
DM5 II 
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In addition, other promot~onal measures are envisaged in the form of a 
contract under tvhich tho Governments of the three countries concerned would 
participate in the operating risks up to a maximum of DM150 million 
{see Annex II of the "lleport on the Project for establishing tho s:mc as 
a. Joint ·Ondertakingtr) • 
Article 2 of this contract states that the Governments will ~ear the 
SBK' s losses., inherent in the operation of the SNR-300 power plant, 
initially- in their entirety throughout the demonstration period (laid 
do~m for in Section 4), then up to 80%, and will share the cost of 
closing down the plant should this prove expedient. 
The rate of financing is shot-m in Table I in the end of this Opinion. 
5. 2 The Commission makes the folloNing proposals in respect of sub-paragraphs 
(d), {e) and (f) of the second paragraph of Article 46{2) of the 
Euratom Treaty: 
(d) Participat~on bX the Co~unit~ in the financing of th~ ~oint UndertakiB5 
The Community tdll not participate in the financing of the Joint Undertaking. 
(e) Particip~tion bz_a thj.:r;d State 
No third State, national of a third State or international organization 
will participate in the financing or management of the Joint Undertru{ing. 
(f) Advanta~ 
1 • Confer~.ent of adva.n~~e.s 
The Commission proposes the oonfer:nent on the Schnell-Brttter--Kernkraftwerks-
gesellschaft mbH (SBK), initially for a period expiring three years after 
the final acceptance of the plant by the company, of the following 
advantages as listed in Annex III of the Euratom Trenty1 
- the advant agP.S provided for in jla~gt':apb e), lb·.e;:;o~'i-:: :ialrenf)'blbon from 
Ka.pi tal verkehrssteuer ( Gesellschaftssteuer) (capital transaction tax.- ·company ta: .. ' 
on assets contributed to SBK by members (Stnmmoinlagen), up 
to a total of DM120 million. 
• 
.. 
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Under paragraph 5 of the said Annex: 
• exemption from tax on capital; 
• derogation from the deadline set for the deduction of losses pursuant 
to Article lOd. of the Einkommensteuergesetz (income tax law); 
• exemption from that part of the industrial or commercial profits tax 
which is levied in pursuance of Article 8 point 1 of the Gewerbesteuergesetz 
(trade tax law) on the interest due on long-term financial commitments; 
• derogation from the dendline set for the deduction of operating losses 
in pursuance of Articl~ lOa of the Gewerbesteuergesetz; 
• exemption frcxa that part of the ta."C on operttting capital which is 
levied in· purm;tt'llCD'"'Of poi"o.gra1fu~~2; :>l>int I~ -ofr.i.t\cl.iGle.7)l~lo;6'u"bll.~c 
Get-1erbesteuergesetz on long-term financial commitments; 
• exemption from that part of the tax on operating capital which is 
levied on the pro rata .value of the plant financed through public 
subsidies. 
The advantages provided for in paragraph 6(a.) of said Annex, i.e., exemption 
frtm all customs duties and taxes having an equivalent effect, and from 
all prohibition or restriction on imports and exports of m1 economic or 
of a. fiscal nature with regard to scientific and technical equipment, 
excluding building materials and equipm~t for administrative purposes. 
The advantages provided for in paragraph 7 of said Annex, i.e., the exchange 
arrangements referred to.in Article 182(6)~ 
In proposing that the o.bove-mentioned advantages be conferred upon the 
Schnell-BrUter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mbH (SBK), the Commission was guided 
by the following considerations: 
the construction of the SNR-300 must in no ~ constitute a profit-making 
project. Rep~ent in full of the public subsidies is complete~ ruled out; 
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If the tax exemptions requested by the Sohnell-BrUte:r-·-Kernkraftwerks-
gesellschaft mbH (SBK), amounting to about DM12 million, were refused, 
the direct subsidies to be grru1ted by the public authorities in favour 
of the project would have to be increased by an equivalent amount. 
Under these oondi tions and in view of thG technological importance of 
this project to the development of the Community•s nuclear industry, the 
Commission is of the opinion that conferment of the advantages applied 
for by the Schnell-B~Jtcr--Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mbH (SBK) is justified. 
2. Access to information 
The advantages mentioned above would be conferred on the Sohnell-·Brliter-
Kernkraftwerksgesellscha.ft mbH (SBK) on the following terms: the 
Commission would have to have access to all of the industrial, technical 
and economic information (including thnt relating to safety) acqt,ired 
by the SBK in its capacity of prime contractor during the design, 
construction and operation of the nuclear power plant over 21 years. 
This information would include that which the SBK is entitled to receive 
from its principal supplier and which it is entitled to pass on in 
compliance with the contracts signed with the latter. The Commission 
could, pursuant to the powers which the Council would confer upon it on 
implementation of Article 124 of the Euratom Treaty, 1~ down the procedure 
for communicating such information. Tho infoma.tion in qu-estion ~r.i.ll be 
passed on to the Member States, persons and undertnkings in compliance 
with the provisions of Chapter II of the Treaty establishing the 
European Atomic Energy Community. 
., 
PI rd'=-" 
~~ ~?RPropr.1,ati~ns 
1. SBK's own ca~ital 
--2. Oapital cost aids 
~~j :=!re:ands ~o Germany 
(c1) subsic4' 
(c2) investme~t aids 
Y~t.aRPtppti~io~ 
Oost of supply contracts (including 
fuel-element fabrication and part 
oontracts) 
Prime contractor's coats (including 
~icensing procedure and spares}. 
Increases for charges relating to 
lioensing and other 3ubsequent performances 
Share in meeting supply contract-price 
variations 
Price increases 
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TII~'TESCALE 
Essen 12 January 1973 (in millions of DM) 
1973 1974 
Total iup to andj 
I I 
'
incl. 1 
1972 ~ 1197~~7~r1977 1978 r~9-
120.0 21.0 27.8 26.9 21.6 
212.25 3.1 36.8 48.0 46.4 37.3 
21?.25j 3.8 1 36.1 48~0 46,4 37.3 
840.5 t 17.9 j 168.2 199.2 1'81.4 1139.1 
_!2~~ ~-.!..---=-----: ~--- ·=·. ' _t_ ~~!.~ ··-·t---~?..~ q_ ·-t 35.0 
J ' ! 1 535.0 : 27.1 ; 262.1 !348.0 336.1 '270.3 
' . 
999.1 
103.0 
I 
I 
! 
15.4 -1 197.2 I ~3.0 '36.1 1 l I 1170.3 
6.6 I 1o.o 10.0 I 10.0 2o.o 
l 20.0 20"·? l '15.? 10.0 
I 158.3 - i 25.0 I 4J.O 130.0 130.0 
i 200.0 - ! 15.0 35.~~~ 40.0 
r~;;~; . 22.0 l- 267.2,348~0 r36.1 !270~ 
11.7 7;81 =l 
I 
20.3 13~5 I 6.85 
20.3 13.5 I 6~85 
69.4 
25.0 
1146.7 
76.7 
20.0 
I 15.0 
i 30~0 
I 
1146.7 
~ 
1 
I 
I 
I 
48.·1 I 11.2 
15.0 15.0 
97.9 46~8 
39.9 
20.0 
3.0 
10.0 
25.0 
l 
I 2::: 
I 
r 1.o I. 
I l ' 8.3 
; 
~ 10.0 
l 97.9 
1 
! I 46.8 
Table ! Essen 12 January 1973 
I
f t 1 ! 1976 i 1977 ! 1978 1979 
l!--------------------------------------~~------~--------~--------------~----------------------------------4 /A\.dti..tR-'t' the,...nl$~hase of pluto,niltm ·1 
~~~Q/~r §UPPlY of f~3l for the first core 
11.- :Belgium (25~); supply of equivalent Pu239 
!2: Ne~j~lands (1%); supply of equivalent 
I Pu 
' ! 
;- -
I 
l -;3. West Germany (70;.:); aid I I . 
I • 
------
···- .-
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REPORT ON THE PROJECT FOR ESTABLISHING 
~,~:s=~:!~~~~}~!;~!~:!~~!:_!~!-~!~~-:.:~i~~:~. 
SITE 
----. 
The "Schnell-BrU.ter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mbH" (SBK) is building and 
will operate a 300 MWe nuclear power plant, equipped with a sodium-cooled 
reactor (SNR-300), at Kalkar, in the Kleve area. 
The Kalkar site is located on the left bank of the lower Rhine, between 
points 843.1 km and 842.5 km from the source to the north of H3nnepel. 
2. LEGAL FORl1 AND SHAREHOY.JlF.RS 
2.1 Legal form 
The SBK, a compa.r.Jy with limited liability, was formed on 25 January 1972 by 
the "Rheinisch-Westfalisches Elektrizi tatswerk Aktiengesellschaft", Essen, 
"N .v. Samenwerkend-e Elektrioi tei tsproduktiebedrijven", Arnhem and "Synatom 
S •A.•", Brussels (statutes in Annex I to this report). 
The object of the company is to develop fast breeder reactors up to the 
marketing ·s1age by building and operating, a prototype nuclear plant with a 
sodium-cooled fas"t~reeder re·actor, and by Mquiring' shareholdines in other 
conipanies opera:ting nuclero:. poWer plants whose aim is to build and operate 
sodium-cooled fast breeders. 
The seat of the· conq:)an;Y 1s at Essen. 
The administrative organs of the company are: 
(a) the general me~t~ng of ~he members, 
(b:) the management·. 
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A 4£PCral meet~ of the members is convened by the management, at least 
. . . 
once a year. The members are notified two weeks before the appointed 
date by registered letter stating the place, hour and agenda of the meeting. 
Upon requisition by one of the members, the management must forthwith 
convene a general meeting. 
Each fraction of mr. 10 000 carries the ri€,ht to one vote in the general 
meeting. 
The general meeting is chaired by the representative of the Rheinisch-
Westralisches Elektrizitatswerk Aktiengesellschaft. 
Unless otherwise provided for by law or these statutes, the meeting shall 
act by a simple majority of votes. 
A 9~ majority of persons entitled to vote is required to pass resolutions 
on building the protot;y'J)e nuclear power plant equipped with a fast bre.eder 
reactor, amending the statutes, acquiring shareholdings in other companies 
operating nuclear power plants and winding up the company. 
If the resolutions passed by the general meeting have not been executed 
before a notary public, they are duly recorded by the management in 
minutes, signed by the Chairman of the mee~ing, and forwarded to all.members. 
~e managem~~~ may be performed by one or more persons. The managers are 
appointed and dismissed by the general meeting of the.members. The 
members may appoint one of the managers as chairman of the board of 
management. 
The board of rno.nn.ge:oent conducts the business of the ooopo.ny in 
accordance with the law, these statutes and the resolutions of the general 
meeting of the members. 
If there is more than one manager, the company shall be represented by two 
managers acting jointly, or by one of them acting jointly with an employee 
holding a power of attorney. 
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2.2 Shareholders 
The initial capital of the company was D:M 5 million; it was increased in 
1973 and 1974 by contributions from the members, whose shareholdings are now 
as follows: 
Rheinisch-l'Jestf"alisches Elektrizi tatswerk AG 
N. V. Samemrerkende Elektrici tei ts-Prod.uktiebedrijven 
SYNATOM S.A. 
Central Electricity Generating Board 
(the· CEGB b~came a. member of SBK in 1973) 
D:f.i 3 500 000 
DM 14 000 000 
DM 21 000 000 
DM 750 000 
n:fvl 3 000 000 
DM 4 500 000 
DM 750 000 
DM 3 000 000 
DM 4 500 000 
DM 2 000 000 
DM 57 000 000 
The capital irlll be gradually increased to DH 122 million as the work 
progresses. 
2.3 Compatibility of the statutes with the Euratom.Treaty 
The statutes of the SchBell-Brliter~ernkraftwerksgesellschaft mbH, in 
particular Article 13 ,thereof, provide that if the company obtains Joint 
Und~rtaking s~atus within the meaning of the Treaty establishing the European 
Atomic Energy Community, it is subject, for. the whole of the period of its 
activity as such, to the provisions of the Treaty which relate to Joint 
Undertakings and also: ,to· the Decisions· of· the· CoU.ncil of Ministers of the 
Europeax:t Ato~'? En~rgy Community establishing it as a. Joint Undertaking and 
conferring on it any of the advantages. listed in Annex III . to the Treaty •. 
In particular: 
(a) amendments to Joint Undertaking statutes shall not enter into force until 
. . 
they have been approved by the Council of !Unisters, pursuant to Article 50 
of the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community; 
(b) in accordance with Article 171(3) of the Treaty establishing the European 
Atomic Energy Community, the company's profit and loss accounts and 
balance sheets relating to the preceding financial year shall, within 
one month after their approval by the general meeting, be sent by the 
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Qanagemunt to the Commission, which shall place them before the Council 
of Ministers and the European Parliament. The estimates of revenue and 
expenditure shall be submitted in accordance with the same procedure 
one month at the latest before the beginning of each financial year. 
Subject to the foregoing provisions, the company continues to be governed 
by GormEn lalfT, and in particulnr by the law relating to companies vrl th 
li:ci to .i liability • 
.APPLICATIONS SUBMITTED 
-
3.1 !EPlication for conferment of Joint Undertakine status 
In its letter of 26 April 1972, shown in Annex I to this report, the "Schnell-
Brliter-Kernkraftwerksgescllschaft mbH" (SBK) submitted to the Commission of 
tho European Communities e~ application for conferment of Joint Undertaking 
status vli thin the meaning of Chapter V of the Treaty establishing the 
European Atomic Energy Community. 
3.2 Application for conferment of the advantages ~ssociated idth Joint 
Undertakin~ status 
In a letter of 26 April 1972, the SEK also rec~ested pursuant to Article 48 
of the Treaty of the European Atomic Energy Community, the advantages listed 
in Annex III of the Treaty be conferred on the company. 
These advantages nre r~queatea on the· followinff grounds: 
3.2.1 The advantages provided for in item 3 are requested, i.e., exomption 
of members' past and future contributions from capital transaction tax. 
The international shareholding on the operations side necessitates the 
formation of an autonomous company. Nevertheless, formation of such a 
comp~1Y, while essential in this case, must not be imposed. 
.. 
4 ' 
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3.2.2 Under Item 51 exemption is requested: 
(a) from the v ermogenst euer ( im:J!.:.Qh oa.pi tal) • 
because of the enormous investmen-~s required to carry out the SNR-300 
project, wealth tax would be a heavy additional burden, impossible to 
cover from the profits owing to the total lack of profitability. 
In addition, there is the fact that, of all the Member States of the 
European Communities, o~y Luxembourg still levies this tax en limited 
companies. 
(b) from the proportion of the trade earnings tax (Gewerbeertragssteuer) 
which is levied on long-term debto (section 8(1) of the relevaxtlaw 
(Gewerbesteuergesetz): 
the application refers only to the proportion of the trade earnings tax 
which is payable once the interest from long-term debts has been set off again.c'lt 
the trade e~ings 1 in accordance with Federal legislation. To tax 
this interest would be equivalent to taxing non-existant profits, which 
in the case of the S!ffi-300 would be unjustified and unacceptable in 
View cf the undortaking"'s lack of profitability and its need to have . 
re~·JU:rse to borrowings. On the. other hand, there is no request for 
. . : . ' . 
exemption from direct taxation on actual profits. 
(c) ~m t~e time-limit for carrying forward losses, particularly industrial 
and co~~ercial losses (sections lOd of the Ertragssteuergesetz and lOa 
of the Gewerbesteuergesetz): 
this would also be a case of notional profits if the company could not 
. . ' . . ~ 
carey 'forward the losses' of preceOing years against the lo~>lta'flli ai:inual 
prbfJ. ts. · The fixing of i?; legal time•lind t in respect of tax on trade 
earninds for' the carrying-forWard' of losses is not acceptable to the. 
s~~ince this is a·project for a nuclear plant which is expected to 
run at a loss. 
{d) from the proportion of trade earnings tax relating to long-term debts 
(section 12, subsection 2(1) of the Gewerbesteuerordnung). 
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(e) from the proportion of trade earning~ t~~ relating to that fraction of 
the cost of the power plant which is financed by the contributions from 
the 1'1embe;r States~ 
long-term debts and large subsidies from tho Member States l'Ihich had 
not previously been granted would place a heavy burden on the SBK if 
it were subject to the trnde earnings tax. The company considers that 
it would be advisable not to enlarge the basis of the tax in question 
by chexging lone-term debts against tho capital an~ to deduct therefrom 
the subcidies granted by the Member States. 
3.2 .3 The advantages provided for in i tern 6 arc requested, namely, exemption 
from all customs duties end charges hc,ving equivalent effect on all imports 
and exports made for the purpose of building e.nd operating the power plant. 
3.2.4 The advantages provided for in item 7 are requested, namel;j', 
exchange o.:rro.ngements. 
In view the fact that there are international shareholdingson the construction 
side and that other countries, France and the United Kingdom in particular, 
have far greater experience as regards certain parts of the plant, the choice 
of subcontractors should not be prejudiced by the application of taxes, 
prohibitions or restrictions on imports and exports. 
gooc for exchange restrictions. 
This also holds 
3.2.5 The advantages provided for in items l(a) and (b), 2 and 8 of &~ex III 
to tho Treaty are ~equost~. 
3.3 SBK's amendments to its aEplication for conferment of advantages 
In a letter of 14 l!arch 1974, the SBK withdrew its application for the 
conferment of the advantages provided for in items l(a.) and (b), 2, 6(b) 
and 8 of Annex III to the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy 
Community. 
.. 
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3.4 Fina~cial effect of the adva~tages requested 
The effects of conferring on the SBK the advantages associated with Joint 
Undertaking status are set out in item 6 of this report, in line with the 
estimate gupplied by the SBK. 
4. BUILDING OF THE PLANT 
4.1 ~lY contracts 
On 10 November 1972, throe supply contracts were signed by the SBK: 
- the first with the Arbei tsgemeinschaft Ker:nkraftwerk Kalkar, fo:rmed by 
too Hoehti(ilf, Hollandso :acton 1-~natscboppij NV /Astrobel tlencrn~ iltntraotors 
SA .fmc • .J'I,.uxl!lltro. Genie Civil and Sl Compngnie d*Zntreprifm CF."lf. 
- the second a.nd the third with the Interna.tionale Natrium Brut:re.:;ktor (INB), 
fonned by Interatom GmbH, Belgoo."ucleaire SA and lJV Neratoom. 
Under these contracts, the two companies are to: 
- design, bu.ild, startu.p and power-test the SNR-300 power plant; 
- manufacture and deliver fuel elements, both for plant star1up a.nd for 
an·. eight-year operating period. 
The contract enters into f;erce on 1 February 1973 and expires when ·the SBK 
takes over the power plant, estimated at 66 + 12 months later (66. months 
to the first charge). 
Ilffi wi~l mainly be responsible for building the nuclear section of the 
plant and for delivery of the fuel elements, while the Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
Kernltraftwerk Kalkar will be responsible for nonnal construction \fork. 
::' ., 
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4.2 Cost of the Elan_i 
The funds needed to carr,y out the nuclear power plant project are estimated 
at a total of DM 1 540 million (without plutonium). They break down as 
follows: 
Supply contracts 
FUel element fabrication 
Work perforrr.ed by prime contra.ctor 
Probable additional costs 
(conditions laid down by the licensing authorities, 
prototype development risks, price increases) 
DM 942 million 
Di! 52 million 
DM 81 million 
DI~ 465 million 
The plutonium required, which as indicated is not included in the total 
cost shovrn above, is supplied b~' West Germ~", Belgium and the Netherlands. 
The total cost of DM 1 540 will be financed as follo-v;s: 
SBK's own resonrces DM 120 nillion1 
contributions from: 
(a) GermalJY 
(b) Belgium 
(c) Netherlands 
DH 990.5 million 
DM 212.25 million 
D!1 212.25 million 
The balance of D:M 5 million is accounted for by the fact that one member, 
the R~~, will bear the cost of linking the plant to the RWE high-volta~e 
network to transport the anergy produced; thus SBK will not have to finance 
this operation itself. 
At the present stage of the projectt the SBK will in due course probably 
have to borrow State guaranteed capital in order to finance the fuel cycle. 
The breakdolin of expenditure (at 30 November 1972) is shown in item 6 of 
this report and in A~~ex IV to this report. 
1The DN 2 million contributed by the Central Electricity Generating Board 
(CEGB) to SBK's capital will not be used to finance the SNR-300 but for 
studies on the high-po\·ier fas-t reactor. 
... 
\ 
-4' 
' 
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5· TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF T~~?NR-300 POWER PLANT 
The SNR 300 project (SNR = "Schneller Natrium Reaktor" in German) is 
the subject of scientific cooperation between four Community countries 
(Belgiu.m, Germany, the Netherlands a'Yld Luxembourg) and is the second . 
plant with a fast-neutron prototype reactor ;{ith a significant power 
output to be built in the Comraunity. ~Uth a thermal output of 750 1-Jrl, 
giving approximately 300 }~ie, this plant differs from the first 
prototype station (Phenix) in primary-circuit design. 
The construction of the SUR plant is intended as a means of accumulating \ 
' .f:\ \J 
as much experience as possible, not onl~· in the industrial spiFn~<;) - l.n ! 
manufacture and erection - but also in the operation of larg0 
fast-neutron plants with a view to the construction of larger units 
(1000 MW and over). 
The site at Weisueiler, near Aachen, originally chosen- as the location 
\ 
of the S!ITR plant did not satisfy· the safety criteria laid dov..n by the 
competent authorities L~ the Federal Republic of Ge~mmy, ru1d had to 
\ 
be discarded. A new site was· selected, at Kalkar, on the lower Rh~e 
near the Dutch bo:Nier, \'lhich met the requirements set _by th~ Gerzna.r! · 
Commission for the 
regard to criteria 
capacity available 
S?-fety of Nuclear Installati~s, in particular,: witt 
~ . . \ 
r~lating to population density and the cooling , 
. ' 
frOm the river waters. 
... , 
. ' 
The SNR plant is the first major 0onstruction project under the 
. . 
~1elux-Ge~ fast-~e~ct9r deyelopmen~ programme aimed a~ the 
commercial application of this re~pto-r family. This project - its 
leading particulars will be found in Annex 1 - derives support both 
from an exte::.1sive progra.m.~e of basic· resoc.rqh and development .c.arricd 
out over the last ten years or so, and from what is termed the 
industria.~ pro~mm~, wh~qh x:ela.tes mo~~ sp~ifica.lly to t·his project~ 
carried out chiefly by_In~era.t~m, Ne~toon and Be~1ucleaire • 
I • 
.. - . 
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During the years 1963-67, the basic R&D programme vJa.S conducted 
Hithin a Community association, as were the French and Italian 
progralTIIil.es. 
The d8velopment of the reactor is supported by a large number of 
large experimental facilities, including: 
- SNEAK, a fast-neutron critical assembly 1 at Karlsruhe; 
- STEK, a coupled fast/thermal assembl;)r at the RCN, Petten; 
- IrnK, an ex:;?erimental sodilli"J-cooled therr:al reactor which •·.rent 
critical in Aub~st 1971; 
- SEFOR, in collaboration with the USA?JC, General Electric and 
South~rest Atomic Energy Associates; 
- a 5 I~·le experimentc.l loop for steam generator development and the 
investigation of thermal-hydraulic problems with components, 
- the AKB loop for hwestigating thermal-hydraulic problems with core 
co,nponents; 
- the APB loop for the testing and development of the large pumps and 
valves, flov:rneters, etc.; 
•• TNO' s 50 MVJe loop at Hengelo fOl' the d-3velopnent of tho intermediate 
heat exchangers and the steam generators; 
- the Na-3 loop at Mol for thermal-hydraulic tests on the fuel 
elenents; 
- the ASB installation for tho study of problems relating to 
vmter/sodiun reaction phenomena. 
Eany stm.ller facilities were also used. 
As regards fuel development, an extensive irradiation progra~"Je has 
been carried out in the Dh~, Rapsodie, BR-2 and FR-2 reactors. 
" 
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Fo llm-1ing on from this programme, tne purpose of the Slffi prototype 
plant will be chiefly: 
· - to demonstrate, on an industrial scale, the ~liability of such a 
project, and that it can be built at a cost determined according 
to the normal practice for such construction projects; 
- to demonstrate that such a reactor can be operated as part of an 
electricity grid with satisfactor,y safety and availability; 
- to establish the point in time when larger plants may be 
competitive and can be btlilt according to the practices uat1al for 
a commercial undertaking. 
lVith a nominal rating of 300 !~le, the SNR plant belongs to the same 
generation of fast reactor a.s the 233 :MVle Ph~nix plant built as part 
of the French programme a.nd COI:JIJissioncd in l973't '.oiJ.d the· 
British Prototype Fast .Reactor (PFR), which entered 
service in 197 4. 
The table below gives the leading particulars of these three plants 
for purposes of comparison. 
PFR J.>]l.~nix SNR 
-
..._.. 
Thermal output Mti 600(6.70) 563 730(770) 
Electrical output ::yr(ole '250(275) 250 300. 
Fuel Pu02juo2 Pno2fuo2 Pu.o2juo2 
Core volume 1 1320 1227 1600 
Specif~c fuel pol·rer Ut·~/1-:g ;fiss. 0.7- 0~8 0.9 (approx.) 
Pmver density Mt:T/1 0.4 0.42 0.4 
Linear power N/cm 450 430 400 
Breeder ratio 1.2 1.16 1 .2 (approx.) 
Primar,y sodiun1 
. 0 . 
c 400/560' 400/500 377/546 
temperature -
inlet/outlet (425/585) (420/580) 
Steam temperature 
°C/ctm.abs and pressure 510&540)162 510/163 495/165 
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The SNR plant will lag about five years behind the Ph~nix and 
PFR prototypes, but this must be seen against· the background of 
prospective entry into co~mercial service taking place about 
1985 at the earliest. 
Fu.rtheruorc, the SNR plant vlill ·be thl3 first large fast-neutron 
station o: the outside-loop variant, both the PFR and Phenix beill0 
of the integrated variety, i.e., the core, intemediate heat 
exchangers and primary pumps are housed inside a large vessel. 
Although the external-loop design m~ be slightly nore expensive, 
it could have the following technical adva~taces as quoted by its 
promoters : 
-greater ease of limiting the C)nsequences of a major accident; 
- better .access to components, which should in<!reas8 plant 
availability; 
- the reactor vessel can be shop-assembled; 
- less activation of the secondary circuit sod.iun; 
easier "stretching" to large sizes. 
The fuel for the SNR reactor is a mixture of uraniun1 oxide and 
plutonium oxide (uo
21 
'Pl'O) consisting of two (plutonium) 
enrichment regions of 22 and 30% approxinately. The me>.Ximum planned 
burnup is 87,700 ~~d/t and the average for the first core 
36,600 .MWd/t mixed oxide. 
TherrJal output is 750 11V'1th, giving a nominal gross power of 
312 MWe. All the thermal and electrical s.ystems, however, are 
' designed for a thermal output of 770 MWth, which is intended to 
make possible the subsequent installation of a core consisting 
of fuel elements with a higher specific power. FUrtherm~re, it 
.. 
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is planned to make greater use of the facility for conducting 
tests inherent in the system layout of the secondary circuits 
(because they are closed and independent) to install at least 
two different types of steam generator, a key point in the 
development of components for this reactor family. The reference 
design is of modular construction with straight tubes. 
With regard to engineered safeguards, -the SNR will feature: 
- two entirely independent scram s.ystems; 
- an emergenC"J cooling system independent of the primary 
circuits; 
- an outer containment consisting of a concrete building 
structure with leakti'ght steel lining on each side and 
a system for the inward venting of the airgap; 
- a molten-core take-up system in the reactor vault, with 
an independent c8oling ~stem. 
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ANNEX 1 
ffiJR REACTOR - LEADING PARTICULlutS 
- ----- - -J . ..,.,..,__ 
General 
~--
T,ype: fast breeder 
Pr~mary circuit deEign; cutside loops 
}fumbcr of loops (in parallel): three 
Coolant: 
- Primary and secondary 
circuits: 
- TortiarJ circuit: 
Fuel: 
Blanket~ 
First c0re power: 
Gross p0wer: 
Gross efficiency: 
Reference powE:r for the 
thermal circuits: 
Breeder ratio: 
Rc1:',ctor 
Sodium inlet temperature: 
Sodi~ outlet temperature: 
Sodiun flow rate: 
sodium 
water/ st ea.n 
mixed U and Pu oxide 
depleted uranium 
730 
312" 
770 
1.16-1.25 
377 
546 
3405 
• 
of, 
I 
MW 
kg/sec 
CorA 
Diameter: 
Height; 
l~tnber of fuel assemblies: 
Arrangement : 
Pins p0r assembly: 
l~. nomine.l linenr power 
(first cycle): 
Di£.meter: 
Wall thic!mess: 
Length: 
Cladding .. mat erial : 
Fu.el: 
T.;rpe: 
First-cycle enrichment: 
inner core 
outer core 
~iax. burnup: 
Average max. burnup: 
Average burnup: 
II-15 
2600 (appro~) 
1750 ( approx.) 
151 
he:x:aeo:nal 
163/169 
461 
6.0 
0.34 min. 
2475 
steel 1 .. 4988 
pellets 
(Pu239 + Pu241): 
22.68 21.90 21.13 
31.96 30.57 ~9.17 
80,700 
~54,800 
36,600 
~~bor of control rods: 12 
NUmber of safety rods: 
No .. 1 system 
No. 2 systeill 
3 
3 
LLL/ 634/7 1;.-E 
mm 
mrn 
mm 
mm 
mm 
at -/o 
II 
kg 
!I'IWdjt (U + Pu) 
II 
II 
Blanket 
--~ 
Number of assemblies: 
Arrangement: 
Number of pins/assembly 
Dia.acter: 
Wall thickness: 
Length: 
Fuel: 
T,y·pe: 
Cln.d mat erial 
Dcp~ler (~t 1600°K 
(w.L th sodium) 
Density 
FUel: 
Structural natorials 
Sodium 
Power 
React 1Y_i tx_ 
Coolant loss (r.1cu:.) 
Control rods: 
Snfety reds: 
No. 1 system 
No. 2 system 
330 
hexc:,gonal 
91 
9.5 
0.5 
2480/2483.5 
depleted ur2.nium oxide 
pellets 
1 .4988 steel 
Hi th control rods 
half in 
0.46 
-0.018 
-0.2 • 
-2.01 • 
3 .. 8 
17 .o 
10-2 
10-3 
II:/634/74-E 
mm 
nm 
I!lill 
withdrtu-m 
0.44 II 
-0.015 
+Oo 13 0 10~2 II 
-2.,66 • 10-3 II 
II 
II 
II 
Reactor tank 
Diameter: 
Height: 
Thickness: 
Material: 
Outer tank 
Diameter: 
Height: 
Thickness: 
Material: 
Number: 
T,ype: 
Number of tubes: 
Heat-transfer area 
Primar,y sodium flow rate 
SecondEk~ sodium flow rate 
Socondar.y sodium temperature: · 
at inlet 
at outlet 
T,ype 
II-17 
6500 
14000 
10 
·1·4948 steel 
7200 
10,000 
10 
1 .4948 steel 
three 
straight-tube, 
counter-current 
1800 
approx. 880 
1180 
1090 
335 
520 
straight-tube 
III/634/74-E 
mm 
mm 
mm 
mm 
mm 
mm 
kg/se?_ 
kg/sec 
NW~ e~~orators 
"{Per circuit : 
Lemgth: 
Outsiue diameter: 
Thermal output: 
Sodium temperature: 
1~0 ten1perature: 
~0 pressure: 
Heat-transfer area: 
Ttib~s, rru.mber: 
Length of tubes: 
Dimensions: 
Type: 
Outside diameter: 
Thermal output: 
Sodium temperature: 
H20 temperatures: 
~0 pressure: 
Heat-transfer area: 
NUmber of tubes: 
Dimensions: 
L(;ngth of tubes: 
II-18 
3 
approx. 23 
approx. 0.9/0.7 
54·8 
454/335 
253/359 
191/188 
239.1 
211 
20.97 
17.2 • 2 
three 
strci.ght-tubo 
a.pproJ::. 1 8 
approx. 0.9/0.7 
30.7 
520/454 
358/500 
185/170 
179.64 
211 
17.2 • 3.2 
18 
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m 
m 
II 
atra.abs 
2 
m 
m 
mm 
m 
II 
2 
m 
m 
Number of pri~~ pumps: 3 
Cuiiput: 
Delivery head: 
Power: 
5300 
140 
2200 
lfumber of secondar,y pumps: 3 
Output: 
Delivery head: 
Po'lrrer: 
Turbine 
-------=--
steam pressure at inlet: 
steam temperature at inlet: 
Flow rate: 
Reactor building 
Dimensions: Area 
Height 
Outer containment 
Type: 
Volume: 
4600 
100 
1800 
165 
495 
347 
concrete 
max. 54 
concrete with external 
leaktight steel 
clc!,dd.in,'! 
appro:x:. 80,000 
III/ 634/7 4-E 
m 
k:W 
m 
k:W 
atm.abs 
kg/sec 
m 
m 
Mfl.X. pressure: 
Per~issiple le~ago: 
Inner containment 
Type: 
Volume: 
111ax. pressure: 
Per~issible l8akage: 
II-19r-J:I:....20 
1 .1 
1.0 
concrete with leaktight 
steel liner 
approx. 13,000 
1 .3 
10 
atm.abs 
vol%/day 
atm.abs 
vol'fo/day 
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. 6. -.Ec_o_N-m.u-c;...,;;;onA=T.! 
6.1 Cost of project 
The total cost of the project(without plutonium) amounts to DM 1 535 million 
and breaks down as follows (for details see Annex IV to this report and 
Table I annexed): 
1. Supply contract DM 999.7 million 
2. Costs borne by the prime contractor DM 103.0 million 
3. Conditions of licensing and other additional 
performances nn 74.0 million 
4. Provision towards meeting contract-price variations 
due to the unforeseen extent of services rendered DM 158.3 million 
5. Provision for price increases D!-1 200.0 million 
DM 1 535.0 million 
Belgium and the Netherlands are· to lend 375 kg and 75 kg respectively of 
'eqnivalent plutonium-239; Germany has appropriated DM 30 million for its 
Share in the purchase of plutonium. 
16.2 Financing of the project (for details, see Annex IV to this report) 
' ' . 
6.2~1 r.~embers' oun capital 
RWE D~I 84 million 
SEP DM 18 million 
SYN.ATOM DM 18 .million 
Dtr 120 million 
6.2.2. ~Qn.tribution t~ capi~al costs 
Belgium 
netherlands 
DM 212.25 million 
DM 212.25 million 
·' Germany: - inveRtment premium DM 150 million 
- subsidy · · DI! 840.5 mil). ion 
DM 1 415 million 
6.2.3 Financing of the entire proj~~t Dl-1 1 535 million 
' ., 
' 
~ A. 
"<:t 
1:'-
~ 
(") 
'-0 
............. 
H 
H 
H 
""" ~
H B. H 
So1.!!,~f ~;eropriations 
1. sBK•t own capital 
2. Capitctl cost aids 
(a) Belgium 
(b) retherla..nds 
(c) Germany 
(cl) subsidy 
(c2) investment aid 
Use of ~EEroEriations 
1. Cost:; of supply contrc.cts (includinc:; 
fuel-element fabrication and part-
contracts) 
~. Primo contractor's costs (including 
licensing procedure. and spares) 
3. Increases for charges relating to 
licensing and other subsequent 
performances 
4. She-re in meeting supply contract 
price variations 
5. Price increases 
rr.-~-: , __ ~_"- ,_ J _·.7:~ 
_""""._.,.,. .... ---
(in milliom of D:M) Essen, 12 January 1973 
iup to andi i I ·~ total !inci~~~n; 1973 j 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 j 1S79 
I I ! I 
120.0 I 2.3 I 21 27.8 26.9 21.6 11.7 7.8 I 0.9 
. I I 
212.25 i 3.1 36.8 ~~ 48 46.4 37.3 20.3 13o5 l 
212.25i 3.8 36.1 48 46.4 37.3 20.3 13.5 I 
! I 
840.5 1 17.9 1168.2 199.2 181.4 139.1 69.4 48.1 l 17.2 l ~~~---1--=---h=-- I_::__ ~: _____ :~-----25 ___ ._:5 _ -=~--1 535 l 27.1 ! 262.11348 336.1 270.3 146.7 . 91.9 ' 46.8 : I I 
---. I 
l l 
6.85 
6.85 
I I 
999· 7 I 15.4 I 197.2 1243 1236.1 170.3 
I I I I 103 6.6 10 110 10 20 20 20 
I 74 I - I 20 I 20 I 15 10 5 3 I I I I I L~~·~j_ __ ~;: l~~ -- I !~ _J__ ~~ ----~J_~; ------~~·~-
1 · 1 1 1 1 r 
il 535 ' 22 :267.2 :348 i336.1 I 270.3 il46.7 I 97.9 46.8 
1 
76.7 39.9 21.1 
H 
H 
c. 
I rtlP to_~__ . . . -.- . -. total in•.:;ludi 1973 
1972 . 
Aid for the Eurchese of·Elutoniu~ and/or 
suEEl~ of fuel for the first core 
:Belgium (2%); supply of equivalent Pu239 I I 1. j375 kg - -I 2. Netherlands (1%); supply of equivalent Pu239 I 75 kg -. 
- I ' I l ! ; 3. West GerOal\1 (7o%); aid DU 30 million .. 10 
-
i ' ! . ! l I I I 
I I 
.,i977,. r ·1975 I i976 1_974 1978 1979 I I I 
I 
~ 150 kg 225 kg 
- - -
-
30 kg 45 kg 
- I - -
·10 10 . . . - . . 
- - I - -I I 
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The details of the profitability calculations are given in the document 
11Financial effects of the advantages requested as a.pproprinte to Joint 
Undertaking status" (see ilnncx V to this report). 
The anticipated development of the annual resultn provided by the SIVR-300 
reactor was calculated on the basis of 90% utilization of the power plnnt 
durine the various operating phases, taking due account of the shutdovm 
periods ~~d the trend of the costs provided for in the plan. 
The initial cost of the SNR-300 project is financed solely by subsidies 
from the Member States and by the Company's own capital. 
no recourse to borrowings. 
Thus there is 
The selling price for e:r!.ergy was fixed at 2.6 Pf/kvJh plus any drift, up to 
and includine; an annual load factor of 72 .. 5/o (base load). The price for 
supplying energy in excess of this percentage (supplementar.y quantity) will 
depend on the fuel cycle costs (variable costs) which the SBK will have to 
pay. 
The cost structure of a comparable light-water power plant which could be 
put into service at the same time 11as used -to de-':ermina the price drift. 
Staff requirements are based on a~ initial complement of 150, reduced to 
100 tmV"ards 1990. 
Taking account of the provis~ons governing offsetting of losses and the use 
of surpluses in accordance with the draft risk-sharing agreement, the 
cumulative· amount of revenue and 'expenditure over a period of 25 years is 
as f<>llo'lllrs: 
• 
Revenue 
Expenditure 
Balance 
Reserve 
II - 27 III/634/74-B 
in millions of DH 
+ 
1 884.47 
1 732.22 
151.25 
15.98 
135.27 
which sum may be used to pay interest on own capital (taxes included). 
The risk-she.ring contract provides that: 
(a) in the event of an annual d~ficit, the losses are borne by the 
participating States; 
(b) in the event of annual surplus, this surplus (Article 8) is used: 
- to offset the carr.ying-over of losses, 
- as to 3o% of the remainder, to reimburse payments made pursu.ant to 
the risk-sharing contract or to build up a res~rve fund; 
- as to 70% of the remainder, to redistribute among the SBK's members 
dividezde of up to 8-f:; of th.e capital. 
(c) a procedure for rep~ent of capital costs (Article 8). 
According to the table on page 11 of Annex V (14~ex 3 Annex A) to this 
report, the States• share in the risks is repaid cfter 20 years, the 
reserve is built up over five years and the sums which can be used for 
the p~ent of interest are available after the tenth yecr of reactor 
operation. There will be no rep~ent of capital costs. 
The profitability calculation drawn up by the SBK therefore shows that 
the large sums provided by the governments (90/'~ of power plant ~mpi 't3.1 
costs) will not be repaid~ the SDK ~~11 at no time make any profit. 
- ·--·----------------------------------------
Schn.-:-ll-7-:-:iter- E:J:>en, 12 Ja.nuar; 1973 
:·:~::-::!:=- .-: · >.'"rk!!gese ll!!chat t 111bH P8J'tllerrt plan Dr-.Th/Si 
(in m. DM) .\z. J.t.t 
Total up t01972 inol. 
1973 197ft 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
.\. Source of means 
..... 
1. S:SK capital 120.0 2.) 21.0 27.8 26.9 21,6 11,7 7.8 0.9 
2. Grants for construction costs 
a) Belgium 212,25 ),1 )6.8 48.0 46.4 37.3 20,) 1).5 6,85 
b) Netherlands 212.25 ).8 36,1 48,0 46.4 Ji,J 20,3 13.5 6.85 
c) Germa.ey 
c1l Grant 840.5 17,9 1~8.2 199.2 181.4 139,1 69,4 t.S.t 17.2 
c2) Investment allow- 150,0 25,0 35-0 )5.0 25.0 15.0 15.0 
ance 
1 535,0 27 .t 262.1 )48,0 ))6.1 270-3 tit6. 7 97.9 t.G.S 
a. Uti_lization of means 
t(Cost of sutpl{ agreements 
incl. manu ac ~e of fuel 
and part orders 999.7 15.4 197-2 24).0 2)6,1 170,) 76.7 39.9 21,1 
z.Owner' s costs (incl. H H 
licensing procedures and t 
k spare parts) 103 .o 6.6 10.0 10.0 10.0 20,0 20.0 20.0 6,4 f\J o;, 
J-Additional costs arisi~ from 
licensing conditions a 
other suppl. services 74.o 20.0 20.0 15,0 10.0 5.0 ).0 1,0 
r..Ps.rtioipation in excess 
cost of supply contracts 158.) 25.0 4o.o )0.0 )0,0 15.0 10.0 B,J 
s.Price increases 200.0 1s.o )5.0 It5.o r.o.o JO,O · 2;,o 10,0 
I 1 535.0 22.0 267.2 )48,() ))6,1 270, J 146.7 97.9 46.8 
1 0
,Su.bsic!Jr for procuring or 
contributi!!f[ ;elutonium 
I 
for the first core 
l t.Beilfium (2~) . ~25 t-3 H co ribution Pu-239 375 kg lJO k;o kg g. 1-1 equ. (:;%) 1-' H i =·Netherlands <D ......... 
l contribution Pu-239 75 kg )() kg 45 kg (7\ ! . H VI 
3 
· Germa.cy-e~Ofo) + i grant 30m. OM 10 10 10 ......... I -..J 
+ 
toJ 
• 
• 
" ----~-~--~~--- --------~--- __ T ___ --- ----~----- -- --- ------ . -~------ ~ 
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- 6.4 Advn.."ltages resul tinr, from oonf'ement of Joint Undertaking status 
In its le~ter of _26 April 1972 . (J...nnex I t~ this report), the SBK applied 
for conferment of a numbGr of advantages associated with Joint Undertaking 
status; the corresponding sum for an operating period of 21 years is of 
the order of Dll'f 30 million. 
In its letter·· of r.Ti~oh 1:9'71J., ~the.. lilost Germcm i : j J ~· • ' .... 
Government agre.ed to the conferment of only some of the advantages requested 
and these for a limited period only, i.e., to the end of the third year of 
operction. 
In a latter dated 14 March 1974, the SBK withdrew its request for the 
conferment of certain advantages first envisaged in 1972. 
An estimate of the sums· commensurate with the advantages conferred by 
West Germany is gi vcn below: 
(a) !~-~~~~~~during t~~!~~!!~-~ase {see_al~ point B_:2, 
~~~-!~~~_!~~!) 
as. to wealth tax 
·&!"to corporation ta.X 
Divi 4.28 million 
DH 1.45 million 
mt 5. 73 million ~ 
(b) savin~sulting ~~non-p~~ent of customs duties on reactor 
equipment: 
-----
approx. DM ·2. 5 mi'11ion 
(n) Tax burden with exemption 
- trade earnings tax 
corporation tax with 
supplementary levy 
(b) FiRcal charge without 
exemption 
- trroe earnings tax 
- '\'real th tax 
-corporation tax with 
supplcmenta~J levy 
(c) Tax relief 
- trade earnings tax 
- t-real th tax 
- corporation ~ax with 
supplementary levy 
II - 3.Q -:,/ 7.: ... 
in millions of Ul 
j Y71'1.r. o~ bonplt3tc ycn.rs (ootic['.tcd.) 'llotnl I 
1comm1ssJ..om.nf1j 1 ; 2 ; 3 : 1 
0.59 
1.49 
2.08 
1.41 
0.13 
1.06 
! l 0.72 1.46 1.17 
2.66 i 1.07 -t-:- ' 
4.12 1 2.84 
5.82 i 
6 It 9.7 
! 
i 
2.55 I 2.27 
0.52 0.52 
1 o.12 
I I 
1.141 
0.52 
- 4.24 
! 
5.16 j3,.88 I 1.66 ! 13.30 
-0-.-82--t----1-. 0-9-f.J-1-.1-0-·TI 3.43 
0.13 0.52 I 0.52 I ~::~ 11.69 
2.60 
- O.L13 
0.52 
I I I 1 
.... 1. 58 ! - 0.57 ~ 0.58 
1.04 1.04 0.94 ~~~ 
----------------·····-----------"'----------------
hence, totaL_~v~.tages: 
1. during construction 
2. during first three yenrs 
of operation 
DM 5. 73 million 
app. mt 2. 5 million 
DM 3.54 million 
app. m1 11.77 million 
.. 
• 
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OFFICE OF THE ~T :REPRESl!}fTATIVE 
OF THE IDl'l;liERLANDS TO THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES 
No 4490 
Subject: Granting of Joint Undertaking 
Status to S.BoK. 
Belliardstraat 62, 
Brussels 
21 August 1973 
With reference to your letter No 5049 of 4 July 1973, with enclosures, 
regarding the above subject, I would inform you that the dossier 
presented by the Commission calls for no further questions or remarks. 
In reply to your request for advice on this matter, I would therefore 
refer you to my letter No 6103 of 10 l~ovember 1972. 
The Commission of the 
European Communities 
lletstraat 200 
Brussels 1040. 
H.A.L. Vijverberg 
For the Permanent Representative 
',..'' ... 
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0":,1 -' .~~~ ~ :\:; '1·~•:• ~:. 
TO fJ.HE b'li ,..Jt~I..iiilf~OOti[lmNI'riES 
30 Augu.st 1973 
Dear Sir 
I fefer to your letter (reference Ho. 5114 of 6 July 1973) about 
tiM ~Rnting of .joint undertal.::ing status in accordance vli th 
Chapter V of tl),_e Euratom Treaty to Schnell-·Brliter-Kernkraftwerke-
gesellschaft m.b.H. Ireland has no objection to the granting of 
joint undert~:ing status in this case. 
YOu.rs faithfully 
s. 0 'Sullivan 
The Director-General 
rn~exf:o~ate General III/F/2 ~~ d~0ia Loi 200 
1040 BRUXBLLES 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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PERI1ilUTSlfT REPimlENTA'riON OF T~ FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 
TO Tim WROPEJ.N COMMUNITIES 
Ambassador Ulrich Lebsanft 
Commissioner Altiero Spinelli 
Coumission of the Duro,ean Communities 
200 rue de la Loi 
Brussels. 
Sir, 
~ .... 
... / I.' 
Eith reference to the letter from Federal Minister Dr von Dohna.nyi of 
15 August 1972, I have the honour to inform you of the Federal Government•s 
approval to establish the SNR-300 pOl-<er station of the Schnell-Briiter-
Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft m.b.H. (SBK) as a joint undePta~ng within the 
meaning of Article 45 et s.~· of the Euratom Treaty. 
In this connect~.on, the application for the concessions set out in .Annex 
#' 
III of the Treaty should be graz1ted on condj.tion that the SBK shall, 
from the time of its establishment until three years after the final accept-
ance of the power station by the SBK be exe.:·:J.ptcd from the following: 
- exemption from ta.x on capital; 
- derogation from the deadline set for the deduction of losses pursuant to 
Article lOd. of the Einkommensteuergesetz (incane tax law}; 
- exemption from that part of the industrial or commercial profits tax which 
is levied in pursuance of Article 8 point 1 of the Gewerbesteuergesetz 
(trade tax lat-1) on the interest due on long-term financial oommi tme.nts; 
- derogation from the deadline set for the deduction of operating losses in 
pursuance of Article lOa of the Gewerbesteuergesetz; 
.... 
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exouption fro::t that part of t:.e tax on oporntinr; CD.p.:. to.1 uhich is 
levied in pursuance of paragraph 2, point 1 of ~l.rticle 12 of the 
Gewerbesteuergesetz on long-term financial cornmi tments; 
exemption from that part of the tax on operating ce,pi t~l l'7hich is 
levied on the pro rata value of the :~lant financed through public 
subsidies 
from customs duties and charges of equal effect for these materials 
and substances detailed in Annex III, paragraph 6 of the Euratom Treaty 
and in accordance Ni th the conditions lnid dovm therein. 
The application that members' subscriptions up to a total of U1 120 000 000 
shall be exempted from Cornpa:.w Tax, pursuont to 1'mncx III, paragraph 3 
of the Euratom 1'.Preaty, is grt111ted. 
Please accept, Sir, the expression of my highest consideration. 
P5:Rlvi.L\NEifr RSPRI:SENTATION OF TBE 
GRAJ:JJJ ... ])UCHY OF LDX:Bl:SOURG 
TO THE! E.UROPE.AlJ COMl'mNITIES 
ref. no. 17.4.31 
Sir, 
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Brussels, 18 March 1974 
I have the honour to refGr to your letter no. 1013 of 12 February 1974 
and to infonn you tl1at the Luxembourg Government is in favour of 
confGrring joint undertaking status on the Schnell-Br£iter-Kernkraftwerks-
gesellschaft m.b.H. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Jean Dondelinger 
!unbassador and Permanent Representil.ttve 
Mr. Ronald Grierson, 
Director-General for Industrial and Technological ~\ffairs 
Commission of the European Communities 
:roo rue de la Loi 
1040 Brussels. 
Brussels, 19 March 1974 
For the attention of Mr. Loeff 
Director-General 
Telex No. 133 
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In reply to your letter No. 1237 of 19 Februar~' 1974, the Italian 
Govern..'nont is in favour of conferri'1g joint U'.1dertaldng status 
on the Schnell-Bruter-kernkraftwe:-ksgesellschaft m.b.H. 
Bombnssei 
• 
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PERl~.tllmTT DAIUSH REPRESENTATION 
TO THE LUROP~ COl,II\.'IUNITIES 
400.V.3-l 
Sir, 
III/634/71:--E 
rue de la Loi 34 
1040 Brussels 
29 April 1974 
l'li th reference to your letter of 19 February concerning the conferment 
of a joint undertaking status to the Schnell-Brliter-Kernkra.ftwerksges&llschaft 
m.b.H. (SDK) pursuant to Chapter V of the Euratan Treaty, I have the 
honour to inform you that the Da'tlish Gove:r:nLlent agrees to this conferment. 
Mr. J. Loeff 
Director-General for Industrial and 
Technological Affairs 
Commission of the European Communities 
200 rue de la. Loi 
1040 Brussels. 
Yours very truly, 
Bent Ha.akonsen 
Counsellor to the i'.m.bassa.d.or 
PERMANENT FRENCH REPilESENTATIOU 
TO THE :EUROP:CAJ.'V CO:K?IUNITIDS 
ref no. PL/mj-No 76 EUR 
Joint Undertaking Status 
SBK 
Sir, 
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Brussels, 30 A~ril 1974 
In repJ:r to ~rour :;..e-'.;ter no. 1010 of 12 February 1974, I hav·e the ho""lour 
to il:~f<l:"1 -;.n:;_ t1•at the French Government has no objection to the application 
for j o; .1t u.':J.rl0d 'lldng status me.,de b;r Sclmell-Brtit er-Kern)-craftwerksg· .. s e llschaft 
m.b,r, (S':i~n for the pur:;:>ose of designing and building a prototype sod:iu!n-
cooled fast react or ( Sl~h-·300). 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Dircctor....Cenernl for I:nd'1.stria.l 
ar~C. fJ'F. l nc·loF;:c :I .. A..~ f -"-: __ .. 8 
Ccr., '-'-"' :. ')1:. o t -< _,; EL,r':.::r-ean ComrnU!'.i ties 
2C'~ 2··L ci.e la L0i 
1040 Brussels. 
E. C<tzimajou 
.li!sistant Pe:2."1anent Representative 
PEmW!ENT BELGI.\N HEPRESENTATION 
TO THE :'IDROPEf.N C(}liMUNITIES 
Ref. no. G/Pl0/91/1230/51.130 
Sir, 
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1040 Brussels, 20 May 1974 
rue Bel1iard 62, Tel 813.45.70 
Subj~.?-1: Request for joint undertcldng status to be conferi!red on the 
SITR-300 nuclear pmver station. 
I have the ho;nour to refer to your letter of 12 February 1974 in w:hich you 
requested the opinion of the Belgian Government Qn the a:pplication made 
by the Sclmell-Brliter-Kernkrafhrerk~g~-,G..l <t~ohi:ft:'l!J~lt\;1l. ·: ('SIK) '.thAt.; :J~i1H 
undert&cing status be conferred on a nuclear power station equipped with a 
prototype sodilli~-coo1ed fast reactor (SNR-300~. 
... 
The Belgian Government supports the application m~..de by the SBK Company. 
Indeed, the nature of the SNR-300 project together with the significant 
financial !)articipation by tl1e Kember States and the prospects that develop-
ment of this far.1ily of fe:'3:tcl. reactors offers for a solution of current 
energy :problel!.ls, can only justify su0h e, status. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurence of my highest consideration. 
President of the Commission of the 
European Commtunities 
J. Van der Meulen 
Permanent Representative. 
For the attention of l~'.ir. J. Loeff, Assistant Director-General for 
Industrial and Technologic&! Affairs 
rue de la Loi 200 
1040 ~asels. 
I '· 
• 
" ~ "''i .... 
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::.COUNCIL DECISION OF 
ON THE ESTABLISE.mNT OF Ti-rE "SCIDTELL-BMER-
:K:BfJE:.t..omvrWEPJ~SGESELLSOIIAFT mbH" (SBK) AS A JOINT UNDERTAKING 
Tim COGTJIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUITJ.11:I'ES, 
Havirt-"': -'-''"go,r<i to:v the Treaty estabJ ~-s'hing the European Atomic E!lergy 
Co;,u;;1X!'"!:'."':.3r, and in particular Articl:: 49 thereof; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Commission; 
Havi11g regard to the Report of the Commission; 
Ravine: regard to the proposal.. from the Com."lission; 
Where.etl03 ths- object! of "Schnell-Brtiter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft m'.:>H'' (SBK) 
are to cona~ruct, e~~ip and operate a nuclear power station of the order of 
300 Ml:e ·e.t Kalka.r, Kreis Kleve, L.-."...."'ld North-Rhine· ·Westphalia, Federal 
Republic o:f Germany; 
Whereas the 1!Schnell-Brtiter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mbH" (SDK) has for 
this purpose npplied for establishment as a Joint Undertaking; 
Whereas the statutes of the "Schrlell-Briiter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft 
m't:r' (S.BK) are compatible with the provisions of the Treaty which relate 
to J o~.i''.:t Undertakings 9 and whereas Article 13 in particular of those 
ste:·~ :e:.::l provides that if SBK is ePtablished as a Joint Undertaking it 
wi 11 b& ~q 11erned by the lfaid-:;.p.tM•i:;;: t Jts:i:' by. thi!r. ·~tnt4!1pMbp=l;led, 'DiJJ):', :i.1' 
implementation thereof apd in part::..ci..1.lar by this Decision; 
Whe~ .. N';,<' it is the task of the Cor:;r.l)~~.-ty to contribute to the raising of 
the s-;::;_::.>~.rd o:f living in the l.~c~:\lJ -··· States and to the development ·of 
rela+·! ):!s ~tl1 other countries b;:;,' •::·:~>.ting the conditions necessary for the 
spe<:ldy es-Gai.Jlishment a.."1d growth of ll'..i.clear industries; 
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~~e~~: notwithstanding the economic rieks at preoent in~erent in such 
an under-taking, it is importa..'1.t that there should be es-tablished froD 
now onwards .. ~.tiiisst nuclear power station equipped with a fast-neutron 
reactor, incorporating all the progress achieved hitherto; 
Whereas the project put forHard by tho "Schnell-Brilter-
Kernkrafti-rerksgesellschaft mbH" (SBK) is therefore, at the present stage 
of the application of nuclear techniques to the production of energy, 0f 
ftmdamental importance to the development of the nuclear industry in the 
Cornmu.nityi 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
-
The ''S~'hnell-Brliter-Kernkrai'twerksgesellschaft mbH" (SBK) is hereby 
estcJ..,l·~_r:;'led as a J0ir.t undertaking within the meaning of the Treaty for 
a pe:nod of twenty-five years from 1 January, 1975, 
The oc:j eds of S"SX sh':l.l.l te to cous·tr:1d 1 erf'·! p and op:::r'lte a nuclear 
poNer stati-:m of the order of ~CJ ~Ue i;.·" I:r•:is ICle~Je 7 L2..:.1d. N.Jrth·-
Rhine ·'trlestphalia, Fed. ~ral Republic of Ge ..... ·mo.n;y. 
The rltatutes (articles of 2SSocic:ticn) of the "Schnell-B:rllter-
Kernkrafti:ierk8_::;esellschaft m'b3:" (S.DK) annexed to this Decision are 
hereby approved. The disso~t;l-tilbn.!proviS.ed. ·:fwu~. "Arlic1e··~8:;of~tlicse·' 
st.a:liutes lshaHf lb.h~eve~+ ·lln~J: altfe~t.§d. onJ.Y''aftei> .:.a,p:iJfl§va!"- -ey-ttfie >·rroufi~i 1, 
ticttnglon~-at:p~oposo.L fPV!i1 ·-t.he"-Gammi~§i ol't, · :ln:oa5CJ~ra:rulee:wl:tn') Ja.ltJ~l:~ 250 
9!1 tne '.l]~e~~;; t~-. 
The "Schnell-Brliter-Kernkraftwerksgtasellschaft mbH" (SBK) shall ad'dJs.:.,:. 
the designation "Gemeinsames Europaisches Unterneh!llen'' rll.f.t4i'3its..~ame. 
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Article 3 
This Decision is addressed to the Uember States and to the "Sohnell-
Brtiter-Kernkra.ftwerksgesellsohaft mbH" (SBK). 
Done at Brussel, 
For the Council 
The Px-esident 
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Statutes 
T. • , 
' 
! . '' 
of the 
Schnell-BrUter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mit 
beschrankter Haftung 
Article 1 
Name of the Company 
The name of the company is 
I 
• I 
"Schnell-BrUter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung" 
Article 2 
Seat of the company 
The seat of the company is at Essen. 
Article 3 
Objects of the company 
The objects of the company are to develop fast breeder reactfrs to a 
stage at which they are ready for marketing, by contructionand opera-
tion of a prototype nuclear power station with a sodium-o~led fast 
breeder reactor and by participating in power station com?anies set 
up for the purpose of building and operating sodium-cooied fast 
breeder reactors. 
Article 4 
Capital 
The capital of the company is DM 57,000,000 (fifty-seven million 
German marks). 
Article .5 
Subscribed capital 
1. The members shall subscribe the following amounts to the capital : 
.. 
, 
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(a) Rheinisch-Westfalisches·Elektrizitatswerk. 
Aktiengesellschaft, Essen 
(b) N.V. Samenwerkende Elektriciteits-
Produktiebedrijven, Arnhem 
(c) SYNATOM, Societe Anonyme, Brussels 
(d) Central Electricity Generating Boardt London 
III/'634/74 E 
DM 3,500,000 
DM 14,ooo,ooo 
DM 21,000,000 
DM 750,000 
; DM 3,000,000 
DM 4,500,000 
'DM 750,000 
DM 3,000,000 
DM 4,500,000 
PM 2,000,000 
2 •.. One quarter of the subscriptions to the capital shall be paid in cash 
before application is made for the entry of the company in the Commer-
cial Register. The management may call up further amounts if neces-
sary. Such amounts shall be paid within four weeks of receipt of the 
call. 
Article 6 
Disposal of shares 
No shares or fractions thereof shall be assigned or pledged without the 
assent of all the members. 
Article l 
Administrative organs of the company 
The company shall have two administrative organs : 
(a) the general meeting 
(b) the management 
Article 8 
General meeting; resolutions 
A general meeting of the members shall be convened by the management not 
less than once a year by regtsteTed letter at least two weeks in ad~ance, 
which shall specify the place, date, time and agenda of the meeting. 
General meetings may be convened anywhere in Germany, Provided the pro-
ceedings do not require to be proved by notarial act, they may also be 
convened abroad. 
·; 
Upon ~equisition in writing by one of the members, the management shall 
forthwith convene-a general meeting. 
Each D~ 10,000 shall carry the right to one vote in the general meeting. 
The chair at the general meeting shall be taken by the rep~csentative 
of the Rheinisch-Westfalisches E.L~ktrizitatswerk Aktiengezellschaft. 
Unless other\·iise required by -tfil7l-'1Cl.lt' oJ->.th&tS'tk""!.ttFC'BI1, t~hc~C'C:~,t,~·~l ffle~'\~ 
shall pass resolutions by a simple majority of the votes caat. 
Resolutions concerning the construction of the prototype nuclear power 
station wit1. a fast breeder reactor, amendment of the Stc:.+.ntes, partici-
pation in other power station companies an~ winding-up of t~e company 
shall be pa3sed by a majority of 90 % of those entitled to vote. 
Unless the resolutions passed by the general meeting are certified by 
a notary public, the man~gement shall yrepare minutes of the resolutions 
passed by general meetings, which shall be sent by the management to all 
members after signature by the chairman of the general meeting. 
t;:·_i£,1 e .2 
Management 
The management may consist of one or more persons. The managers shall 
be appointed or dismissed by the general meeting, which may appoint 
one of the managers to the chairmanship of the management. 
The management shall conduct the business of the company in accordance 
with the law, these Statutes anc the resolutions of the general meeting. 
Article 10 
Representation of -the company 
. 
If there is more than one manager, the company shall be represented 
by two managers acting jointly or by one of them acting jointly with 
an employee holding power of attorney. 
... 
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Article 11 
Financial year 
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The financiel year shall run from 1 July in one year to 30 June in 
the next. 
Article 12 
Closing of accounts 
Within five months after the end of each financial year, the management 
shall craw up the bala~ce sheet, the profit and loss account and the 
report for the preceding financial year. 
Article 13 
Joint enterprise 
If the company is granted the status of a Joint Undertaking within the 
meaning of the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community, 
it is subject, for the whole of its activity as such, to the provisions 
of the Euratom Treaty which relates to Joint Undertakings, and also to 
the Decisions of the Council of Ministers of the European Atomic Energy 
Community establishing it as a Joint TJndertaking and conferring on it 
any of the advantages listed in Annex III to the Euratom Treaty. 
In :Particular : 
(a) amendments to these Statutes shall not enter into force until they 
have been approved by the Council of Ministers, pursuant to Article 
.50 of the Euratom Treaty; 
(b) in accordance with Article 171 (3) of the Euratom Treaty, the company's 
profit and loss accounts and the balance sheet relating to the pre-
ceding financial year shall, within one month after their approval 
by the general meeting, be sent by the management to the Commission, 
which shall place them before the Council of Ministers and the 
European Parliament. The estimates of revenue and expenditure shall 
be submitted in accordance with the same procedure one month at the 
latest before the beginning of each financial year. 
... ·1' 
Subject to the foreeoing provisions the company shall continue to be 
governed by German law and in particular the law relating to companies 
with limited liability. 
Article 14 
Notices 
All notices of the company shall be published exclusively in the 
Bundesanzeiger. 
Article 15 
Formation costs 
The costs of fornation of the compnny, including the costs of certi-
fying the Statutes and registering the company, shall be borne by the 
company.. 
• 
' .. 
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COUiifCIL DECISION OF 
ON" THE CONFERRING OF ADVANTAGES ON THE "SCHNELL-
BRUT:JR-KERN:~AF'Y~JERKSGESELLSCHAFT mbH ( SBK) JOINT 
UNDER.TluCIIJG 
THJ.J COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN C~®IDNITIES, 
Having reg·a.rd to the Treaty esta"blishing the EUropean Atomic Energy 
Community, and in particular Articles 48 and 124 thereof; 
Havi~g regard to the Opinion of the Commission; 
Having reGard to the Report of the Commission; 
Havi:::1g rcgcrd to the proposal from the Commission; 
\'ll'hereas the objects of the "Schnell-Briiter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mbH" 
(SBK) Joi:-1t Undertaldng, established for a period of tvrenty-five years 
pursu~1t to the Cmu1cil Decision of••••••••••••••••••t are to construct, 
equip and operate a nuclear pO'~>Ter station with a capacity of 300 i.ft!e in 
the Kreis Kleve, Land liforth· .. Rhine 1rlestphalia, Federal Republic of Germany; 
lfuereas the "Schnell-Briiter-Kern~>:raftvrerksgesellschaft mbH" (SBK) has for 
this purpose applied for certain advantages listed in }~ex III to the 
Treaty; 
Whereas the Kalkar nuclear pouer station will be constructed by a 
consortium of undartald.ngs from several Community countries, and nearly 
exclusively Hi th comp_9nents fr;;d the Communi t~r, and whereas the construction 
of this power station Nill enable the technical processes ~t'or· 'tlhe_·prod.uot:P.on 
of electr:i.ci t;}7 0:>1. a;:1 industrial scale to be considerably improved; 
.Whereas the co:'1ferment on t!:.e "Sch.."lell-Briitcr-Kcrn~::raftwerksgesellschaft 
mbli" (SBK), in respect of the period of contructio:.1 and operation of' the 
nuclear pow3r station, of advantages listed in ~~ex III to the Treaty m~, 
by lightening the fir.anci~J. burden, limit the- economic risks inherent in 
such an Ul1dert~cing; 
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Uhereas it is desirable to confer on "8cl'mell-Briitor-I~er:r.krc:ftHGrksgesellsohaft 
mbli;' ( SBK) the said en vantages only if the lcttt :.;r nakes c..vailabJ.e to t~1e • 
Community the non-·patentable information it collec~s in the course of 
implementing the nuclear pouer statio:-t projc;ct i 
Hl\.S ADOPTED TillS DECISION: 
Article 1 
The Member States shall confer on the "Sclmell-Briiter-Kernl':raftHerksgesellschaft 
mbH" ( SBY.:) Joint Undertaking in the first ;>lace for :1 period of t:n-eo years 
dating after fin:tl acceptance of the povrer stdion b~r t:1e underta:':ing, the 
follo;-;ing advantages listed i:t A..J.ne:: III to tl;.e Treat~r: 
1. Under paragraph 3 of the scU.d Annex, exempticm from the Kapi tn.lver1c0hrsteuer 
( Gesellschaftsteuer) ( cani tal tra..J.saction tex - compcmy tax) on assets 
contributed to SBK ",.:)~r r;1embers (Sta'Tlffieinl~en), up to c: tot:1.l of Dii 120 million. 
2. Under paragraph 5 of the ~C'.id .A.nnox:. 
exemption from tax on capital; 
derogdion frcxn t~1e deadline set for the deduction of losses nursun.nt 
to J..rticle lOd of the Einkomme:1stcuerg8setz (income tiJ...-v: le:M);' 
exemption from that ;>art of thG indu.strial or cor:unercic..l profits ta.Y. 
which is levied in pursua.rce of Article 3 point 1 of the Gewerbesteuergesetz 
(trade te.x la1r1) on t:1e interest due on lor..g-term financial commitments; 
• 
• 
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derogation from the deaQlir.e set for the deduction of operating losses 
in pursucnce of l~ticle lOa of the Gowerbesteuergesetz; 
exGmption from that pnrt of the tax on operating capital which is 
levied in pursu:mce of p~,ra.graph 2, point 1 of Article 12 of the 
Ge':-rerbesteuergesetz on long-term financial commitments; 
exemption from that part of the tax on operating capi tnl l-Thich is 
levied on the pro rata value of the plant financed-through public 
subsidies 
3. The advantages provided for in parcgraph 6(a) of the said .Annex. 
4. The advantages provided for in paragraph 1 of the said .Annex. 
Article 2 
The r jvrntages conferred on the "Schnell-Briiter-Kernkraftwer!csgosellschaft 
mbP''' ,· SBK) by thio decision sh2.Il apply to the rights and obligations 
at tl.a time of its incorporation C:.S!':a Joint Undertaking. 
J.nticle 3 
The co'1.ferment of the c>.dvcmtages listed in .~:'\.rticle 1 on the Schnell-Briiter-
Ker,1k.:c:1ft>verksgesellsc:1aft mbH" (SBK) is subject to the condition th::\t 
the (:8:Jinission shall hc..ve access to all the industrial, technical and 
ecoi1 Jmi c info:rn~&ti on, including that relating to safety, acquired by SBK 
thro,1g:1out the period of design, construction and operation of the nuclear 
powe:..1 station. This duty extends to all the informc:.tion which SBK is 
entitled to receive from its major SU!_)plier ru.1d pass on in accordance with 
the c-:mtracts concluded tri th him. The Commission shall determine which 
information must be cornmuni0ated to it, a.s t·rell as the manner in which 
such communic~tion shall be made. The C~ission shall ensure its 
dissemination ~~ong the Mem~er States, persons or undertakings in 
acr:n -:lance >vi th tl1e provisions of Chapter II of the !freaty establishing 
the Du.rope~ Atomic Energy COI!llllunity • 
'( 
' ; 
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Article :4 
This Decision is ed<lresscd to tho Member Stntos and to the JoL1t 
Undertaking "Sclmell-Brliter-KernkraftT·rerksgesellschnft mb~r'. 
Done nt Brussels, ••••••••• 
For the Council 
ThG President 
• 
• 
·., 
'·' 
•. 
., 
'• 
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VOLT.IlE II 
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Rating as Joint Undertaking of 
"Schnell·.uBritter-Kernkraftwerksgesellsch3.ft m.b~H"" ( S:aK) 
- Annexes to the Report on the Project for Establishing the 
"Schnell-Bruter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschafi; m. b.H." ( GBK). 
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ANNEX I Doc. No. III/1807/72 E 
Application for grant of Joint Undertaking status, pursuant 
to Chapter V of the Treaty establishing Euratom, including 
the Articles of the Company SBK 
ANNEX II Doc. No. III/254/73 E 
Draft risk-sharing agreement for the fast breeder 
reactor SNR-300 
ANNEX III Doc. No. III/643/73 E 
- Letter of 15 August 1972 from Mr von Dohnanyi to ·Mr Spinelli 
- Letter of 6 October 1972 from Mr Spinelli to Mr von Dohnanyi 
- Letter of 10 November 1972 from the Permanent Representative 
of the Netherlands to the Commission · 
- Letter of 9 January 1973 from Mr Spinelli to Mr Lubbers 
ANNEX IV Doc. No. III/644/73 E 
ANNEX V 
Project costs and project financing for the SNR-30~ (in million 
DM) including 
- Appendix 1 
Appendix 2 
Appendix 3 
Contract Prices· 
' Reserv~ for participation of SBK.in excess 
above the prices •• 
Reserve for price increases 
Doc. No. III/74/73 E 
Financial implications of the advantages applied for ,Qy virtue 
of Joint Undertaking status 
Annex 
Annex 
Annex 
Annex 
Annex 
1 Determination of tax coefficients 
2a Taxation, taking into account Joint Undertaking status 
advantages requested 
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Annex I 
---
_, . ·-sof...nel1·-..l~·r•trt.a~~e:r.'llkraftwerk~sells&aft mbH 
26 April 1972 
The Commisa~s--of the European Communiti8s 
Dear Sirs, 
Re: !JWll~~tion for ... ~~ ·r~~~~~~~L~~~ 
.£u.rs1"¥1t....!.e~2r v ..£! .ill.: Tr~§l1:t .. e.s~J:~i!:5...~J'.Qll 
We intend to build and operate at Kalkar (Kreis Kleve) a 300 M\f nuclear 
power station with a fast sodium-cooled reactor (SNR) and :1creby request 
that ~ur company be granted the status of "Joint Undertaking'' within the 
meaning of the EURAT0rf Treaty and some of the advantages envisaged in 
Annex III to the Et:""RATOM:. Treaty. 
The details below are given by way ~f explanation and justification Af our 
applications: 
(A) OUr c~mpany was established on 25 January 1972 by the F~einish­
Westf~l isches Elektriz:i.t~:tswerk Aktiengesellschaft, (R1~) Essen, 
N. V. Samenwerkende ElE:z:tricHei ts-Pro-:!uktiebedrijven, Arnheim, 
SYN .. \TO:M, S.A., Brussels. 
The capital of the company, initially DM 5,000rOOO, was subscribed 
by the me~bers as follows: 
. .. ; ... 
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Rheinisch-vlestfalisches Elektrizi tatswe1'k AG 
N.V. Sar:.emmrk-3ndc Elektriciteits-Produktiebedrijven mr 750,000 
SYNAT0::.1 S .A. DM 7 50,000 
It is planned to increase the capital to Dli 120,000,000 as construction 
progresses. A c~py e>f the Ctnpany's Statutes is enclosed. Thzse 
Statutes will be adct.ptod to the requirements of a "Joint Undertaking'' 
if the requested status is granted. 
(B) Brief d~scription ~f the site and plant 
(a) Site 
The si tc at KoJ.knr, Kreis Kleve, is on the left bank of the Lower 
Rhine between 842.1 and 842.5 kD fron the source, to the north of 
Horw.epel. ~1e site meets the prore~~isites specified by the 
German Reactor Safety Commission as regards river-water cooling, 
good facilities for po~v-er distribution and the populati0n densi-ty 
criteria. 
(b) Plant 
The nuclear power station incorporates a s~diwJ-cooled reactor. 
The heat released from the nuclear reactions to the coolant is 
passed via three external circu.latinc loops to an intermediate 
circui-t like-;v-ise fil10d ~nth sodium and from there to a conventional 
feed water/steam circuit. ~~o reactor is designed for a thermal 
QUtput of 730 MH, fr€lm which about 300 MW electrical energy is 
generated in the steam power plant. 
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Ssleotion of sodiurJ as ·the oool~t creates the pr~Tequisitc fer 
ensuring that the breeding effect (oonvcrsion of the non-fissile 
ura:'liULl-238 into fissile pl11 toniur:t~239) knov-,·~ froE1 the e<.,rly days 
of nuclear ..reactor technology ·has a bencfic~.eJ .. eff'ect in t11.e 
pot·<er station fuel balance. Consc.quontly, cu:r:rf·n-!; oan be 
generated on a la:rge scale af+,e..r a ce:rtFdn startinr;·-~JP perioo 
w:lthout constant additional v..:~r-~hases of ftssils T.1a·terir:.~.l 1 because 
the breeding process onsut'es tl:1at more f:~ "ldle pJ uto~11.1..u:n. is pr'Yiuced 
(e) Financing of the project 
The t()tal costs of the nuolea.r p'Y.ver s-tat:i.on prt·jeot ere estime:t•)d. at 
D'M 1, 540 mi.lli on (net incl1~1ing plut om:ur:1). This an<:•u.nt can be 
br·')ke:l dc;-w:n as f(;ll0ws: 
Costs of supply contracts 
Fuel element 11anufa"")ture 
Estimated additi0nal costs 
(vharg•3S of app::-oving mr~horitien, 
protot~~e risks, price inoreasoc) 
D:Ji 942 million 
m: 52 million 
m.~ 81 r.1ilJivn 
DM 465 miD ion 
The n,ecessary· pluto:niur:1 will be supplied ;)~r the Federal Repul::lic €Jf 
Gcr·many and the Kingdc.ms of J3elgiur.1 and t~e lTetherlands and is not 
ir.,Jlu.d.ed in the abo"'le-'illentione·i t·.)ta,l costs. 
It is intended tha:t the total costs of Dl1 1,540 million will be 
finan0ed as followG: 
Power station compauy' s mm capital 
Subsidies 
(a) Federal Republic of Germany· 
(b) Belgi.um 
(c) Hetherlan:is 
D:!VI 120 million 
liM 990o5 million 
Dlt[ 2 "12 .25 million 
DM 212.25 million 
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The difference of D.M 5 cillir.m cor.11~arei wi+;h the total costs r0sul ts 
from the fac-t that the R(~ l"''ill connect the .PO'ler station to the I'}JE 
high-vol taGG grid for trans.~1is::lic·r" of the generated power at its O'\m 
expense, thus o1nia.ting the need for fina.."lcing by the pm·:or station 
c''·npony. 
According to tl:.e pN'8e.nt state of planning• the pmver stdion company 
uill in due course probably have to raise govornr.1ent-guararri;eed ot:tside 
capita: to finance the fuel cycle. 
(D) Profi te.bili ty of t:L1o project 
The total costs :.f the 11 turr>.key" plant without the inHial fuel supply 
are probably four to five ti~es a3 high as those of a como0rcial light-
w::;:t'"r nuclear powc.c :de:tio~ of ~.;he sa'Je size. As tho fuel coGts are 
also a mul tirJle ~·f tnoac r~f lig.lt-wc:,ter reac"!;ors, part::.cularly as a 
rosul. t of t~e uuch higher fuel-element fu.brication costs, the pcr;wr 
generation e:r)sts of tllis plAnt - even in ·(;ho event of high availability -
cfill be considerably hj_gl1cr than those of otho::- power stati0ns~ Honce 
if commercial criteria w8re applied t~e project would not be feasible. 
(E) Reasons in support of th~ appHcation 
If the project li.aterializcs dcJSpite its unpro::'ltability as outlined 
abovu, it is L1tended to pursue: tha follo1-ling aims: 
(a) VerifJ cr:~.tion of the thoorot:..cally calculated brooC.ing gain i11 c: 
(b) de:.1onstratiJn that Gorr.mercially exploitable electrical energy can 
be generated t·;i th a reactor ·:·f this type; 
(c) if tho d2"ta under (a) and (b) are established, it is intended to 
use the p~.nnt for large-scc:le tcRtit'g of further-developed 
oor.!ponents under operc:,ting conditions o 
... I ... 
·' 
~'le consider that grant of Joint ti'ndortcldng st_:d;us for t:bis pr<,joct 
wOU.:.d be j 1lStifiod for the foll.::>'I-Jing rec.suns: 
The project is the first of thi:s type in the Cocr,mni t~r in w:1ich firms 
fron oore tha:1 two countries are pa't't~cipati.ng in bo-:;h opera.ti:"n and 
cC"nstruction (Belgiw., Gcrnwny o.:nd. the lifethc:r·Js,nds t.~gether wi·th 
Luxembourg e.s an associated participent). Tl1i::: 1.nterna t i ::mc:,l 
cooperation dateG b::lck to the oarly sJ.x-~iesJ when the government 
research centres were fu1l~;r responsible for cm:•:::ying out the ;preparatory 
~;ork. At this time dovel Tf>EKmt ~f this reactor type in the course of 
tl,o Second EUUA'IOM Progra.lllli1C was also acc·Jrded f ina.nci.al ass:!.sta:1oc 
Transfer c::: the vmrk to the industry was complotod. in 
1966/67, l>rhereby Siemens/Intera·~·=-rr~, Jh1.:,o:nuclee..ire, Noratoom and 
V.7.xatoo continued the devolcpment W(.,rk until ti1e prcJect l!V<:l.S ready for 
the construction stageQ 
Co!ilparod id th the nucl oar reactors previously used in ~he Connuni ty for 
power generation, tho SUR operatGs vith fast, ioc .. , urur:oderatcd, 
neu-':;rr::nso In this sense :i.t is compa!'able t'.'ith the reactor at tho 
Phe~·lix nuclec,r p ... ·:-Jer s"';ation, which is a natic_.-lal construction project 
in Fra...'lce. Ho1rJeveri the SUR differs substc:mtiaLy from the Pmn:L'"{ 
ree.oto::- in ·that the pr:..mary !'lodi.un is ciroulatec't in externd lines a.l'ld 
heat-excha..."lgers, i.e. t outside the reaci:,or tank (loop construction), 
in the sun. In tho view of the suppiiers, an arrangement of this type 
pcr-Bi ts great fleY.i bili ty .,f cooponont design, eash:r access and better 
countries crmce:rned trlll a~~-so be::nofi t· from the experience ob+.d.ned 
during consi;r':wtion end ~pe:.~<J.ti:m of th.:; plruit. 
•o•/o•• 
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In c:_idi tion, the plant is avc>.ibt.lc to the p2-rt~.cipn.ting countries ar..d 1 
if Joint Und...:rtuking st2tus is grrntod, to tho Co:;:rniss: • .:"n and mon:1ors 
of tJ.w L.\.rropoan Corrmuni tios for thG sc:cunfuent of toch:nicinns. 
Tho exchange of information throU£;h the C·Jr.'Dission vl:i.l:'.. also be effected 
by tho despatch at regular into:::-vals of toclL11ical reports on operating 
pr0"0SSC.So 
imporiinnt, since, after a co:::-t<dn period uf operation, the plant is to 
b.J used for further large-scale d.evclorme~1t of fuGl olclnents md plant 
coruponerd;s for futuro gcncr.:>..tions of fast breeder reactors. In this 
respect, :how;ver, a quc:.lificdion is necessary insofe.r as tho plant 
O;JCr0,tor doGs not. have c0mpletuly frc:o access tc the knNI'how a;'ld 
exJ:erionco of tho industrial firDs participating in the experirnc:.1ts. 
It shoulc. also be taken into conside:-.ation that operati·:m of tLc Slffi 
provides opportunities for experiments, which could to Curried out at 
tbo request of tho Conu::liss:i on's research o0ntres after c.groemcnt Ttd th 
the power station cowpany. 
(F) Advantages requested and ju.stificati:.m 
1· ~'!e hero by applzr in accordance with Annex III, para. 5 to tho E.'lTRt'l.frOM 
T.roRty for exo:1ption fror.1: 
(a) property tax) 
(b) that porcion of the r:Tad.e E.J.rnings Tax att:.: .. ibutable to in'terost 
on loug-t0rm debts (Soctio~ E (1), Trade T3X L~w); 
(c) tho timu-lirai t for deduction of the loss o:..~ trading loss 
(Sections 10c1 Incor.1e Tax La'..-1' ancl 10a Trarle Tax Lm-v) i 
(d) thnt purticn of the tr;::,C.ing capital tc:x attrlbutablc to long-tern 
dobtG (Section 12,(2) (1), Tracu Tax Law); 
••• ; 0 •• 
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(c) trading capital tax on that part of the value of the poHer 
station repres-ented by govcrm:1ent subsidies. 
Re: (a) 
In view of 'the enormous capital rcq·l.lirerno:'lt of the mm pro j oct, the 
property tax would co~stituto a sub3tr~~tial additional burden, which 
cannot be covered by ecxnings as the plant is not profi~able. 
Furthcrnore, LuxGabourg is the <~nly o-thei' member comrt.!'y of the 
European Com:1unitics in which limitod·-liab:.lity comp<J.nies ar¢ subject 
to property tax. 
Ro: (b) 
~1e application is restricted to that part of the trade earnings tax 
res11l ting from the incorporation of the intet>est on long-term :iob'ts to 
trading profits as proscribed in Host Germany. Taxation of suoh 
interest on lont;-tc>rn debts is taxation of fictitious incoEw 1 which is 
neither justified nor acceptable in the case of tho Sl{R en account of 
its nnn-prof~tabllity ru:d the need to use torrowPd capital. On the 
othei• hand, exer.1ption of the actuo.l income fror.1 diro-::t tro::e~;J is not 
requested. 
Re: (c) 
It would also be a co.so of fictitious inco:ne 1f losses i.ncurrod in 
previous ;;rea:r·J couid not be i~dncted froo incor.1e in sul;soquent yec:rs. 
Tho st<:ttutory t1.me-limi·~ ·f:)t" the carryin8-fo;~we..rd of losses in -the 
case· o:f taxes on earnings does not a;.)pear to be acce.rtable in the case 
of a :nuclear po-vrer station project for wh:.tch lcsses a:::-e v..lroad.y 
anticipated. 
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Re : (d) and ( o) 
The long-torr_; ciobts and the lligl1 gover!ll':".cnt subsidies no-t granted in 
1>revious cu.ses Hould i:;1posv a consid0rablo burden on the p)vlor station 
comran~r as a rosul t of tho trc~ding co. pi tal tax. Hrn,~e lve consider it 
approprir:,to not tt' incre2.se tho ascessnont bc..sis for tho t:;.•aiing 
capital to.x by including tho long-term c~ebts or to rcd-c.oe ~.t by 
doductin& the governmunt subsidies. 
2. \liTe rey:uest that, in ::1ccordance Hi th .Annex III ( 3) to the EURi .. TO!Il 
Treaty, present and futuro contribu~~ions of r:,sscts by r:wnbers be· 
o:X:OLlj)7,od froc -capi tel transaction t:~x. 
The internationu.l n~ture of participation on the op3rational side 
inevitably calls for tho establishBent of an independent company. 
Hovvcver, it is desirable to avoid a tax bt1rdon on the setting-up of a 
company Hhic:h in this case is essonti~l. 
3· Under the conditions set out in para. 6 of Ann ox III to the El.JR.\IJ.'Jr.~ 
Troc:.ty, vle r~..:y_Clest exenption froD custor.:s duties ~d charges of a 
si.t'7lil::tr natu-re on ir.~ports and o:;;:por·ts required for erection and 
opcrdion r.f the nuclear poNer station. Our application also extends 
to tho exchange arrengenonts pursu...:'l.tlt to Annex III, para, 7. 
In vi~w of the intorn~tional nature of particip~tion on the construction 
sido a.rc.d t~1e fact that considcrablG cxpcrionco is avc,ilablo in other 
countries (France and thE. United Kingdom in part:..(.~llar) as regards 
ind:lviO.ual parts of tho plant, the cho.lce of suppliers should not be 
adversely affected by import encl oxpo:rt duties, prohibitions or 
restrictions. 'I1his <'~lso applies to foreign exchange rGst::'ictim:s. 
• 
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4• vle also apply for the advantages listed in pru:'as. 1(a) <:md ("b), 2 anC. 
8 of .Annox III to the EURATOM Treaty • 
You:::s fai i.hful} y, 
EnoJosure 
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::.Jt:ot+utes 
--
of the 
' .. Scnnoll-13:>:-u.te:r-Ke::.'nkre,fh!orksgoacllschaft 
mit beschranktor IIaftung 
Arttcle 1 
·- -
Tho nru:1•0 o.f the cf'lnpany is: 
/f ,,, 
i'Schnell-Bruter-Kornkraft'!fTerksgosellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung". 
Seat of the com:pony 
The seat of the compony is at Ess0n. 
Article 3 
The obj0cts of th0 cor::pa.ny are to cl.evelop fast breeder reactors to n stage 
e,t Hhich they are r~::n-<iy for mcu•keting, by construction and operation of a 
prototype nuclear po~v-er station v1i th a Fkdium-cooled faflt breeder reactor 
end by participating in po:Jor station coi.1panies set up for the purpose of 
building and opu::-ating soditU~l-cooled fast brooder rc::tctors. 
Capital 
The capital of the comp2ny is DM 5,ooo,ooo (five million Gcrli1an li1u.rks). 
• 
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ANNEX 
-
Subscribed capltal 
1. The members shall subscribe the following amou.."'lts to the ·capital: 
(a) Rheinisch-Westfalisches Elektr.izitatswerk 
Akticngesellschaft, Essen 
(b) N.V. Sruuenwerkonde Elektrioiteits-
Produktiebedrijven, Arnhem 
(c) SYNATOM, Socie'te 1\.nonyme, Brussels 
DH 3,500:000 
DM 750,000 
D!1 750,000 
2. One quarter of the subscrip·t,:l.ons to the capital shall be paid in cash 
before applica:cion is made for entry of the co:apany in the Comnerdal 
Register. The man~gcnlent ;nay call up further amounts if necessary. 
Such amounts shall be paid wi+-hin three 111eeks of receipt of the call. 
Article 6 
Disposal of s:mros 
lio shares or fractions therea-t' shall be assigned 01~ pledged wi.tl1out the 
assent of all the members. 
Administrative organs of the comp;..-:1ny 
The company shall have tv10 admir:istratj_ve cr·gans: 
(a) the general meeting 
(b) the management 
Ar·ticle 8 
~- ... ' 
General meeting; resolutions 
A general meeting of tho members shall be convened by the managem~nt not 
lese than once a year by registered letter at least ~wo weeks in advance, 
which shall specify the place., date, time and e.ge:nda of the meetin.3. 
Upon requisition in writ1.ng by one of th'3 members,. the management shall 
forthwith convene a general meeting. 
. .. ; .. " 
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ANNEX 
---Each DM 10,000 shall cc.rry the right to one vote in the general meetL11.g. 
Tho chcdr d the cenoro,l r..eoth:g Ehall bo tr..ken by tho representative of 
" tl the Rhoinisch-\rJestfn.lischcs I:lektrizitdsvrerk Akticngesellschaft. 
Unless other~vise required the lmr or the Statu-tes, the general r.weting 
shall pass resolutions by a simple i:.ajority of the votes cn.st. 
R·3solutions concerning the construction of tho prototype nuclear power 
station with a fast breeder re~ctor, aBcndoent of the Statutes, participa-
tion in other poHer stettion comp[' .. nics and ;rirH:in£;-Up of the company shall 
be Ul12ni::lOUS • Unless the resolutions p&ssed by tho general meeting are 
certified by a notary public 1 tho m2nagenent shall prepare min~t3S of the 
resolutions pas seC:. by general ri;eetings, which shall be sent by the 
manngeoent to all members after signature by the chairman of tho general 
meoting. 
;E:ticle . .2. 
1'Ia.nagemont 
The management IT'<W consist of one or r.JOre persons. The m~nag~rs shall be 
appointed or dismissed by the general raeo-ting, uhich r.ray o..ppoint one of 
the racmagors to -the chairrr.a.nship of the ftlanagcraont. 
The canagemont shall conduct the busi11ess of the compcny in accordance with 
the lavr, thesG Statutes nnd the resolutions of the g0neral meeting. 
ll.dic1c 10 
.......... ------.--
Represcntc: .. tion of the company 
If thero is :r.1ore thc.n one ::1am:.ger, the company shall be represented by two 
mn:n.agcrs actine; jointly or by one of ther:1 acting jointly with an employee 
holding power of attorney. 
. .. I ... 
•':r.· 
>--
. ... 
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Article 11 
~~-.....--
li'inf.Ulcial yea:r 
The finoncial yea:r shall r1m from 1 July in 0110 yea:r to 30 June in the 
next. The first financia:i. year sha.~l end on 30 June 1972. 
Closing of accounts 
Within five ocnths a.f:.o-;:- the e!ld of oach fil.1!J.::t0ial year, the oanagemont 
shall drm..r up the bala;;.'lce sheet, thu p:rofi t and loss account and the 
report for the preceding financial year. 
Joint enterprise 
If the company is granted the status of a Joint Undertaldng ·~dthin the 
meaning of the Treaty establishing tbe European Atom1c Energy Community, 
it is subject, for the v1hole of its activity as suc"h, to the provisions 
of the Euratom Treaty w.h:;.ch r0lates to Joint Undertakings, and also to the 
Decisions of the Council of Ministers ~f the Eu~opean At~mic Energy 
Community establishing it as a Joint Unde~t~:ing and conferring on it any 
of the advantages listed in Annex III to ·the Euratom Treaty. 
In particular: 
(a) amendnents to these Stat11tes shall not enter into force u..11til they 
have been approved by the Co1.ll1cil of Hi.nisters, pursuan-t; to .Article 50 
of the Euratom Treaty; 
(b) in accerdance with Article 171 (3) of the Ew. .. a-tom Treaty, the cor~pany's 
profit and loss accounts ~~d the bPvlance sheet relating to the pre-
ceding financial yea:r shall., wi th1n one month after their approval by 
the general meeting, be sent by the managenent to the Commission, 
which shall place them before the Council of Ministers and the 
Euro::_:>ean Parliament.. The estimates of revenue and cxpendi ture shall 
be submitted in accordance with the same :procedure O!le month at ·t}le 
latest before the bezinning of each fin~~cial year. 
III/1807 /72· E 
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Subject to the foregoing provisions the company shall continue to be 
governed by Gurr.1cm lavr und in p"--'ticub.r the lavr relating to companies with 
1ir.1ited liability. 
Notices 
All notices of the company shall be published exclusively in the 
Bundesanzeigcr. 
.'l.rtiolG 15 
Formation costs 
The costs of foroation of the company, including the costs of certifying 
the Statutes and registering the company, shall be borne by the COQpany. 
· . 
... 
• 
.. 
III./254/7:H1 
Definite Version 
Translation 
(Orig. German) 
Annex II 
!.li.sl;:-8haring Contr?.ct for the 
~0 MWe Prototype Nuclear Power Stntion UsinP, a Sodium-Cooled 
~st Breeder Re~ctor {~-300) 
The Feder~l Republic of Germar~, represented b,y the Federal Minister 
for Education &nd Science, 
the Kingdom of Belgium, 
the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
lj.ereinr..fter c~led the Participating Coun~·ries, 
and 
- the F~st Breeder Nuclear Power Station Company Ltd., represented 
by thr::i:r mwaging directors, hereinafter called S:aK, 
desiring to promote nuclear development in the Participating Countries 
ru1d to acceler~te the cowmercial utilisation of nuclear energy by 
constructing and operati.l1g the SNR-300, 
hereb,y conclude the following contra~t 
III/254/73-3 
I. Rules 
Ja-t • 1 
Art. 2 
2 -
Table of Contents 
Oblic-ations on tho pnrt of SBK 
ObJ.ig§."tions of the P2-rticipding Countries 
II. Prereqqisites for the t2kc-over of loszos 
Art. 3 
Art • 4 
l~rt. 5 
Power' supply 
Purchase prices 
Modi:.:'ication of purchase prices 
III. J ... ccomplishment of the t21::e-over of losses 
Art. 6 Calcul~tion of the r1.ll1ual surpluz or n.n:..1ual 
Page 
3 
J 
deficit ~ 
Art. 7 Bal~cing of an annua1'deficit 
Art. 8 Utilizc,tion of en rumu£,1 surplus 
Art. 9 Pcwments 
A~-t. 10 Definite close-down 
IV. other Provisions 
Art. 11 Audit privileges lf 
A1~. 12 Submissi~n of the annu2l bal2nce sheet ~d 
operdio~12l reports l:3 
v. Final Provisions 
Art • 13 Interprete,ticn and moc..ific2.tion of the Contrn.ct 1j) 
.t .. rt. 14 Dur.~.tion of the Contract ~~ 
Art. 15 The right to give notice i~ 
Art • 16 l..mendment of the 1.rtic1es :::>f Lssoci:rtion, liqui-
dation of SBK, and reduction of the equity 
capital }~ 
Art. 17 DcclarGticns of intent l) 
Art. 18 Place of Performance ~~ 
.C...nnex 1 J>.rbitration l .. groement a,nnexed to the Ris1~-shc:rine Contract 
for the SNR-300. 
~\nnex 2 Protocol of Signature to the Risk-sharing Contract for the 
SNR-300. 
.. 
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I, Rules 
Art. 1 
III/254/73-E 
Obligati~ns on the part of SBK 
(1) SBK ·shall, in accordance with its .Articles of A-ssociation of 
25 January 1972, operate as owner company the SNR 300 nuclear 
poKer station iltsl.:~bnomib:all;ot:.u possibl"Si::.: . .-.;.:.. .··:.:..:·: -~ .;. .·.·:r-.:.~1-·L 
on 1 the basis of careful financial menagement 1 and sh?~l use the ) power station for the gen~ration of electricity to the greatest 
possible extent according to the ,rinciples ·of sound technic~ll 
l!l:ma;~ement. l.t the same time, the aim shall be to achieve en 
e~0rage annual lo~d factor* of at least 72.5 %. . 
(2) In aocordance with Article 8 SBK shali reimburse or com~ensate 
out of its profits peyments made by the Participating C~1mtries 
end claims made on them in accordance with this Contract. 
-*The load factor in ~er cent i~ calculated according to the following 
formula: 
~~9tricity supplied ( ~V>.2l..L__ .....,.-~~-~~~ con~inu~usly attain~ble net cap[a~ty ( kW) x 8760 (~ 100 
with the measurenents being based on the readings on the high-
voltage side of the machine 'tra:ri'sformei'• Temporary deviations of the 
actual capacity from that which is cor.·tinuously attainable sha.ll not be 
taken into consideration. The Cvn~rar:tin&;Parties:·rwill agree upon the 
v9lue (cf. 1rt.·2, para. 5) for the continuously attainable net capacity-
for the first time when SBK takes over the nuclear power phnt end. 
afterwards c,t any time when any si{;nificarit changes occur in the net 
capacity (e,g. more then 5 MWe). 
. . 
. ; Oblig~ions of the Participating Countries 
. . 
(l) During the- demon~tration-period (para. 4), the P&'ticipating Countries 
she,ll:- take over loss_es incurred by SBK and occurring in• connection:-
with the operation of the SNR-300, in their entirety and afterwards 
to the extent of So%, and she.ll bear pe.rt of any expenses of a 
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definite closedolm (Art. 10). The take-over of losses a.nd shr.ring 
of costs shall be definite to the extent that tho pr~ents on tho part 
of the Part icipd ing Countries e.nd the cldms made on tl1em (Art. 1, p2-rc.~. 
2) are not reimbursed or compensated up tc tho expiry of this Contract 
in aocord~ce with Art. 14 1 unless SBK is co~~itted to rep~mont in 
accordance with Art. 15, para. 3• 
(2) For the take-over of losses and the sharing of costs in accordc:nce 
with para.ll, the Participating Countries shall m~ce ~vailable funds 
totalling rp to 150 (one hundred end fifty) million m.:. The funds thus 
provided ~,'b3.ll, when rei:nbursed by SBK (:_rt. 1, para. 2), be made 
available c1.ew. The funds to be provided by tho Federal Republic cf 
Germ<..ey shrll be limited to 105 million DM, those of the Kingdoms of 
Belgium and tho Netherl211ds to 22.5 million DM respectivdy ( 70 : 15 : 15). 
( 3) The take-over of losses and sharing of costs shdl cc.nnnence with the 
take-over c;:' the SNR-300 by SBK in <'-Ccord21lce with the contract dcted 
10.11. 72 fo.::- planning, delivecy, turnkey construction, commissioning 
~'ld trial operation of the SNR-300, Chapter 9. It shall end on the 
expiry of t~1is Risk-3hnring Contract • 
(4) The demonstration period shall begin with the t~ce-over of the 
SNR-300 b;y .~BK. It shd1 not end e[·.rlier than on tho expiry of the 
third fuD financial year :ll'ter the tc>ke-over, provided that the 
nuclear pcwer station has achieved a tote.l av8r8€e availabi11ty of at 
least 70% rl'Jring the last t1-10 financir..l years. 
(5) l~vailability within the meaning of pc.ragraph 4 shdl be calculated 
accor!iig ·to the following formula: 
KA .. _~...,;;;.,_T'"+ ___ A_R...__ X 100% 
wherein the abbreviations used above have the following meaning: 
~~ ... 
Lvailability of energy generation 
Net energy actually generated 
Net energy not generded for reasons to be sought jutside 
the plant (e.g. grid1 restrictions due to the load diE?p:;tch,~r), which qould .. ot.her~dsc have been generated 
Net energy which c~ be generated given unrestricted 
E:vailabiiity, ·i.e. the product out of the continuously 
attainable net capacity and the number of hours in tho 
period under review. 
.. 
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Net ca.pacity and net energy refer to the capacity reached on the 
high-voltage side of the machine tr~sformer which can be used for 
th~ grid. 
II. Prerequisites for the t~{e-over of losses 
il.rt. 3 
Power Suppl;v 
SBK shall supply the electricity generated in the Sl-111-300 to the 
Rheintsch-Wes.tfalisches Ele::trizit[ttswe:U AG, Essen (RWE) • SBK 
shall submit to the Pa.rticipfil.ting Countries for prior approval 
the power supply contr<1.ct, uhich must comply with the price regulations 
mentioned below (I~icles 4, 5) arid must be concluded for a period 
corresponding at le~s~ to thst(of this· Contract, and it sh?~l also 
submit to thorn vrithout delay the e.rrangement between its shareholders 
as well as any modific~tions envisaged. 
'• 
l..rt. 4 
Purchc.se prices 
In the power suppl,Y contract conclQ.ded with Rt-lE, SBK tdll agree on a 
price of 2.6 Dpfg/kWh for the electricity supplied ~ it subsequent 
t0 the take-over up to ~ a.nnunl load factor of 72.5% (basic amount). 
For the amount SUJ!piied in excess ( addi t ionr~l emou."'lt) SBK may reduce 
the price to 1 .• 20 Dpfg/k~fu, not however,· to a price below the varir.ble 
cost ( in~luding the fuel cycle costs) of the SNR-300. 
Art. 5. 
Modificction of purchase prices 
(1) . In the case of a modification of the costs of the SNR-300, the 
Participating Countries shall be informed without delS\Y'• · 
(2) ~~t the time of the tclce-over, .and then every two ye~rs, the 
Contracting Parti~?s shall negotiate 'on changes in the electricity 
price. SBK will endeavour to negotiate fair purchasing prices with 
R~oJE o.nd, if necessary, the other utilities. In the event of an ·. 
electricity price cut, the costs involved in the SNR-300 and the · 
··' 
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probCl.bility of relying on the Participating C01.mtries for their 
suppo:;.:t unclol' tl1is contrn.ct or tho p:::-obro~ility of a reimbursement 
of payments ml'de ::md tho compansation of poosi1Jle clc.ims sh~,ll be 
taken into account • Art • 13, pare. 2 shcll rer,min unaffected by 
this provision. 
(3) Ea-ch change in the purchasing pr1ces agreed with mm and, if 
necesso,ry, other utilities, shell require the prior agreement of the 
Participating Countries. 
III. b_ccomplishment elf the taJcc-ovor of losses 
J.rt. 6 
Ce"lculu.tion of the €.l111Ual illu.~plus or rnnur.U deficit 
(1) The bc.sis of the tclcc-over of losses v'lithin the meaning of L.rtic2 os 
7 r~d 8 is constituted by the rnnual sur?luses or deficits cf SBK, which 
can be e>$certainec. ·O'<J the compLrison of expenses a.'ld yield of S:BK. 
Unless othEJrwise o,greed in this Contract, the trade balance and profit 
and loss accounts pe;·tni:aing thereto she'll provide tha bc.sis for the 
calculation of tho annucl tcke-over of losses by the Participr,ting 
Countries; the principles gove;ning the d.rawing-up of e. balance sheet 
for tax purposes shall apply to this CCJ,lcuh.tio~l. The. firm of U-uditorf' 
charged t..rith the auditing ol the annual balance sgeet shall examine the 
c.ccounts and balruwe as to their correctness in each case. 
(2) With regard to the depreciation of tho nuclear power station <'-S a 
whole, an opcratiom;,l ·lifo of 17 yec·,rs is to be c,ssu:ned. J.ssets ·;qith a 
shorter operctione,l life mCIJ', hovrevcr, be \'lritten off in ncco1·dcmce t~Tith 
the depreciation rates il:ustomary in the Ge:cm.:L'1. pcwer supply industry. 
Exponditure:swhich, undor the scope of the l2.w, are to be carried ;:1s 
launching costs, shall bG written of:f in 5 yecrs' time. The linear 
procedure shall be t~.pplied to r,ll write-offs. To the extent tho,t, in 
justific:.ble cases, spoci8-l or r.dditional depreciations become necessary, 
the Participding Countries ak~ll be consulted in order to obtain their 
prior approval. 
(3) SBK shall be bow1d to enforce all claims against third pnrties, in 
particulnr claims for g~~rantee or warranty. 
(4) The follo\ving extraordinary expenditures c>J1d proceeds incurred by 
SBK sh111l not be taken into account when co,lculating the annud deficits 
Ol' deficit shc.res t'fhich have to be ttiken over by the Participding 
Countries or the reimburserr.tillts v:hich hnve to be made 'bJ SBK in 
accord~ce with ~rticle 8 : 
.. 
. 
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(e) Receipts of SBK on the basis of claims made on the Ptrticipating 
Co~~tries in ~ccordnncc with this Contr~ct; 
(b) . ~ponditu:rm on t!1e part of SBK on the basis of claims mc::.de 
by the Participating Ccuntries in accordance with this Co:Qtte.ct; 
(c) EXpcndi tures on the part of SllK on account of the infringement, 
either intentional or as the result of gross negligence, of 
contracts of guar~ntee with the Participating Countries. 
ll.rt. 7 
~_sing of an annual deficit 
(1) !.n annual deficit calculc.ted in e.ccoruance with L.rl. 6 shall be 
b[l.lc:.ncod as follow·s : 
("") During the demonstrrtion poricd c;..t the rate of 1000~ by.vray of 
the rele~se o£ reserves ~ccu~ulated in accordance with Art. 8, para. 1 
be and, to the extent thc:.t such reserves are not, or .are only to E~n 
insufficient runount, availabl~, I>; grcmts provided by the Participating 
Countries under the terms of their ta.l;:e-over of losses in accordo.nce 
with .. 1-rt. 21 pcrt\• 2, · 
(b) following the expiry of the demonstration period, nt the rate 
of 8~~ by l'lay of the release of reserves accumulated in accordrnce 
with ~rt. 8, part. l ba c~d, to the extent "that such reserves ~e 
not, or are .only to an insufficient nmount, avail~ble, by grants 
provided by the Participating Countries unc~er tlie terms of their 
take-over of losses, in a~corclance with .ll ... rt. 2, para. 2, c..s well as 
at the ;r:ate of 2(}5b by giving c::ccount of a correspondi~g loss on the 
pe.rt of ·s.BK, which is to be curried forwerd into .. the next financial 
year. 
(2) In the fin~cial yet.r during t·rhich the· .take-over of losses by the 
Pc-rticipr..ting Countries commen.ces, the Pc:.rlicipding Countries will 
only talco over that portion of· the annual deficit which w<:..s incurred 
subseqlient to the commencement of tne take-ov~·:r of losses. 
Art. 8 
Utilize%ion of run ennual surplus 
(l) The ennu~l surplus calculated in accordance with Art. 6 shall be 
utilized in the following order : 
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(a) for the settle~ent of loss car~overs; 
(be.) to tho ~,mount af' 300fo of the renairiing sum for the rep;:.,ym(;nt of the 
peyments m2de by the Po.rticipating Count:l.'ies under this Contrc,ct 
end <:>.ftcrwr,rds fo:' the settlement of any clr~ims made in ~cccrdr..nce 
with this Contre,ct by SBK on the Participr,ting Countries or - if 
such payments heve not yet been mc:..de or :il<'Ve ::tlrGady been 
reimbursed biJ 3BK c:;ncl eventurl cldms have been settled for the 
accu.r:'lul&.tion of reserves, which o..re to be utilized in r:ccordance 
with Lrt. 7, para. 1; 
(bb) to the am0unt of 7~ of the rema1n1ng sum for thG pc::,yment of c, 
profit to tho shareholders o.f SEC u:;~ to 6% of tho e(iuity ce,pital 
(following trxntion) for the pc-.st finMcial yoa.r anC:., where 
appropriate, for previous fin.mcid yer.rs during which only a s:::w.ll 
or no dividend wo..s pnid since tho tcl<::e-ovor oJ: the Slffi-300. 
(2) If the ~eserves to be built up in accordo.nce with paro.. 1 be howe 
rGI&ched the &mount of 30 million Dl1, or have regained this level, 
the 8llllUal ii!Ull!)lus incurred shell, in adclition, likewise be irtc.dc 
avc..ilable to SBK for the payment of a profit to tho shareholders 
up to 6% (following t3Xation) on the equity capital in accordance 
vli th para. 1 bb. 
(3) If, in l:'.ccordance with pc:~ragre,phs 1 and 2, the ~eyment of a. profit 
to the shc:reholde:·s averc.ging 6/o on equity capit£"1 (following 
t~~tion) has been achieved, the amount in excess is firs~ of all 
to be employed for the reimbursenent of pa:rrnents made by the 
Pc.trticipating Countries in accorc1_ance v-rith this Contract, then for 
the settlement of eventual cldms mc::.de by SBK on the Participc.ting 
Cou."ltries in c..ccordc.nce with this Contr~ct, and <:j'ter this, for 
replenishing the reserves. T:1e remdning c.mount is to be divided 
in pro;;>ortion e.ccord.ing to the she.res taken in the financing of 
the construction costs. In this connection, SBI: shall receive 
that amount corrcsponc'..ing to the proportion of equity capital. in 
the overall financing. The remc:dnder sh~.ll be repr~id by SBK to 
the Federsl Republic of Gcrmnny, the Kingdom of Belgiam and the 
Kingdom of the Netherle:nds to the ratio of 70 : 15 : 15, in order 
to reduce the g:cants towl:',rds construction • 
. :.:. t. S·-
/ 
:,: 
.. , 
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ll.rt. 9 
Pcjrments 
.. 
( 1) In accordance Vli th Jl.rt • 7, pt.ra. 1, claims made by SBK on the 
Pnrticipating Countries shdl become due - subject to peragraph 2 
three wonths after presentution of the romue.l b2.-lance. Claims on the 
pr.rt of the ·Participatine Countries on SBK in accordu.nce with Art. 8 
shall become due c-fter the rnnual balonce has been drc.1m up. If the 
annu~l b~ance has still not been dra~m up 6 months refer the close 
of the financirl year, SBK shall, d this time, unc~ert~e prelimin&Xy 
reimbursement on the basis cf t~e preliminary b~lance sheet oubnitted. 
(2) The Pa::ticipating Countries shall mc::.:~e :1pproprinte instc.:.lments 
to SBK, to the extent that the :necessity of payments out of the 
tc.:.ke-ovel" OJ.~ losses can a.lrea0.y be foreseen in advwce. SBK, on 
its part, will demc:Jld inst?J.ments and pc3ments from the Participating 
Cuu~tries iri acc0rdrnce with parr. 1 to the extent that its strained 
liquidity so requires. Su~)ject to Lrt • 1, para. 1, SBK shdl deCide 
~n the utilization cf liqqid func~ within its freedo~ of disposition 
accoral.:l::rig to norr.1al business :;_1ractice, extending also to spcci:J.l 
amo:.'tization, invest;nent transactions and to the gra.utir.g of shc:1reholder 
loru1s in line with :'eal market conditions. 1rlhen evaluating SBK's 
liquidity it shall be ~ssmned th~t the liqqid funds earned by c~reful 
mrnagement r.nd utilizeci by SBK ~>~ithin its freedom of disposition 
accurding to n0nnd business practice have remained with SBK as li@d 
f~mds. This provision shall not a::.:>ply to equit~· cr.pita.l re-c.ccumula.ted 
b.y depreciations. 
1.:;.-1;. 10 
Definite Close-0_own 
(1) The ('_efinite close-d.otm of the Sl:ffi-300 shall, as a matter of 
principle, require the consent of all Contracting Parties. The 
Participating Countries shall not oppose the defi."lite close-C!mm if 
SBK cannot be expected to furthe~ operate the SNR-300 owing to technical 
or economic reasons specific of thet'SNR-300. 
(2) SBK is under an obligation to inform the Participating Countries 
witl1out cleln.y ns soon ao it c<m be fores~en tha:t at a fixed date in tlla 
future· 
(r.,) the depreciations, crecating the loss ca.rryovcrs in nccordrl1co ~lith 
Art. 1, para. 1 b, at the most, however, a total of DM )0 million, 
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<'nd 
(b) th<..:,t portion of the func_s to bG m;:...de .::vdlable b~r the Pm.>tici:92-ting 
Countries in f~ccordailCe vrith J.r,ticle 2 v.~1ic:1 h.:.s not yet been macle 
use of (for p<:.yments anc"':. claims) 
will correspond. to the existing lia1)ilities and those stHl to be 
expected up to the- completion of the close-r'l_o-vm (with the exception 
of these mentioned in pcc,ra. 6 b), Dn0 if, 2-:'terwaris, an improvGment 
in the business situr.tion o: SBK is not to be cxpecte~~. 
(3) (e,) SBK is un--~er an oblie-2-tion to fu::.>thcr cper:::.te the S1-n-300 
or p::~rts thereJf, in acc'Jrd::-_:nco 1d th the wishes of tho P<:.rticipu.ting 
Countries, ~J,g2inst roimburs0ment cf t:1e costs thus c>,risil.,g rnr'l of 
those costs not covered by possible p:cocoeds f1'om the gene!'ation of 
electricity, ii' t~1e Partici~Jdine Colli1tries reguos this within thl>ee 
months c::,fter t:.1ey wei·e so informec:i. in rccorc,;,e.11ce with p:",ra. 2. This 
oblig2-tion is also v&lic:i. if SEK is not in ~ position to notify in go)d 
time, i-.e. 3 months in advance, that its busbess situdion is that 
mentioned in para. 2. In this connecti(m·, ,the pryment of ~ p:i'Ofit tu the 
SBK shareho1ders to tho amount of 6~~ (following ta:x:dion) per ye.::r 
of the equit;y c<..~pit:::.l :;,'educed in 2.ccorc"':..:?nco <vith p2..ra. 6 b unc-_ still 
remcl.ining with SEK ~.ftor ;,:~ reJ.uctior:., if any, in accord<:nce uith .~rt. 16, 
par::.. 2 is to be reGarc:ed as a cost fn,ctor, cu.lculdeo_ to the d~'.te on 
v;hich thh SNR-300 woulc~ other>Tise hc:vo been clos8d do-vm. 
(b) SBK is entitled to definitely cbse dovm the SNR-300, even witl1out 
aereement of the Partici;::>e,ting Countries, if 
the situr-.tiun c~esc:'ibed in para. 2 arises, and en impr;)Vement is not 
to be expected, 
it has informed. the Participating Countries of its btiiln::hion t::> de sc 
at least th:c~ee months in a~.vance;- D.nd 
the PartiGipatinc Countries hcve not stc.tec' their intillntion to mal:e 
use of their !':l.ghts in acc:Jrdcnce with !.rticle 3 ::1.. 
(4) In the event that SBK op:Josos c- pNposal on the pa:c~t of the 
Participating Countries thd the SNR--300 be definitely closerl do~m 
on the g.rounC.n thd the Po.rticipding Countries cam-.)t be expected 
to endorse the further .Jpe:c'e.tion of the poHer stE'~tion fo::- technicd 
or oconomic reesons, specific to tho SNR-300, the P2.rticipG.ting Countries 
shall have the right to cle:iwunce the present Contr1"',ct Nit!! effect f:c~om 
the enC: of the next fu.ll financial yer.r. 
(5) In tth event of the definite close-C::>vm of the SNR-300 1 SBK shall 
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either dismantle those parts of the plant ~rhich eere not necesseery 
for further operation ~th another stea~ generator, or shall leave 
the!"! in such a. state as to permanently guarantee the interests of 
public safety. 
(6) In the event of the definite close-do~m, SBK's liabilities are 
as follows : 
(c.) the total liabilities which have been incurrect .trom the operc.tion 
of the nucle2.r power station up to the COlli!pletiun of the close-
down, 
(b) the difference.~ from the equity capital on the one hmd, and the 
dep:::·eciations if those are less than DM 50 million, or ['mount 
(7) 
to DH 50 million, on the other hc..nd. 
(e) SBIC's liabilities in accordc..nce with part-;,. 6 will be offset 
1.-T]th 
- the liquid funds av;1ilable1 
- the proceeds from the entire com:]2.ny assets, !·Tith the exception 
of the red prope!"ty and of those p:::.rts of the plant which are 
necessary for the furtl1er operation of the nuclec:.r por.rer station 
1·rith another steam generator and which SBK wicrhes to rete.in in 
its possession, 
- the Marl~et value of the real property and of those parts of the 
plant which ar.a necessa:cy for the further operdion of the nu-
clea:~ power stctj.on uith another steam generator and Hhich SBK 
wishes to retc:.in in its possession, and 
- those funds mentioned in para. 2 b. 
(b) To the extent that the amounts of SBK's li::>,bilities mentioned 
in para. 6 are smaller then i~a nmount of the total funds, 
proceeds rnd market values mentioned in p_u-a. ':'{ r,, the funds 
mentioned in par~. 2 b will b3 used to offset these liabili-
ties only to the proportion w:1ich the funds mentioned ·in pr..ra. 
2 bear to the amounts of the totd liquid funds, proceeds end 
market values mentioneC. in pare> .• 7 c.. The emount corresponding 
to the suu1 remaining from these liquid funds, proceeds und 
market values Mentioned. in purr-. 7 a.:_:follo-.dng amortization 
and settlement of the lia.bilitiesj shc..ll be reimbu!'Bed by SBK 
to the Federal Repu-olic of Germany 1 the Kingdom of Belgiu.rn 
a:1d the Kingdo:n of the Netherll:'nds at the rctio of · 
.... 12-
70 : 15 : 15, in order to reduce the grants toFards construction costs. 
(c) 'l'o the extent that the amounts of t~1e li2J:-ilities of SBK in 
c:.ccord.ance with p~ra. 6 exc·3ed tho amount of the ent i:i.'e funC:.S, 
proceeds and market values mentioned in ~)e.r<t• 7 a, priority is to be 
given to the n:nortization of t:lG liabilities init:un:ced 29 the result 
of measures t~-~:en in accord;:.'..llce with po.,ra. 5 and then t0 the e.'nortizr..tion 
of tl1e ::emdning liabilities. Only then shc"ll the liabilities mentionec~ 
in pGra.. 6 'u be ru:10rtized e..nd settled to the extent the.t f1.mdz a'Yld 
m::c.rket values are avcilabl,e. 
(d) The ContractinG Pr'.rties shc:.ll <'grce Oj,1 a SUJ.)ple·:nente.l:"J prov1s1on 
concerning the D~ortization of liabilities possibly gua:i~teed. by the 
Particireting Countries, if SBK r.wlces ::.pplic"'tion fo:i' corresponding 
gu2rcmt8es, 
(e) If the SNR-300 has definitely been closed. down, 2.fter previously 
having been further O:;,:>er."'.ted in c...ccordrulce t·1Hh the wishes of the 
Pc.,rticip0ting Countri:es in c:'.ccord.ence with par2 .• 3 c., SBK wilLbe treded 
in tll1.s cc1-se as though the Cl.e:finite close-dow.a had tcl~ciln ;>lace 
immediately. 
(f) In the event of J close-down, the separdo pa:::t cf t:1e compony 
assets mentioned i:n Condition 8 of the N'dification of Gronts for the 
construction costs shdl not be ta:en into considere.tion. 
nr. other provisions 
£:.::.1<lit privileges 
(1) S:BK shall submit to t:1e c:,uditing of its 2ffilu~l br.lr.:r.ce (including 
its accounts o.nd t . n:.1U<'.l rej?ort), ecm10mic situation C1lld financi2,l 
me.nc:::.gement by <m independent c.>uditor. Prior to the appointment of the 
auditor th..o Po.rticipn,ting Countries hr.ve to be conih~lted, 
(2) SLX is bound to <:'.llo~-J the :?c:.rticipJting Countries, or persons 
ap:!,)ointed by them, to ce.rl"J out a.l'l auclit ::tt t.:n;;' time in order to ensure 
the proper execution of this Contr<lct; l furtllerrr.ore it bas tu give eny 
inforne.tion requested. L co1·responding audit pl'ivilege shell be P.ccorcled 
to the :i?cderal :.udi t Office, the Court des Com:;,Jt es and the !.lgGmene 
Rekcli.:amer. 
,l 
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(3) The audit fees with regard t'o para. 1 a.bcve shall be borne by 
SBK. 
S,£bmission of the annue.l b~lance sheet . r:nd ope rut ional 
regorts 
(1) SEC shc.ll undertclce to submit to tl1e Participating Countries 
sufficient co:pies of its aanuc.l report, annual balance sheet and 
the reports (including the a.m1exes) of the auC:i to:L"' immeC:.ie.tely e,fter 
the annual bal~ce sheet-: ~as been dra•~ up. 
(2) SilK sho.ll sub!:lit to the Participe.ting Countries sufficient 
copies of reports on :. th.e teclmical operdion of the SNR-300 and 
on SBK 1s financial development, and, if necessar.y, on the patent 
rights il~volved.. r,1oreover,_ it shall submit :."'eports each year on the 
major technical and econcmio operatin{; cheracteristics of' the SNR-300, 
t<:~:dng t~e information system envisaged for project control into 
accomrt'. · 
(3) The ~articipating C0untries slmll be entitled to provide Gccess 
to infonnation, received c:md, if nece.ssar"Jt to the patent l~ights in 
accordz~ce with the notification of grnnts-in-~id for the const1~ction 
costs, to interesteG comp~1ies in the power supply ·industr,y an1 reactor 
buildi~g.~indust!"J in the, Pa.rticirating Countries, proviC'.ed that and i~1 
so far as there c..re no legitimate interests of SBK Ol' the supplying. 
enterpri~es oppoced to such access. 
(4) Ec:~ch country is entitled to desig.nc.te a given number of trainees 
the number has still to be decided - to follow the operation of the 
SNR-300. 
·· ·v. · !.:1!!..~1· I?r0visions 
A::i.'te 13 
!nterprGt~tion cild. modifice..tion of the Contract 
(1) In the spirit of the exioting, p:U'tnership, the Contracting .Pr•:rrties 
shall endeavour, by wey,_of' negotiation, to reconcile all~ diffe:.~ences 
of opinion conce::ning the intorpretatioa of this Contr~ct. · · 
.. ' "' ' ' -
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(2) In tho event of crzy- mc,jvr chr'nge in tho tcchnicc.l and economic 
principJ.es on "Nhich thio Contrc.ct is be..secl, the Contro.cting Parties 
shall meet to rliscuss wl:ethcr c:.nd in what w:::;y the :pro·.risions of 
the Contract c.re to be c:.do.pted to the ch2ngod conciticms, vJ'hile 
d the same time SD.fcguc.rdL1g its 'iechnic2.l cnC:. economic objectives 
as far cs possible. 
(3) If differences uf op~m.on £Cre not reconciled according to pr.rc.. 
1, t:1e t.rbitrt,tio:l .::tgreement, <.<ttached to this C0ntract as l.rmex(, 1, 
shr>.ll be appliec. 
Lrt. 14 
Duration of the Contrn,ct 
(1) This Contract shc.ll ta1ce effect on signature, on cor:.cl.usion· 
of the power supply ccnttLct ru1d on t~e tako-ove~ 0f the SNR-300. 
It shall end on completion of the close-down ir. accorr".cmce 1rlith Lr-'c. 
10 or not icc of denu.r:cid ion 1 J.""esrect i vely, in c:.ccoTdz:nco with :_rt. 
10, :~arr. 4, o~ Art. 15, pe.rc.ts. 1 or 3, ret the latest, however, at the 
end of the 25th full fincmci2.l yer:.r follcwing t:w tcl;:o-over. 
(2) If, on the tormb::ction of the Contr<..ct in accordc:nce 1·Tith 
Al'te 10, parG." 4 or I.rt o 15, p<:.rn~. 1 or 3, or at the end. of the 25th 
full finc.ncid yec:.,r, 1,cserves accumulated in :J.ccordence with Lrt. 8, 
para. l ba are av~ilc:.ble, .' thGse s:1<.ll be repc-,id by SDK to the Federt.l 
Republic of GermMy, the Kingdom of Belgium, <md the Kingdom of the 
NetherlanC.s, to the re.tio of 70 : 15 : 15, in orC:.er to l'educe the gr.::.nts 
t ot·m.~ds construct ione 
J:..rt. 15 
The ris-ht_i<.?...,£iVe notice 
(1) The Participating C~untties sh2.ll l.1CoVe the right to denounce this 
Contre.ct at tho er:.rlicst with effect fror.1 t:te e:1d of the 17th full 
finc.nciul year follovJing the t<:'2ce-ove:r. The tel'm of notice shall be 
one yeal'•. 
(2) If, either as the result of gross negligence or intentionally, 
SBK LJ.fringes im:?orta.Llt yrovisio11s of this Contl,c-ct, the P<.rticip,ting 
CoU11tries mny stop the peyments under t!:lis Contrr:ct in the futureg 
The other provisiona of this Contract sh2.1l rcr,1c:dn unaffected. 
• 
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(3) If SBK c-ots in a manner contravening this Contrc.:.ct, thus 
causing the subsequent removal of the basic principles for ris:~ 
sharing, the ~articipating Count1·ies may withdraw from this Contract 
anC:. clenw.ncl repay1nent within 12 months from SBK of tho payments already 
m:",de under their risk shnring obligations. 
Art. 16 
Amendment of the Articles of Associatio~, liqUidation of 
@K, and reduction of the egg! ty capital 
(1) The amendment of the Articles 6f Association of SBK dated 25 
Ja.."'luary 1972, and the liq'J.idation of SBK shall require the written 
consent ·of the Parti~ipating Cryuntries. 
(2) Without specially obtaining the consent of the Participating 
Countries which shall be considered as given by the conclusion of 
this Contract, SBK shall be entitled to reduce its equity capital by 
me~1s of re-accumulated depreciation funds at the end of its third 
and ninth full financial year following the end of the demonstration 
period by no more than on~third in .each case, if, at the same time, 
SBK's shareholders commit themselves to reimburse these fUnds when, 
in accordance ~nth Art. 10, the decision to close down is trucen, or 
otherwise at the time of the expiration of the Contract - except in 
the case of _normal expi'l"'J folloWing the 25th fulT financial year 
in accordance lvi th Art. 14, para. 1 - and if they guarantee· SBK's 
claims by means of absolute guarantees, or, instead, provide other 
securities of equal value. 
Art .. 17 
Declaration of intent 
(1) All declarations of intent made by the Particip~ting Countries 
with regard to this Contract and its execution shall take effect only 
(a) if they have been laid down either in one document in the German 
language with an official English translation, or in three documents 
in the language of the respective country with an official English 
translation of .identical wording, and if they have been signed by the 
Participating Countries, either jointly or separately, and 
(b) if the document, or the three documents, have been communicated 
to SBK. 
(2) All declarat:i.ons of intent made :w SBK wi t:!-1 regard to this Contract 
and its executio~ shall take effect only 
(a) if they have been laid dovm in the German language with en 
official English translat~on in three identical documents and if the:r 
have been signed by it and 
(b) if these documents have been communicated to the Partici;_Jating 
Countries. 
( 3) For the calculation of time limits and dat~=Js 
(a) in the event of para. lb, and if three documents are used, that 
point of time is decisive at which the last of the three documents 
submitted by the Participating Countries ha.s been communicated to SBK. 
(b) in the event of ,ara. 2b, that point of time is decisive at which 
the last of the Participating Countries has received one of the three 
documents submitted b~r SBK. 
1i.rt. 18 
Place of Performance 
The place of performance shall be Bonn. 
German law shall apply exclusively for the conclusion a.nd e::ecution 
of this Contract. 
' 
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For the Fe1eral Repujlic of Germa.tlY, the Fe1eral I.:inister 
for Education and Science : 
Bonu 1 the 4th December, 1972. 
For the Kingdom of Belgium : 
Brussels, the 16th February, 1973. 
For the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
The Hague, the lCth May, 1973. 
Fast Breeder Nucleax Power Station Company Ltd. 
Essen, the 18th December, 1972. 

• 
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Annex 1 
Arbitration Ag!eement annexed to the 
Risk-Sharing Contract for the SNR-JOO 
(1) All disputes arising from or in connection with the risk-sharing 
Contract for the SNR-300 during its term or after its e:x:pir-.r which 
cannot be settled amicably will be det!ded by a Court of Arbit»ation 
to be convened in Bonn. 
(2) The Court of Arbitration shall consist of three arbitrators. Each 
Contracting Party, i.e. the Participating Cmtntries on the one hand 
and the Fast Breeder Project Company on the other, shall appoint one 
arbitrator, who in their turn shall appoint a third arbitrator to act 
as the chairman. If one of ·~he Contracting Parties does not appoint 
an arbitrator o:;.1e month after being requested to do so by the other 
Party, or if both arbitrators cannot reach agreement on a third one 
within one month after the second arbitrator has been appointed, then 
the President of the European Court in Jnxembourg, or failing that, 
the President of the Bundesgerichtshof at Karksruhe shall appoint the 
arbitrator or arbitrators on the request of either of the Contracting 
Parties. The arbitrator acting as chairman must be qualified to hold 
a judgeship. 
(3) The decisions of the Arbitration Court shall be taken by the 
majority of votes. It .will decide according to German law and regulate 
its proceedings according to the provisions of the lOth 3ook of the 
German Code of Civil Procedure. 
In the arbitral proceedings as \·lell as in the procedure for the execution 
of the arbitral award, the ~[Ception of State immunity m~ not be raised. 
(4) Each Contracting Party shall bear the costs for the arbitrators 
appointed by or for it, as well as the costs of its representatives 
in the arbitral proceedings • The cost of the chairman as well as 
the remaining costs shall be borne in equal parts by the Contracting 
Parties. The Court of Arbitration may make a different regulation 
regarding costs. 
(5) The Landgericht Bo..'lln is agreed on as the .competent court l-ri.thin 
the meaning of sections 1045, 1046 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 
( 6) German law shall apply to the conclusion and execution of the 
foregoing agreement • 
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For the Federal ~epublic of Germany, the Federal I1!inister for 
Education and Science : 
Bonn, the 4th Dec~ber, 1972. 
For the Kingdom of Belgium 
Brussels, the 16th February, 1973. 
For the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
The Hague, the lOth May, ,1973. 
Fc>,s-t Breeder l'J'uc1ear Power Station Company L-'vd. 
Essen, the 18th December, 1972. 
• 
• 
'I 
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Allnex 2 
In addition to the provisions of the Risk-Sharj.ng ~tin tract for the 
SNR-300, the Contracting P~ties h~ve agreed as follows : 
(1) Any expenditures and proceeds on the part of s:BK arising from 
.activities others than those mentio~ed in Art. 1, paraa 1, as well 
as any future capital increases that are not used for the :f\mding 
of the Slffi-300, shall not be considered when apr:'lying the Risk-Sharing 
Contract. 
(2) The Contracting Parties shall n~gotiate on an increase of the 
Risk-Sharing Fund in acoorda..'l.ce 1dt~1 Art. 2, para# 2 a..11d r8tai.n1ng 
the arrangement laid do"m in Art. 2 7 para. 2, if the general ievelopment 
of costs so requirts~. 
( 3) During the negotia·~ions on the financing of the construction of 
the Slffi-300, the originally envisaged equity capital for SBK lvas 
increazed by ll•l 20 million 7 ioe. from Dl\II 100 million to :om 120 million. 
The difference amount of Jl'1 20 million shall, however, be su .. bject 
to a stipulation deviating from the provisions of the Rislc...Sharing 
Contract 
(a) The clc!preciation basis shall be reduced by the difference amount 
of Jlll 20 million when calculating the a.."lnual surplus or cmn11al deficit 
according to Art. 6. 
(b) The difference amount o: DM·2Q million shall not be considered 
when employing an annual surplus in accordance with Art. 8, paras. 1 1 2, 
and 3, 1st sentence. 
(c) Ho'!Jever, before an ar..nual surplus according to Art. 8 para. 3, 
2nd se.:1tence and su·osequG::-!t sentences is employed, at first d8preciation 
and then pa;yment of profits up to 6fo ( followtng ta:cation) will be made 
to the shareholders on the difference amount of ~1 20 million for the 
expired bn .. siness year, &'1d for pa,c.1t business years, too, in Hhich r.o or 
only same depreciation or palf.ffient of profits to the shareholders was 
made on the difference amou'lt of tt.!r 20 million; any such depreciation 
or p~ent of profits will be made for the period of time following 
the take--over of the SNR-300 • 
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(d) In all other cases, the total GC'Uity capital shall be used as 
the basis for calculation. 
( 4) l·!hen calculating the ennual surpJus or annual defj_ci t in accordance 
Hi th Art. 6, the depreciation basis shall -~ independent of the arrange-
ment set forth in para. 3a - be reduced by the investment grant. 
(5) SBK l'lill make use of its :'ight to reduce the equity capital in 
a.ccorde~nce with Art. 16, para. 2 only, if it can be foreseen that a 
full yield from the equity capital can be achicNed during the following 
years. 
For the Federal Republic of Germany, the I'ederal Minister for 
Education and Science : 
Bonn, the 4th December, 1972. 
For the Kingdom of Belgium : 
B~ssels, the 16th February, 1973. 
For the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
The ,HBt,""Ue, the lOth Mq;·, 1973. 
Fast B:r-eeder Nuclear Pm-1er Station Company Ltd. 
Essen, the 18th December, 1972. 
Mr Altiero Spinelli 
Member of the Commission of the 
~~opean Communiiies. 
Dear ]lfr Spinelli, 
Dr Klaus von Dohnanyi 
Bundesminister :f'iir Bildung und 
Wissensoha.ft 
Postfach 120 124. 
53 Bonn 12. 
15 August 1972 
The Sohnell-Bruter-Kernkraftwerkgesellscha.ft mbH established by German, 
Belgian and Dutch power Sl,lpply undertakings will soon Start work on a. 
prototype .nuclear power station with a sodium-cooled fast breeder 
reactor (SNR-300) at. Kalkar, Kreis Kleve. The company has applied for 
conferment of Joint Undertaking status within the meaning of Article 4,5 of 
the Treaty establiahing the European Atomic Energy Community and 
requested a number of advantages, which are listed in Annex In to the 
Treaty. 
I am pleased to inform you that ··the Government of the Federal Republic of 
Qermany supports this application. In the view ef the Feci;;.ral GOvernment, 
the prerequi si i.e s for conferment gf a. Joint Undertaking status pursuant. to 
Article 45 of the Treaty have been satisfied, beoause the undertaking l.s 
indeed of decisive importa.."lce to the nuclear industry in the Community. 
This has already been explained in detail· b"'J' the Schnell-Bruter- . 
Ke~aftwerkgesellsohaft·in its application.· 
I."l its opin1.ol\ dated 4 February 1972 cbncerning oenstruction of &"1 "SNR" 
breeder reactor prototype power station at KaJkar, the Oommission 
evaluated the prcje~t in the light of' the aims of the EURATOM Treaty and 
emphasised the technical and commercial aspects, which make the projeot 
... ( ... 
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of decisive import3nce where nuclear energy in the Community is concerned. 
In accordance with the international character of the project, the basic 
~esearch work has been carried out in association with EURATOM. Even 
though, for reasons with which you are fimHic>.r, the Euratom contracts of 
association relating to fast breeder development were not renewed on 
completion of the second Euratom five-year programme, and it has not yet 
been possible to arrange a different form of collaboration within the 
frameworlc of the Eur·opean Communi tie a in the prototype phase, the Federal 
Government considers that the aims set out in the 1968 German/Belgian/ 
Dutch memorandum concerning collaboration on fast breeders in the 
Community still apply. There is still the same read~ness to cooperate 
with other countries in the Community. 
The agreements between the German, Belgian, Luxembourg and Dutch 
governments concerning joint action in the fie1ld of fast breeder 
development have been and are still regs.rded as a contribution to the 
coordination of efforts in the Community. T'n.e further deYelopment of 
fast-breeder cooperation in the Community has proved that the SNF-300 
constitutes a step towards fulfilment of this aim. The cooperation of 
the electricity ::::upply undwrtakings a.nd of industries is al.read,y being 
extended to the entire Community in the oase of the 1000 MWe demon strati on 
plants as a result of the agreements concluded last year between R~m, ED~ 
f 
and ENEL, Benelux eleotrioi tx supply uno.erta.kings being able to pc-xticipate 
-1 '' • ,. ~· 
through RV>m's invob·ement. Inclusion of the energy interests of the 
United Kingdom as one ~f the countries acceding to the Community is to be 
anticipated. 
The construction of the SNR-300 as planne~.by the inte~national SchUeli-
BrUter-Kernkraftwerkgcsellschaft is of decisive importance as regards the 
o~e~tion nf·an edequate basis for technical, eX.Perienoe,_ which in the long 
run will determine the ID.ar~eting of the. mm family. It is XJrCoisely for 
... ; ... 
• 
. 
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this reason that the Federal Governmen·t ·supports and endorses the 
Commission's efforts in this directionf which in the opinion of the 
Federal Govern.rnant should inclui!.e conferment of Joint UndertakinG' s-tatus 
on the Schnell-Brliter-Kcrnkraftwerksgellsohaft. 
Yours truly, 
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A. Spinelli 
Dr Klaus" von Dohnanyi, · 6 October 1972 
]tmde sminiat ere fiir- Bi ld:tmg:'i.lh<i :.W i sai;lllSCmftl - ~ 
Pos-iifach 120-1249 
53 Bonn 12. 
Tief: Hvl:/bo 
Dear Her~ von Dohnanyi, 
Many thanks for your letter of 15 August 1972 in which you informed me 
the,t the Federal Government s-.1pports the a:)plication of the Schnell-Brliter-
Kornkraftwerksgesollschaft mbH for grant of Joint Cndertaking status in 
aocorda11oe with Article 45 of the Euratom Treaty. 
This application has been received here in the meantim3 and the competent 
Commission departments are currently making the usual preparationo for 
initiation of the procedure laid down in Article 46 of the Euratom Treaty. 
!t goes without saying that all arguments put forward by the applicant 
will rt)ceive detailed consideration in this procedure. I can already 
assure you7 howover 1 that the points of view emphasised in your ietter will 
receive special attention in the formation of opinion within the Commission. 
You rightly draw attention to the Commission's opinion dated 4 February 
1972, which favourably assnssed theproject for construction of the SNR-300, 
with consideration of all relevant aspects, and emphasizEd the iniernati~nal 
character of this project from both the construction and power-generation 
points of view. The Commission hopes that still greater ooordinati~n 0f 
efforts can be achieved i-n the Community in the field of fast breeders as 
... ; ... 
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regards the 1000 MWe demonstration plants. I was pleased to note from 
your letter that the Federal Government also attaches speoial importance 
to these efforts. 
You ldll ap::~reoiate that I cannot anticipate the Commission's decision 
on the proposal to be submitted to it in accordance with Article 46 of 
the Euratom T!-eaty. Ho~lever, I can assure you that the Commisnion is 
prepared .t~ initiate and carry out the axamination procedure without 
delay. 
;. 
I • 
'·'I . 
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PERMA!JEN'T REPRESENTATION OF THE KINGDOM OF 
THE NEr!rERLANDS AT THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
No 6103 BruGsels, 10 Nov0mb.er 1972 
Subject: recognition of the German/Belgian/Dutch/Luxembourg fast 
breeder prototype power station as a Joint Undertaking. 
The Schnell-Brilter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mbH (SBK) established by 
Dutch, Belgian and German electricity supply undertakings intencls in the 
near future to start construction of a prototype power station with a 
sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor (mfR-300) et Kalkar, near Kleve 
(Germru1Y)• The SBK has applied for conferment of Joint Undertaking 
status ~ithin the meaning of Article 45 of the Treaty establishing the 
European Atomic Energy Conmmnity and for grant of a number of 
advantages pursuant to .Annex III to the Treaty. 
I have the honour to inform you that the Dutch Government supports this 
application. In its opinion, the conditions for conferment of the 
Joint Undertclcing status pursuant to the abovementioned article of the 
Euratom Treaty are satisfied; it considers this undertaY~ng to be of 
fundamental importance to the development of the n11clear energy industry 
ia the Commu..'lity. This the SJ3K has explained in detail in its 
application. 
In its opinion dated 4 February 1972 on the construction of a SNR-300 
fast breeder prototype, the Commission recognized the significance of 
this project from the point of view of realizing the aims of the Euratom Treaty 
and elucidated the technical and economic aspects which make this project 
of decisive impo~tance to the development of the nuclear energy industry 
in the Community. 
. .. / ... 
• 
I I ' 
• 
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In conformity with the international character of the project, the 
•' . 
bas~c research and development work has been carried out under contract 
of association with Euratom~ 
Although, for reasons with 1'1Thich you EO.re familiar, it 'ltlaS not possible 
to continue the contracts of associ~tion with Eur~tom after completion 
of the second Euratom five-year programme, or to arrange a different 
form of cooperation in the prototype phase, the Dutch Government 
believes that the aims set out in the 1968 German/Belgia..."1/Dutch memo-
rapdum still hold gooti. Thus there is still the same readiness to 
collaborate with other countries in the Community, as expressed in the 
memorandum. 
The arrangements between the Netherlands, Belgj.um, Germa;ny a..."ld 
Luxembourg concerning joint action by these countries in the field of 
fast breeder reactors have been and are still regarded as a contribution 
to the concentration of effort in the Oo~unity. The further development 
of cooperation in this field in the Community has proved that the SNR-300 . , · 
constitutes a step towards the fulfilm~nt of this aim. As regl'.rds the 
demonstration plants, the cooperation of the electricity supply 
undertal~ings and of industry in accordance with the agreements concluded 
last year between RWE,: liDF and EHEL has already been extended tlu'oughout 
the Community; electricity supply undertakings in the Benelux countries 
can share in this collaboration through RWE' s participation. Further-
more, it is to be anticipated that Britain, as one of the countries soon 
to accede to the Community, will also be included in this development. 
Construction of the SNR-300 by the international SBK company is of 
decisive importance as reg~ds acquisition of the necess~y tecnnical 
.... / ... 
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experience, w~1ich in the final analysis will cletermine the marketing of 
the Sl.fR-300 family. The Dutch Government therefore supports the efforts 
of the Commissivn in this respect, which in its opinion should also 
include conferment of Joint Undertaking status on the SBK. 
(Signed) J .H. LUBBERS 
Deputy Permanent Representative. 
• 
' ... 
" 
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J.H. Lubbers, 
Deputy Pern:ane::1.t Representative,-.~· 
Permanent Representation of the 
Kingdom· of the N.etherlands at the -
European Communities. 
Deal' l>!inister, 
Al·~iero Spinelli 
:Member of the Commis.>ion of 
the European Community 
9 January 1973 
I aclQtowledge receipt of your letter of 10 November 1972 in which you 
inform me that the Dutch Government supports the application by,the 
Sohnell-BrUter-Kernkraftwerksgesellsohaft mbH for conferment of Joint 
Undertaking status pursuant to Article 45 of the Euratom Treaty. 
The appropriate departments of the Commission are currently taking the 
usual steps to ini ticite the procedure laid down in Article 46 of the 
Euratom Treaty. All documents submitted by the applicant will be 
carefully examined during this procedure. I can already assure you 
that when reaching its decision the Commission will give particular 
consideration to the points of view outlined in your letter. 
You rightly drew attention to the Oon:mission t s favoure.ble opinion dated 
4 February 1972 on the project for construction of the SNR-3007 ~hich 
takes into account all aspects of this project and in particular 
emphasises its international character resulting from the participation 
of construction firms and electricity supply undertakings from various 
countries. 
The Commission hopes that the realization of this project in the field 
of fast breeder reactors, and in particular the development of 1000 MWe 
demonstra,tion power stations within the Community 7 will lead to 
... ,.J ••• 
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collaboration on an even wider basis. ! wc,s pleased to not8 from 
your letter that the Dutch Government ~lso attaches gre~t import~~ce to 
the vrork in this field. 
Yon will G.ppreciate thc..t I ca.nnot anticipate the Commission's decision 
on this project, which has been submitted in accordance with Article 46 
of the Euratom Treaty. I ce.n assure you, however, that the Commission 
intends to initiate and carry out the prescribed examination procedure 
with due speed. 
Yours faithfully, 
.. 
~-
• 
Essen 20.11.1972 
ANNEX IV 
Schnell-:Briite:t-
Ker.nkraftwerksgesellschaft mbh 
Pt;>,.i,ec:L,co~t.s ap.p. J?!,Oje~ 
f.inapc.ins for tjle S}lR _300 {Fas! 
Breeder Reactor 300) 
Further appendix to our proposal to 
the European Community on the 
granting of the status of a Joint 
Undertaking 
(in millions of DM) 
I • P,;r:;,o i ec;t ,?o_sj;,!. 
1. Supplz contracts 
{a) Preliminary orders for planning 
and detailing the project, of 23.3o1972 
(a1) S[R Consortium (Interatom, Neratoom, 
Belgonuol~ire) 14.9 
(a2) Association of bidders (leading fi~ 
Hochtief,Esscn) 
(b) r.fuin orders to In-ternation.:'1le Na.trium-
~rea.ktor ~U,.Kesel,ls,c~ft p1b~ (Internati~l 
Sodium-Breeder Reactor Construction Company) 
of 10.11.1972 (see also Appendix 1) 
(b1) Planning, delivccy, turnkey erection, 
commissioning and test running of the pawer 
station plant - excluding construction 
(b2) Design, manufacture, testing and 
supplying of the first reactor core fi_lling 
of. fuel elem~ts, breeder olenents and rese:r:Ve · 
elements together with absorbers a~d rcfleoto~· 
olaments, including provision of planning 
ee:rvices. 
(c) Main order to 4,rbei ts~.c;in,scpatt 
Ke:rnkraftwc:rk Kalkar of 10. 11 • 1972. Planning, 
d~~iyory, turnkey erection, commissioning 
o.nd test running of the pmwer station plant 
~:.limited to the construction po.rt -
749·9 
60.0 
999·7 
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2. Promoter's oosts 
...,. ...... _. 
(a) Licc:~.1sing procedure including 
Technical Inspection Report 
(b) Spares 
(c) Other promo·~ or's costs 
( c1) Init.ial provision of alU.'"illi'lry 
20.0 
and operatj.onal fuels :;.o 
(c2) Labcr~tory and woTkshop equipment 4.5 
(c3) Ad-visers and exports 4.0 
(c4) Lrmd acquisition aml investigation 
of foundation soil 2.5 
(c5) Roads, parking areas etc. and other 
services in the building sector 3.0 
( c6) Electricity consumption during 
building 9.0 
(c7) Personnel costs before t~~e-over 21.5 
(c8) Provision of housing 
( c9) Bnilcling taxes (assuming status of 
a Joint Undertaking) 
(c10) Other promotcrts costs 
3· J4£..GFE~Pir..F2..C{U.i:rements a~q _otl_1e!. 
~"bscq;u.ent s~~ 
(a) cons~ructional part for cooling tower, 
aircraft crash· guard and lowering of ground 
vm.tcr 
(b) plant part for cooling tower 
(c) reserve for further services 
4. Reserve for covering share of exce3s over 
the contract prices as a result of unfore-
seeable increases in the items to bo supplied 
(see Appenctix 2) '' 
5. Reserve for expected price increases 
(see J~ppcndb: 3) 
Total project costs (without plutonium) 
3·5 
10.0 
............. 
103.0 
158.3 
200.0 
............ 
.. 
·tt 
' 
' 
• 
-3-
Plutonium for the_!E.ill!l.2E!.r~ 
Quan~d ties to be provided Jy Ilcle;,'i:um 
and the Netherlands on loan and funds 
required for German provision on loan 
II. Project. f.iJk'mCing: 
1. Capi~a~ re:}_ourcc.s of the, a&.tic,iP.an:t,s 
(a) m-m 
(b) SEP 
(c) SYNATOM 
2. Construction cost contributions 
(a) BelgiUm 
{b) Netherlands 
(c) Ge:nnany 
( c1 ) Ca. pi tal grant in accorda..""lce with the 
Capital Gra;Lt La.w of 18.8.1969 
{c2) Contribution 
Total· finapcing of project 
~l~to,pi~ for th.2,,.J.!lJ;jiia,l., char~e 
(a) Belgi~ (25%); provision 
(b) Netherlands (5%); provision 
(c) Geni1~ (7o%); contributioii" 
III)6·44/73-E 
1\'\.'D 1r • '[).., " ' ( '~·. • ... (i, ct..~.•··c ;; 
84.0 
18.0 
18.0 
150.0 
8tl.Q·5 
equ.l ·.ralent 
30 million IJM 
120.0 
-----
375 kg Pu-239 
equivalent 
75 kg Pu-239 
equivalent 
30 million DM'·· · 
E'"B 
.... ,~ .... 
A-part (Item 4.2.1) 
C-part (Item 4.2.3) 
D-part (Item 4.2.4) 
E-part (Item 4.2.5) 
CII-·Incren.se (Item 4.4) 
First core (Fuel clement 
contract) 
-4-
Contract Prices 
.,.,,.......,...... ., ........... 
' . ' 
Millions 
DM 
---
319.900 
173.530 
15.400 
8.000 
10.500 
. '· 
*: ' 
37.564 
Millions 
Dutch 
guilders 
(M.DMj 
35.000 
(35. 000) 
82.735 
(82.735) 
3.300 
(3. 300) 
2.250 
(2.250) 
Appendix 1 
Essen 10.11.1972 
Millions -·'Iotal 
Belgiru1 
:francs 
(H.m~rl (M.DM)_ 
840.000 
(60.000) 414.900 
472.290 
(33,735) 290.000 
46.200 
(3. 300) 22.000 
8.000 
31.500 
(2.250) 15,000 
' '314. 104 
60.000 (22.436) 
!~* (Construction part) 121.800 26. 100 365.400 (26. 100) (26.100) 174-000 
Total 686.694 149.385 2 069.494 
(149.385) (147-821) 983.900 
........... _....,.._. ...... .- .. -. ...... - ..................... _ ..... 
........ - .................... 
__ .._..,.. ........................... 
~2porti.w_ 69.8 15.2 15.0 
-
*Argo = Arbeitsgcmeinschaft Kernkraftwcrk Kalkar 
.. 
SBK 
-5-. 
Reserve for participation of ~£ 
in excess above the prices in 
accordance with Items 4.2.3, 4.4 
Iii/644/7~-E 
.Appendix 2 
Essen, 10.11.1972 
·and 4 •. 2.4 of the Plant Contract and 
in accordance with Item 4.1.1 of the 
Fuel Elem<mt Contract. 
_, .. 
The attached diagrams show the participation of the SBK in excess above 
the prices in accorc~ce with Items 4.2.3, 4.4 and 4.2.4 of the Plant 
Contract and Item 4.1.1 of the ~~el Elem~~t Contract. 
For the calculation of the reserve, different probabiliti~s are assumed 
for the individual ranges of excess (Malus ranges) as ·regards their 
expected utilization, the basic principle adopted being tlmt the 
' . 
probability decreases as the amuunt of excess rises. For the rest, 
the calculation of the reserve is based on the follo~nng considerations: 
c-rfulus in~luding CII-P..a.lus (Item 4~5.1 . .,Pcnier Statior;_~~) 
In the course of the negotiations with the INB, a supply quantity of 
around 70 million DM from supply sector .A (Item 4·.1.1) was included in 
supply s.ect~!·C (Item 4.1.3) and. simultanepusly a. reduction of this amount 
was granted, with adjustment of the Malus arrangement \l:tem4•5•1). For 
this reason a high degree of probabili~y (95%) is assumed for the first 
70 milli'on DM of excess. ;ln.alogously to the sharp increase in the Malus 
arrangement when the excess reaches 145 million DM (Tim share increases 
from 25 to 50%), a steep reduction in the expected utilization is also 
assumed beyond this l.imi t. It is important for the overall assessment of 
this part of the reserve th.ct on the one .hand there is no engineering 
included in this sector and on the other hand that the excess basis 
contains the contingency price in accord.ailce \rlth Item 4.4 (CII-increase) 
amounting to 15 million DM. Both factors have a risk-reducing effect as 
regards the expected excesses. 
. .. ·. 
-6-
-rii/644/73-E 
~-~hlus Ji:tGm 4· 5.2 of....!h_<:...!_ower Staticn Contmct) 
Sup1")ly sector D (Item 4.1.4) covers, in tho main, encinoeri··.1g. In 
contr3ct to sector c, there is no limitation on the excess. For tho 
calcul~ticn of the reserve a continuously falling probability function up 
to an excess of approx. 40 million Dr.I = approx. 180% is assumed. 
BF,.,.J'Ialus (Item 4-.2.1 of th0 J:!uel EL-m1ent Contr:1ct) 
--.~ - - -~ .. 
For excecdj ng of the guideline prices for the ini ti:1l core a Nin.lus 
.:1rra.ngcmcnt was agreed ~"lhich rcsu.l ts in a 50% participation by tho INB 
beyond a:l excees of 1) million Divl. This warrants the assumption of a 
higher pl'obabili ty (95%) of utilizv,tion up to this limit. Beyond this 
limit tbe probability function exhibits a falling trend. While the 
Malus arrancoment for tho ini tinl core is not limi tecl, there is a 
restriction in so far as SBK participates in price excesses only during 
the initial period of manufacture, namely until completion of 5o% of the 
fuel elements (the time a-t which the guideline price is converted into 
a fixed price). Thin ?blus arrongemel".t includ.os the prototype risks 
in accor&mco ui ti1 It ern 1. 6 of the Fuel El cment Contract. 
On the basis of the foregoing considerations, we arrive at the following 
calculation of the };alus reserve: 
!Tah,_s 
ranges 
n.mr 
--
C-~Talus includins 
CII-lhlus 0- 35 
35 - 70 
7)- 100 
100 - 130 
130- 145 
145 - 228.75 
~.bx, SF£: 
partici-
pa-tbn 
M .. Dli 
33.25 
.31.59 
25.65 
22.80 
9·97 
39.73 
-163.04 
Probnbil~ty 
95 
95 
90 
65 
80 
40 
% 
Probc.ble SBK 
participation 
M.DM 
·------
3lo59 
30.02 
23.09 
19.38 
7-98 
15.91 
..... 
• 
..,. 
.. 
-7- III/644/?3-E 
Malus Max. SBK Probability Probable SBK 
ranges partici- ~ partici;mtion IV 
pat ion 
M.DM M.DM M.DN 
D-l·7alus 0 
-
4·4 3.76 90 3.38 
4·4 - 8.8 3·34 80 2.67 
8.8 
- 13 .. 2 2.93 70 2.05 
13.2 - 17.6 2.51 60 1 .. 51 
17..,6 
- 22.0 2.09 50 1.05 
eacih 4.4 2.09 40 o.84 
ft '2.09 30 o.63 
" 
2.09 20 0.42 
" 2.09 10 0.21 
0 
-12:76 
---
__ .... 
= 58.0)-b of 22 M.DM 
BE-Malus 0 
-
6 5.13 95 4.87 
6 
- 12 4·56 95 4-33 
12 
- 15 1.99 95 1.89 
15 - 30 7.22 60 4-33 
e[',Ch 15 7·22 30 2 .. 17 
" 
• 0 0 • 
" 
: • • 
..... ql • . • 
17.59 
.... __. ....... _ __ 
= 29.3% of 60 li.DM 
158o3l M.DM 
Total 1<blus reserve 
---
. 
-· 
Tho price increases expected upon this probable utilisation are tak~rt 
into account in the calculation of tho reserJo for price increases. 
• 
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according to ·4.2 .3 (c) 4.2.3 (C) DM 290million. 
t...~ (CII)" -15." 
"- -to 4.4 (CII) 
·; I . 
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--
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_. 
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SBK Appentix 3 
Essen 1 10.11.1572 
In t~e appended tables the :price incre<:.se has been calcule.:~ed for 
all supply sectors on the basis of the agreed payments schedules or 
the estimated outflo:~f-fm1ds schedules and the ~greed sliding-scale 
price revision fprmulao. 
An a·ter.J.ge yearly pr~.ce incree-:3e of n:cJ.terials of 3% a'1d e. vu::.ge increas.e 
of 1% are assumed. 
The calcul~tion yields the fol~ovnn~ result: 
Basic amount Price increase 
M.DM % M.DM 
1. Contracts for supplies 
a) Part orders 15.8 
b) Main orders 
INB - A-part in DM 319.9 '15 .544 49.73 
A-part in Dutch guilders 35.0 11.775' 4d12. 
A-part in Belgian francs 60.0 15.085 9.05 
C-pa!'t 290.0 13.111 38.02 
D-part 22.0 45.137 9.93 
E-part 8.0 
Cll- increase "t5.0 13.111 1.97 
First core 6o.o 23 .6p5 14.16 
Arge : Construction part 474.0 11.357 19.76 
999.7 14.678 1!+6. 74 
2. Promoter's cozts 
3. Appr:wec~ e}:per.cli tu.re3 1 etc. 
(a) Cons"oruc·i;ion pc..rt. 
(b) Plant part. and g;.1s store 
(c) Further reserve 
I. T.!alus reserv8 
(a) C-CII w'ld D-M:•,lu~ 
(b) £.\:cl Ele:nent Hclus 
* I..verarr;e of A;ClD 2ncl CII 
·** J.ver:.:.rre of all supply orders 
~* Average of C,D a~cl CII 
- 12 -
.. III/6'44/73-E 
PI"i c e i n-e r"Efas e 
% ~~.m: 
~ ... -- ··--- --' - .... ~ tlo-- ...... ··---- -- .. "-~ 
999.7 
103.0 18.821 
2::>.3 11. 357 2.31 
* 13.9 15.207 2.11 
39.8 14.678*"' 5.84 
140.7 15.266 *•** 21.48 
17.6 23.605 4.15 
... -. ....... ...........- .. _.......,._~ 
._..... ___ , .. _......,_... 
~-.-. .......... 
1,335.0 2·)':;"02 
-.... ........ --
rd.200.J 
-·' 
... .. . 
-·-
. ', ·. 
··-; 
. ··. 
. : . . :-
- .. ~ ' 
:. .. · 
; .... 
,._, 
_: __ :.~ ,. 
. -~· . 
: . 
:~ _. •. 
. 
·- ' 
SBK 
Price variation : A-Part (Portion supplied by the Netherlands) 
-· 
- -- ~ 
Date 
·• 
ii/72 
.r I/7) 
'. II/73 
I/74 
-II/74 
I/75 
II/75 
I/76 
·. _II/76 
-- · _·- ._:· I/77 
II/77 
:·:._,_- I/78 
.. II/78 
. - --~ -· - :::::: - ·-
._ ...... --
. . . 
- . .. - .. 
. -. . ~ 
- -· , 
' .. 
. . . 
.. -
_. 
---
Factors for Basis 
b. c 
1,015 
1,0)0 
1,045 
1.061 
1.076. 
1.09) 
1,109 
1,126 
1,14) 
1.159 
1.176 
1.194 . 
1.212 
- ,':_ 
1.0)5 
1.070 
1,107 
1.145 
1t185 
1.225 
1,268 
1.j11_ 
1.)57. 
1,ft02 .. 
. 1.4l1 
1.501 
1.553 
-.. - ... _ 
.. _ - -
- ~ - ' ... 
b . 
o.6o 
0.46 
o.o8 
0.04 
0,04 
0.27 
0.04 
o.o4 · 
' - ·-' . --
. -~- --;·_ ' ' ... .::_ 
- - - :-;. - '·. . --
. -- . - -... '-.. ~.: .... _-~-_: 
. -.. - < -... ' . 
.... --- - ~~ 
;-- _:-: ~~-- .. -~--· 
. -_... .· 
._ ........ _.. 
• ••• _!_·· ; 
- ·- 7.:. 
.;; - . 
. _~: _., ~- . :· ·-----
- - - . ··... . . . -- ~ 
. 
'• 
Escalation Basis Escalation 
b c e · 
0.609 
o.474 
0,084 
0,042 
0.04) 
0.295 
o.o44 
0,045 . 
... 
0,20 
0,)4 .· 
0.72 
0.76 
0,76 
0,5) 
0,76 
0.76 
0,80 
0.80 
0,80· 
0.80 
0.80 
. . - ' -
-- .. · .. 
-_ ··-
.. 
..... _ . - ·-
- ·-. -
·0,207 
0,)64 
0,797 
0.870 
0.901 
0,649 
0,96ft. 
0.996 
- 1.086 
1,122 
1.161 
1,201 
1.242 
-Total ·Proport. · Price 
Escalat. · % Escalation 
1,016 
1,0)8 
1.,081 
1,112 
1.t4ft.. 
1, 14.4 
1.208 
1.241 
1,28~ 
. 1,.)22 
- . : 
1,)61 
1,401 
1.442 
7.99 
19.11 
22,92 
18,)0 
10.27 
4.68 
).96 
3.14 
).06 
2.85 
100,00 
8.118 
19.8)6 
24.777 
20.350 
11.749 
5.)54 
4.784 
),897 
J,9J5 
),768 
1.9)) 
1.~71 
1.&)) 
111.775 
'~-~> 100.000 
. . =·=-======- . 
- ~ ··:~ ---./-- -~~- > _.-_- -:- : " ' -. i;..;;;;;::~=:;;;.~-.;;·2·~~2::~:.:.i.;::::~~;-;,:~-;.::~:;.>~~~i~·::.>-:..:.;_:~; .. .._-:;..:.;;~;:.;.~.: ~ ~...;.;;,:=-~. ~::: ::.:..::-::., - . - .:._ . ___ ... -_. --- ·- -.-- . -· -~~:-.:..:;.-.::.,··.;...· =:...... . -- -
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I ... · 
. - . 
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--- -·-- --~ ~ 
•• -~- 'I'-~', 
._ .. · '"'"' IIi7S •,. 
__ .. - .... 
1.061 
1.076 
t. 1.76 
1 .. 194_, 
,1.212 
1.0)5 
-1 .. 070 
1.185 
1.225 
. --
1 .. 268 
. =--
1..501 
.-. 
'1 .. 553 
.·:-
0,.20 
0.21 
0,.24 
0,._24 
0~40_ 
o .. 4.o 
·-; _-
0.20) 
o.216_ 
0,.251 
0.255 
0~258 
·_- :.-· ·: .... ~- .... : ·.-· 
.::. ..... ·· 
..,.o.6o 
'0.59 
0.56 
Ov56 
0~56 
. __ -o~~to 
.;-- _.:.,......:..: 
........ · .. 
. -'-: 
0.40 
0.72 
o .. so 
0,.80 
o.ao· 
-.... -
o.so. 
o.8o 
-.. -.. 
'·, ~..: ...... ~_--- ··-
.-; .. ':. ----~ . _,. ,,. -. --- ·- - .. - ~· .-
.. - -. 
.. - - .._ ~ .._ 
·::·; 
-- ; - ~ .: .. ~--"': . 
...... 
... ·: 
-- -, 
.-
.... ~.: --~ -
·.:.-. ,;-._-.: -
- :-~ . 
o.62i 
o.63t 
0,620 
0.641 
c.,664 
0 .. 490 
0.507 
0 .. 944 
t.'o86 
1.122 
1.161 
1.201 
1.24:2 
.. -'.r 
,, .. ~ -~ ~- ;~--:·< ~ _:·-\_ . .: · ..
--~ :~::~- . -.· ._ 
-.-- - .-;.:.'. ~ .: ~-
:::·""-',..,: ::..--
__ ... _ 
! .•. 
_.-' _--: :-:-.... ---
-· ' 
·,·._ -. -;. ·-
~--
; .... 
1.024 
!..047 
_1.071 
1~096 
~.122 
1 .. 127 
1.151 
1.2)4-
1,.286 
1.)22 
1..)61' 
1 .. 401 
1.442 
- ';-
·.·- . . .:. 
:' -~ . -
7-77 
9.24 
.6.4) 
9.9J 
15.JO 
1).49 
lt.6g 
10.)1 
.. 
·.· 
7 .. 956 
9.674 
6 .. 887 
10,88J 
17.167 
15.20) 
1).444 
:12.723 
5 .. 80 
4·.58 
1·.78 
2.69 
1 .. 00 
; -·.-
?.459 
6.055 
... 
100.00 
2~42J 
3.769 
1.442 
I '----~> 100.000 
'· -:_.'. 
-~- -" ' - . -
·:: -~· : 
15.085 ~ 
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SBK 
Date 
II/72 
I/7J 
II/73 
I/74 
II/74 
I/75 
II/75 
I/76 
II/76 
I/77 
II/77 
I/78 
- II/78 
Factors for 
b c 
1.015 1.035 
1,0)0 1.070 
1,045 1,107 
1.061 1,145 
1.076 1.185 
1.093 1,225 
1,109 1 .. 268 
-1. 126 1,)11 
1.14) 1.)57 
1.159 1.402 
1.176 1.451 
1.194: 1.501 
1.212 1.55.3 
' -
.-, 
.·. ·. . ...... 
- . _:_ .... :. 
- - -- .. 
£rice-variation C-Par~ 
Escalation for 
b:0,30 (Basis) 
0,)05 
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The advantages requested in our letter of 26 Lpril 1972 to thr, 
European Communities by virtue of Joint Und3rtaldng statu.s are examined -, 
below with regard to their effects on the conctruction costs and 
oper~ting costs. 
The basis ·.wed for deterli1ining the effects on the oper-ating costs is 
our Forecast of Results (!Jmex 3). This forec~st sets out the 
anticipated trend of the yearly figures for the SNR-300 based on an 
achievable power output of 90% du=i:ng the operating pha.se and on the 
planned shutdown times and planned e.;cpendituro trends. This -initial 
situation, which already takes into account the advantages requested 
in respect of Joint Undertaking status, serves ~s a bards for 
determining the manner in which the countries participating in the 
project 't-rill share the s:NR-300 operating risks (risk-sharing contracts). 
1rhe tax M.vantages cc.~lculated on this basis will be mod~fied if the 
actual trend results in a chonge in the taeie of tnx~tion (prof+tt capital, 
etc.). Furthermore, the calculations arc based on the present tax 
legislation. 
1 • ~.a.?=."_cp~f!.i .. ~~.ep_:tas._!~oE.~op.c!_a;,~~~~JEP·~~ 
c:..) _qo~f.!\9.i.~n,:ts. ~9t_ CEV~t:r.~d- bJ.: ~dyapt.~e~s-
In accordance with the attached calculation of tho tax coefficients 
(Annex 1), the following annual taxation fig~es are obtained for 
the operating phase in respect of the various types of t~ applicable, 
on the asr.umpt~on that no Joint Undertaking status advantages are 
granted: 
,.' 
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0.3254 iE • E + 0,0047 E 
+ 0.1988 iE • E + 0.15 iF • F + O,Oo12 E 
+ 0.0043 E 
(Corporation tax, incl.su~harge) 
(Trade earnings tax) 
+ 0.0049 E + 0.006 F 
+ 0.,0011 E · 
(Property tax) 
(Trading capital ta.x) 
(Land ta.x) 
[·~·~--~~ ~ ~--·-~~ ~·~~-... ·~· -···· ·~---~·--·- --~ -~~~· --- -~ -;r 0,5242 iE • E + 0.0162 E + 0.15 iF • F + 0,006 -~i 
..-....,...., ... _ _. __ ..,...._...,._ ....._..,.,. ... _....... .... _.._ ..._ __ ._.__,..... .... _a:,s --....,._.. .... _._._..._""'·•-&.. '-* .... _ ... .,,_.,._,.,._~• ;.,.., 
Where: 
E == o'Wn ca.pi tal 
F = borrowed capital 
iE = interest on own capital (iE = Pmf100) 
iF = interest on borrowed capital (iF = P/100) 
The advantages obtained through recognition as a Joint Undertaking 
result in the following reductions in alll'lual taxation: 
b1) Exemption from property.ta.x (point F 1. of our proposal of 
26 l~ril 1972); cf fJmex 1. ~ec, 6. 
- 0,0068 E 
b2) E:x:e."'lption from the part of the trade earnings tax payable on 
interest from long-term loans (point F1. b of our proposal); 
cf l~ex 1 1_ Sec. 7 
-0.1011 iF • F 
b3) Exemption from the part of the trading capital 'ta.x payable on 
long-term l'bans (point F 1. d of our proposal); cf .il.llnex 1, Sec.7 
- 0.0040 F 
The annual tax is thus altogether reduced by 
E-------·-... -----~--·-~-~·----~-·-~~~ 0.0068 E + 0,1011 iF F + 0.0040 F -~~----·---- ·-- ... --~··-~-·-·-~· .,--~---· 
to 
0.5242 iE • E + 0.0094 E + 0.0489 iF • F + 0,0020 F 
IIJ/74/73-B 
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The overall c0nstruction costs of the Slffi-300 project are financed 
exclusively by subsidies from the countries concerned and by the 
corr.pany's own capital. No borrowed cepital (long-term loans) is 
therefore introduced. Interest on the compo.ny' s own capital duril:g 
the construction phase is excluded, in accordance with the terms of 
the grants accorded by the cotu1tries concerned. The overall 
expenditure (including taxes) less earnings (mainly from interest) 
is charged aa construction costs, so that during the construction 
phase there is neither profit nor loss. 
On the foregoing ~sswnptions, the annual tax coefficients in accordance 
with the calculation in l..!mex 1 (Sees. G-10) are n.s follows: 
0.0047 ' E 
+ 0,0012 E 
+ 0,0043 • E 
+ 0.0049 'i' • • • .:J 
+ 0,0011 • E 
.,._.-,__,_ oO. -. ..... .._ .0::.. r.- 0 &e. -'< oo. L'U"" .. ~-.,_· ..__ " 
I 
i = 0,0162 • E 
t_ ............... ~ ..... c. ........ '- ... ... 
( Corpor~tion t.::.x, including surc}l~xge) 
(Tr~ac ecrnings ~n.x) 
(Property t::>.X) 
(Tr~ding c~pit~l t~) 
(Lcmd tn) 
TArough exemption from property tnx, the non-pay~bility of the 
earnings tn.xes depending on the cnpi to.l to..:x:, the adv::mt~os during 
the· construction period lead to o. reduction in tax of: 
0.0102 • :C (see lumex 1 1 Sec, 11) 
to o.oo6o • E 
• 
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A further possible adv~tnge is irt the exemption from the time limit 
for the deduction of a finanoi~l or tr~ding loss (under point F 1.c 
of our application). This advantage., which cannot be calculated 
by n.:1 over<11l formula. owing to t~e fluctuations ~n the annual figures, 
is taken in~o ac?o~t, on the basis of the. annual-losses and profits 
as set out in our Forecast of Results, in the calculation of the 
absolute advantages. 
'The application for e.xemption from tr~clilllf capital tax of the 
proportional ~lue of the power station finnnced by the countries concerned 
(in accordance ~nth point F 1.e) is baaed on the following considerations: 
For the determination of the trading c~~itn.l, the standard.v~lue, 
nominal value or part value must be specified ~cording to the type of 
accounting breakdown. It is common to these estim~tes·thqt- partly 
expressly, pn.rtly implicitly - the pi.U'chasing or production costs are 
i 
"the .starting point for the evaluat,ion. The I!IOthod u,sed~ ~or financing 
the industrial plant, o.g. by public subsidies, otc., is irrelevant to 
tl+is evaluQ.tion. ~e u:t::1Xestricted application of these principles to 
the SNR-300 Project, more than 90% of which is fintmced with public 
subsidies, might len.d to an unreasonably high a~sessment of the trading 
c~pit&l and consequently to an unduly high.trade t3X. It. is not possible 
to judge ho~ high the finPncial au~horities Will assess the trading 
capital in this concrete case, sinoe comparable examples do not exist. 
Ir;L orQ.er to prevent the trading capital from being assessed at too high 
a value and thus avoid ~ disputes as a result and to have clenr b~ses 
of calculation, our application includes exemption from trade ta.:x: of the 
trading capital provided by public subsidie~. For the present differential 
oaloula.tionst this "exemption" serves only to clo.rify the matter ancl does 
not imply any difference between the taxation of a Joint Undertaking 
:md ''non-Joint Undertaking" • 
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).,Jc:cu1ption of existL1g -.md future asGctn subscribed by the r.rembem from 
c~pital transaction tax (company tax) in accordance with point F. 2 
of our application gi vos a tax saving nmourting to: 
2% on the payment-up of c~pital up to 31 December 1973 
and 1% on the payment-up of capital from 1 J~uary 1974. 
Payment-up of the compa.ny' s own capi t~l in tho 3liiOunt of DH 120 
million is approxim~tely linear during the seven-year construction 
period. This results, for this period, in an ~verage own-capital 
figure of DM 60 million. 
The t:~ saving as a result of tho c~lculated coefficients (see under 
.2b) is: 
0.0102 • :2, 
since E = DM 60 million, 
0.0102 • 60 million D!IL/y8ar .,.. 7 year·s = :.-.pprox DM 4. 22> million 
..... •"--- ................. - ..,. .......... . 
! .. s a rosul t of the excr.1ption from company tax the following saving is 
m.1.de: 
payment-up of capital up to 31 December 1973: 
payment-up of capital from 1 January 1974: 
DM 25 million 
DM 95 million 
Saving: 0.02 • D:M 25 million + 0.01 • Dl.YI 95 million = .D!'i_.1.-...4;_5_~i~llio_!! 
The overall reduction in construction costs as a result 
of tax savings during tho construction ph~se is: PPP!.o!:~ _]}]11 • .? .•. ~.3~ .m~i 1.1Ao.n 
.,_.-.A- • • o. o &.- •-a- ... _-.._._.Ito_ •~ • a_._ tl. .a..&.--"" 
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The determina.tion of the to.x adv:mtn.ge d1.1.ring tho operating ph~.se 
{the scheduled date for h~nding over the power plant is 1 .\Pril 1979) 
is based on the SNR-300 Forecast of Results, shown in l.nnex 3. The 
latter sets out the planned development of expenditure ~d income over 
:::, 25-yenr operCLting period. The tax concessions requested for a Joint 
Undertaking have been taken into account • 
.llnnex 2a indic~tes the remaining amount of tax pey:tble, based on the 
Forecast. This shows the cumulative tax over 25 years to be 
DM 75.47 million. 
This figure can be compared ·With that in lumex 2b, which gives the 
tax peyable without the Joint Undertaking a.dva.ntages, namely 
DH 103.90 million, resulting in a tax saving -of DM 28•43 million, 
-as.oan be seen from the following table {in millions ·of DM), 
Trading cn.pi tal tax and Land tax 
Trade ea..rnings tax 
Property tax 
Corporation tax 
Tax payable 
t~dth Joint· 
Undert;J.king 
status 
. ..,_ ... _ .. -:.-. ....... ---...-. ..... ~ 
18.18 
16.63 
40.66 
&-......... .........__._. 
75.47 
..... .-..... ..... 
Tax pro-able Tax saving 
without Joint 
Undertaking 
ste.tus 
................... ~~- ..._... -......-,., 
... --.e.= ... .- ---- .... 
21.23 . 3.05 
22.62 5.99 
13.13 13.13 
46.92 6.26 
.. ... _ .... ..,.. ..... _. 
__ .... _._. 
103.90 28.43 
. ~.-:.... ........... 
.. ... &. .............. 
On t,he ~:1-s~a .o~ the av~rr.ge cost.s ~:f' electricity production, which 
~ount, acqording to Annex 2c for the reference case and the 
' 
assumptions in our Foreca.s\, to: 
... 9 -
3,627 Pf/kv~ without advantages 
and 3.564 Pf/krlh \"nth u.dvantc,ges from Joint Undorto,ki:r.g st<J.tus, 
tho cost saving is: 
.~". sir.1plified e.ssessmcnt not based on the r.;;fercnce caco, of the ::::::.vinr, 
in costs, results in the following figures, using the reduction in 
the tax coefficient cs O.J.lculated in 1b): 
T<J.X saving: 
E own capital: 
0,0068 E + 0,1011 i!t, • F + 0.0040 F 
120 Mio DM 
F borrowed capital: st.:1rt-up period, an av3ra0e of DM 35 million 
r.ormal pperation p~riod, DM 0 million 
iF int0rest on borrowed capital: 0,08 
To.:x: saving per yep;r: 
a) Start-up period: 0.0068 • 120 + 0.1011 • 0,08 • 35 + 0,0040. 35 
= 1.24 r.uo DM 
b) Normal operation period: 0,0068 • 120 = 0.82 Mio mr 
On the basis of an G.verage arutual electricity production of ab9ut 
2000 Glrfu, this results in:· 
0.062 Pf/kWh in the stnrt-up period 
0,041 Pf/klih in the norm::;l operation period. 
The other adv8ntages requested, in particulor exemption from customs 
duties nnd charges having cquj. valent effect t have sir.Jilc.r financial 
reperc~ssions on project costs. 
It is not possible at the present time to calculate the amount 
repre;;;ented by this advantage, since the type and extent of the imports from 
non-member countries are not yet definitely known. The imports at present 
under d:.scussion concern !:.ustria and S\'ieden (reootor presEJure vessel, 
electrically heated steam boiler, oooling-w::~.ter and feed-water pumps, end 
piping), ruaounting to about DM 50 million. 
( signed ) 
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Subject: Financi~l implications 
of granting of Joint 
~ Undertaking status 
advantages 
·' 
Determination of tax coefficients 
E Own capi td 
F Borrowed capi tui 
iE Interest on own capit::~.l: iE = Pr/100 
iF Interest on borrowed capital: iF = P~100 
A Distribution of profits 
G Profit subject to oorporc.:t;ion t~ 
K' Corporation t<.tx 
K Corporation tux, including surcharges 
m::: Trade earnings tax 
GK Trading oarital t~ 
V Property Ta.x 
Gr Lend tax 
- 2 - III/74/73-E 
Tc..x coefficients for the opere1.ting 'Jh0se ···-~-~~- • ~--~-·~·-·-·. ~ • •- ..•. ~~ •-, ~· • -~. ---· •·• I . . ~-·-
~ t_<:J? .. ~?. ~ .P.O..FP..O.PE-'Y~~.op~ .t ~_?C.: 
for distributed profits 15~; 
for non-di stri but od prufi t s 51~~ 
Distribution of profits in full is c.ssur:1ed. The corporation ta.x 
itself is treated as non-distributed profits. Tho property tax 
is clso subject to corporc..tion tax as a non-deductible ·jjax, 
It follows from the foreGoing 1hat: 
G =A+ 1,03 K' + V 
G = . .''. + 1.03 I 0.15 1.\ + 0.51 (G-I .. t/ + v 
G = 0,6292 h + 0.5253 G + V 
0.6202 f. + v 
G = ~-,~·-·0.47 4f~. 
G = 1.3254 ~ + 2.1066 V 
Since K = a-~\-V, then 
for 
and 
K = 0,3254 t + 1.1C66 V 
;, = L, E o.nc1 far V = 0.0043 E (see Sec. 3\ 
.6 
E:-m4-·~}~~:.~~l 
G = 1.3254 iE.E + 0.0091 E 
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2. Tra.de ea.rnin(J's tax 
._....__.._.. ....... _..,_ .. ,.... __ ... :a, c...~' 
Index: 5% 
llate of ::'.ssessment: 30o% (estimate) 
This results in a trade earnings tax of 15% 
Basis of the tax: 
profit subject to corporation tax, including proporty tax 
(Gin Sec. 1) 
+ interest on long-term lo~ns (iF • F) 
- 3% of unit value of prc)crty. This unit value is 
acsumed to represent .{~~* .o.f~.tp_~ . .CE!?R.C-...n;r~a~- 21P-~ .. c_a;.I;?}~.a~ 
(0.03 • 0.4 • E) 
The trade earnings t~ is calculated as follows: 
GE = 0.15 (1.3254 iE. E + 0.9091 E + ip.. F- 0.03. 0.04.E) 
... .a.:. a...• ~- .. - .-......... ~ ..... -· ____ ...._ 4 ............... .-. .. ·--- ~ ..... t:. • .,AI.. '--" ................. c.__. . .....,__.__., ..... .... 
i GE = 0.1982 iE. E + 0.15. iF.:?+ 0.0012 EJ. 
t I i_._ ~ . ..,......._.,...., ... ..,, ....,_...,._ -.. .._....., •· •.c...o- •· .,_,.,_ c .__.,..,e....-.. _._---.- __ .._~ ... " -&.. ~ ~ . ..,_..,...._.._ 
'I;hc be-sis for determining prop0.rty to.:x: is the total net worth, 
which, for the purpooes of tl;e present calculations, hes been assumed 
to represent G5% of the compan:~• s own capital. According to 
po.ragTaph 117 of :SeWG (Valuation Latv) 1965, the net worth is ·. · 
assessed at only 5~~. 
The rite of property tax is 1% 
This results in a property tax (V) of: 
V = 0.01 • 0.5 • 0.35 E 
I~~!::i~~~~~~·=~-~=.1. 
*In this case, the basis of the unit evaluo.tion has been a.ssm~~ed to -be 
------.-......... :t• 1 T 1n~-- ~ --•- • •-·-~'-· 1 · ,.....,.,-- ----
---- "'1l<A"' l'U :eng-~ ~ana~ ~~-~vu<;~':llg'QIOO!-:Ln--__..~.,- .~H w IIt;u u;ay . 
. / result from t~c plo.nnod q>p}.~~'dion of the new unit evJ.J.uation ·""'-
~~ (1 Jenua.ry 19b4) h~ve been dlor0gn~rded for the purposes of the present ~ 
cc:.lcula.tions. 
4 
Index 2 o/co 
Rata of assessment 30~ 
This results in a trading capital tax of 
0 "cr' • 0/" 
BasJ.s r.f tho to.x: 
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~.J.Ed· .. rd vo,lue of comnercic.l opcr:1tion ( o.r·? . E 
see c.lso ren:o.rks tL"lder No. 3) 
+ lo'C: ;--~:c .. rm loc.ns (F) 
sJ_,.: .. •C.-.v·cl value of the p:ruporty (0.04 
see s{~c. 2) 
= trn.chnc cc.pi t:1l 
The -r.ro.··.:cr:,; ,- :--.;-i tal tax ( GK) is c.::t.lculo.ted as follows: 
Gi\. 0,(·:.16 (0.85 E + F- 0.04 E) 
GK = 0.0040 E + 0.006 F 
In this calculation it is o.ss<.:!.:ned th~~t basically only the property 
pu·c,-insed wi:·n the corcpo.ny's own cc..pit-J.l ::.nd not with public 
nubsiclios :s -:.~·.1con into account for determining the st11.ndt.rd vo.lue 
and po.rt vo.1 - o·f the proper-ty f8~~ th"' purposes of propel'ty tax 
Ls ·,, c:C' • .,. ._, c:obatnblG procedure, and 
the basis cf :_'1c oe..lculdi0ns "J~c,r o"'-:J Lmc;.ting costs of opl-r:1ting 
the srr;: r·~wt :.:::: as clear ::~.s p·::1d';;J :, ·[,11e grcnting of the status of 
Joint U:"!dc,c-'~o.l~'-'-'g involves, nmongst oi;ber things, exemption of the 
prr::·_.,.-- · ~; '_ ·'- .:- .. ,.J,mt of t~10 v~~J uc; of th,• power station fin:mced by 
r~· . - . O'- - , • ;: ... 3 rHes from t:..'o.ding co.pi tal t~~ In the prcscmt 
ca.!.,:.;.· "" ;} .-:1 of tile to,x l:'.d.VJ."lto...r~c;'l, this problem is not considered 
on :~:,:--,-:,;:·at of lnck of compo.rc:tivc va.lues. 
The lr2'1d t:::~x is estimated o.t 0.1/, of the compo.ny's own C['..pital plux 10'% 
From -~:lis ive obtain: 
Gr "" 0.0011 • E 
• 
6. 
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Chan,~s in tax coefficients as a result of exemptt~n· frou 
' • ¢ ,. 0 J 1 , r .. I I 
a) !·Ton-applic:1.bility of prope:;.~ty tax (see Seo. 3): 
b) .Change in corporc.tio;,1 tax a.11(l. surcharge: 
As a result of the non-applioa.bili ty of the ta~t. on capital, the 
amount of the profit liable to tax remains unaltered. There is 
simply a higher amount availatle for distribution. Because of 
th3 change in the !'atio of r':)tained profits to G.istributec". profits, 
there is the following reduction in corporc.tioa tcx a.nd surcharge: 
bl) Non-appliqability of corporation tex on property (see 
Sec. 1, last terrJ in the formula) 
- 0.0047 E 
12) The araount s'2ved in respect of property tax (V) am the 
corporation tax saveU. on the latter (0.00.~.'7 E = 1.10661.."), 
i,e.,altogether 2.1066 v, r.re :1vailable for di:Jtribution 
(A)- deduction being mcQe for the.ool~oration tax 
v 
c:1.lculat~d belmt (K ) : 
v 
2.1060 V = h + K ; 
. v v ' . . 
Kv = (0.15 Av + o.~l (2.1066 v- ;~)) 1.0: 
K = -0.3708 A + 1.1066 V; as A = 2.1066 V- K: 
v . v . v "! 
Kv = 0.5171 V; as V = 0.0043 E:. 
K = 0.0022 E 
v 
In view, therefore, of tho non-applicability of property tax, 
ti1er3 is a variation in corporu.tion ta:-:: and surcharge of 
- 0.0047 + 0.0022 E = - 0.0025 E 
c) Alteration in trade earnings t0.x: 
As f~r as tr[de e~rnings t~~ is concern~l, there is no change 
as a resu1t of e~::emption from property tax, s::..nce the t:radin5 
p!'ofi t remains conste...'1.t. 
':i.lhc overall ::mnual tax sn.vin.;s cs a result of ex:emptio~1 f1•on property 
tax is, therefore, 
0.0043 E + 0.0025 = 
= o.oo6G E 
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'7. !._lj~rE-ti.on in the co;r:;12oration tax and su:rcharr:;e o,s a resul t_of the 
reduction in trade tax. 
Exenpticm from that paJ~t of the trade e::.rn:Lngs t0): (GE) which is paye>,ble 
on interest fror.1 long-term loans rcsul ts in a s.::ving in ~ of 0.15 l'1_i. • F 
(se8 Soc. 2) per year. 
Exemptio~1 from thc..t part of the i;r~·ding c::1pi tel tax ( GK) which is payable 
on lonG~term loans amounts to 0.0006 F per year (see Sec. 4). 
This B<'o\·irg in trade tr:x resu1_ ts in n.n increase in the profit subject 
to corporat:on tm:, a::n thus to additional corporation tax and surcharge of 
0.3254 • 0.15 ~ • F ar~ 
0.3254 • 0.006 F 
The tr:'l.da t(.t:c is thus al to.jethcr reducer1 b:r: 
a) Tre.de ee,rnincs t1-x: 
0.15 i~ • F -0.~2S~ 
~)) rrl~o,d~_ng capital ta::: 
0.006 I~ -0. ').2)<'1 • O.OOC F = 0.0040 • F 
) 1_r,:s_ co~_f,;f)~s for tlle con~c_t_\_on J21la .. s_c, 
During the constructior ph·1se no borrov;ed cnpital (long-term loans) 
v-rill be use~ .• Pc.ynent of interest o:1 tl:.e coDpcmy' s o~m capital durinc; 
this p0riorl is e:::ch:ded unier -the toms of the r;T::mts mc.de b~r tho 
countries concornel. 
as costs) ~ . n:nc.. :tncomo 
Tl-..e overc.ll expencU.ture (including ta:ces charc-enble 
( jJ;'l.inly yield froiil interest) durinc the construction 
phase :-1-re debited or credited as construction costs, so th<:.t there is no 
rosul til'L'; gL'..in or loss. 
On these 2-ssunptions, t:1e calculc.tion of t::~Y.es - ·-;i thou·;; tha ac.lvanta.G'eS 
gre.ntcd to ~:. Joint Unllertaking - ic simplified c.s folloFs: 
'(' 
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8. Corporation ta~ ~C\ snrc3£r.tE 
CcrP,oration ta:: ·a;:na. s-;l!'c:larf,.e is' cCJ.lcl:.latGd only on the non-C.ed:~: .. cti'ble 
taxJs, i.e., the ]Property tax (V) and corporation tax itself (K): 
K c 1.03 • 0.51 (V + X) 
K = 1.1066 V 
since V = 0.004-3 E, 
K = 0.0047 E 
The trc-.de earl1in.:;s are obtained from tho mun of tl1e property tJ.:{ and 
corporation ta:;;: ainus 31o of the ste1ndard. w.lue of the property 
( 0.04 • E). Tho trade earnings tr'.X ( m:J) amoun-l:;s to: 
as = 0.15 (V + K - 0.0.3 . 0.04 E) 
since K = 1.1066 v, 
a:: = 0.2.160 v- o.oooF3 E 
end since v = 0.00,~3 • E, 
GE = 0.001~ • ill 
10. f.ro.E,~:;:I; .. Y...i~v:' t.:r:ad_i..ng oavi tf'l ..J,..~-:-- .:-,nd la.rJi t:'.:JS u .. .t~. 
-
The sru!le coefficients are r~ppliocblo du:i'inc th0 constructio::-1 phase as 
durint; the operJ.til1g phase to tl10 ~.;axes dependent on n.Jt Horth. There 
are, however, no long-torm loans to cdd ·to the trt.dil.J€ cnpi tal, since 
d"J.l'ing tl1e construction phe..se there :i.s no bm•rowed ce,pi tal. 
v = 0.00'1.3 T'l . ~ 
GK = 0.0049 • E 
Gr = 0.0011 • E 
Thus: 
- 8. r::r: ;~,·., ;.,. ··-~ 
' ' . 
During the constructio~·,. pr . .J.se 1 e::emption applies only to prope:"ty to2~ 
and the taxes uhich depend on it, i.e., corporation tr..."{ ,·.nL'l.. -Grnde 
e<:>.rnings tax. Consequentl:r, .for this pi:'.rUculcr case, there is a. 
savi.ngs of: 
V + K + CE == 0. 004 J • E + 0. 00!',7 E + 0.0012 • E 
= 0.0102 • E 
• 
.. 
- 2 -
§,:;sel<mat,ions conoe.~ th~~~own of 
the talJle in Almex 2 a 
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Col'urm 1: The scheduled date for .b:J.nding over the Power Station is 
---1 April 1979. 'l1he examination oo7ers the following 25 ,financinl 
years. This is the period dilring v.hich the risk-sh:::.ring contract 
will be applic~ble. 
Colurm 2: The annual incooe (~1ithout taxes) has been taken from the 
tarn1lations in the Forecast of Results, lines 10 and 12. 
Coluf'n 3: See line 17 of the Forecast of Results. 
C.ol::nm 4:. In accordance with the risk·Sho.ring contract, the amount 
to be written 0ff is calculc ted only -to the extent of SB~.' s own 
cap:. tal (m'I 120 i.Jil:ion). Of this SL11'1, D:I 100 rr.illion is dealt 
with in priority. T:1e DI~ 20 million nay be charged only su~sequ.ently, 
i.e., only if there is a sufficient surplus. These DM 20 million 
are not included in tJ.1e 9-nnual figures to Hhich colurm 2 relates. 
Colup;,!}.,.5,: col. 2 + ool. 3 - col. 4· 
~olu.mn 6: Tl1e calcula-tion is 1nc.:J.e in accordc.nce ~ri-'.;h the for;aulo.s 
- ' 
for trading capi tc.l ta.x c:.nrl. land t<1X in /,_ane:: 1, sees. 4 and 5. 
The ·t;rtl.de earnin,r;s tc.x is calculated as folloTrs, in a 
simUar wc:y to the formula in lmnex 1, sec. 2: 
GJ; == 0.15 (col. 5 - col. 6 - ~.o:, • 0.04 • E - GE) 
GE = 0.1304 (col. 5 - col. 5 - 0.144) 
Column 8: 
_, ......... col. 5 - col. 6 - col. 7 - 0.144. 
Column 9: col. 5 - col. 6 - col. ·7 i the amounts ffi[',rked with *) 
;...,re used to replen:i.sh a reserve; the first threa items represent 
the reserve inclt::iin:;- tl1e corporation te..x pn.ya~le thereon. 
. - 3 - 11.)~~1'..,2~ I ':._ 
-----
CohJJ'n lJ: 
----
col. 10 preceding year col. 3. 
Colurm 11: 
-
col. 11 preceding year - col. 9· 
Column 12: The first three items are calculc,teC.. as follo1:s: \· 
1.03 • 0.51 • col. 9. 
B~r varying the fornulas in .Annex 1, sec. 1, we have for the remnining 
Hems: 
K = 1.03 0.15 A+ 0.51 (G - A) v.rhere A -· G - R - R - K (R = Reserve) 
K = 0.2~55 G + 0.5G9JR 
Her3 tl1e loss carried fon;ard. is t:lken into account. 
Coluran 13: col. 6 + col. 7 + col. 12. 
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SQ,bj~otl, Financial implications ot 
grauting ot Joint Undertaking riatus 
· advantagea 
Taxation, taking bno aooount Joim Undertaking status advantage• 
requested (based on our toreoast. of reeults dated 10 Oct. 1912) in DM 106 
~em DepN- Ammal · 
trom otai.n proti t 
Rialc- 1m before 
Sharing DM20 tax 
, Comrao1 million 
.Reia-
~aeaeD' 
, 
0,)6 
.,,,, 
9o)2 
"·'' tt,66 
a,89 
- a.26 
.. 1,65 
- 4,42 
- 4,1to 
- ,,,, 
- t,)) 
- ),87 
- 4,71 
- 5,99 
- 5,90 
• S,88, 
- 2.27 
·, 
'' 
'· 
0,)0 
1.18 
1.18 
1,18 
1.18 
1,18 
t.t8 
1,18 
1,18 
1.18 
·1,18 
1,18 
1,18 
1,18 
1,18 
1,18 
1,18 
o,aa 
' 
,,,., 
'·" 
"·'" 
- 15,80 
- O,lt6 
- 0.46 
- 1,56 
- ,,,8 
- t,t8 
0,1) 
8.95 
,,,, 
9.85 
9.79 
7,32 
2,64 
8,58 
10,90 
11t,69 
1ft,lt7 
5,12 
s1t,97 
),08 
12,48 
Trade tax 
~om I ~;:::1· ~=ght i ~rotit forward! 
oapi tal or loss . . . for 
& land profi~ s, 
• ~orpta- Total 
rat ion tax 
~ax 
inol. 
tax from rfi t tax oorp 
profit r lOBI ~ax 
I 
ourojp 
6 
o.t8 
'0.72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0.72 
o. 7:tl 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0,72 
0.72 
0.72 
0,72 
0,72 
0.72 
0.72 
7 
o,1t1 
0.71t 
o.lt5 
0,82 
0.2) 
t,Ot 
t.)t 
1,80 
t. 77 . 
0.55 
t,81t 
1.61 
0,29 
8 9 10 11 12 
2.10 2,81t •) .- -
4;93 s.o7•) - -
~,03 ),17•) - -
- t6,66 - Hi, sa · ·16,66 t6.'52 
- 1,)2 - 1,18 17,98 17.70 ° 
- 1.32·- 1,18 19,30 t8.88 -
- 2.42 - 2,28 
• _lt.24 - lt.tO 
- 2.04 - 1,90 
- o.n - o.sq 
21,72 21,16 
25.96 25,26 
28.00 27,t6 
28,7) 27.75 
8,09 8,23 ao,61t 19,52 -
2.5) 2,67 -18,11 1_6,85 -
8.?9 9,1) 9,12 7,72' -
8.9) 9,07 0,19 * 0,)3 
5.64 .. 5.78 
1,55 1.69 
6.71 6,85 
8, 73 
12,03 
tt.84 
J,7t 
12,27 
to. 75 . 
S.9) 
10.11 
8,87 
12,17 
u .• 98 
),85 
2,69•) 
9.72 
5,,o•) 
10,08 
3.75•) 
7.tlt 
0,71•) 
·s.)6 
).5)•) 
6,72 
t,42 
0,41 
t.68 
2.18 
2,99 
2.94 
0.95 
4,6) 
4.88 
t) 
2,08 
lt.t2 
2,8le 
0,72 
'0.72 
0.72 
0,72 
0,72 
0.72 
0,72 
0,72 
0.72 
0.72 
t.05 
2.96 
1.)6 
).Itt 
4.21 
5.51 
'·"' 2.22 
7.19 
6.8) 
l 
' 
1 
El:plana:Uon cone~ the intivid~ .··. 
ool\UIJUI are pven in the following · 
papa 
... 
) .. : .. , 
-- ----
ColJJnn 2: 
-~ .. .-...-.. 
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Eml :ma-tion~S£:!1Cerni._nei.. . lt~ breakc~o~m cz! 
the •ra1Jle in Annex 2 b 
--..~-.................................. ~-
L1 o_uer to fLmnce the ini tia1 opera-tint; phase (connecting-up 
of the fuel circ11it) it is necessary to obtain a loan of probably 
m~ 70 ui llion, vJ:lich can be p;;.ir:l off at e>n annurl.l rate of DH 10 million, 
this repuyment stCl.rtinc after five years during whicl:. no repaY'ent 
would be reT~ired. 
Col,mn 3: 
---------~' 
See col. 5 of the taule in -~ox 2a. 
C.:::.lcc1.lations are r.1ade in ac0onlance t-Ti th the formula for 
trading oapi teLl tc;.x a~1li land tax s~lO'Ii'T.ll in .tlnJ.1ex 1, s<1cs • .+ 1-nd 5. 
T~1e trad.e earnings t~x vras calculat8d as i:1. col. 7 in 
Table 2a, but ta1dnc into '"1ccount th3 interest ort long-terr lo--..ns 
(8% of col. 2), n2~el7: 
GE = O.lJ04 (col. 3 col. 4 + o.oB . col. 2 0.144) 
col. 2, col. 4 - col. 5 + 0.08 • col. 2 - 0.144 
col. 3 col. 4 - col. 5; ':i'he a.nounts rnar1:ed with,.an-'*·) 
sorve to r0pl·:mish a reserve; the firs-!: tl:.ree items repreSBnt the reserve 
i1~-::luriin 3 t}·e corpora·l;ion ta:x p~.ya1:cle tl1e~eon. 
col. ·3 precoding ~"ear - col. 6; h3re th0 ti.ne limit for 
de:luctincs tL8 t:L'adin.rs loss is tL. .. kell as fi--re years. As a result of 
thir; ti.ae 1in:i. t, there vdll be no ci.ed.uction of Dil 4. ::,2 nillion 
tr:w.L1f" loss nllo:·J...:.ble for deduction. 
col. 9 previous year -col. 7i here tho time linit for 
C.eclPcti:'lg the trcciins loss iS tak3n ::.s fi V8 yeetrs • ..'l.s :1 r.Jsul t cf 
this time li1it, t~1ero Hill "'.Je :w m1 20. 5J million trad.ing loss 
c,llovvable for dedl.l.otion. 
S.1he cnloulu.tion is base<:\. on the forl"Tlula for prop0rty tcx 
Colurm 11: The first three i terns were calculated as follsvrs: 1.04, • 0. 51 
• coL 7; by varying the forrmlc, in Iunex 1, sec. 1 He ha1.·e for the remainiL: 
i ters: K = 1.03 (C.l~· A+ 0.51 (G-A)) in Nl1ich ~l=G-R-K-V (R =reserve) 
K = J.2~55 G + 0.5893 V + 0.589~ R 
IJlhis tn.,:es in-to acco·mt the bringin~ for-w-aro of the loss within tha specific~ 
time. 
Coltrm 12: col. 4 + col. 5 + col. 10 + col. 11. 
/ ' ' 
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Subject& Financial implications of 
graming of Joint Undertaking status 
. . advautages 
Tax ooettioiema, · mt t8lc:iDg imo ao~· thkt•J"cl:t.mz Undertaking atatua advantages in. DK1 0 . ' .~ :...· 
,. 
,,. 
'·' 
' J l :~ '-i.DaDOial .Armual 
::· 7ear !orrowe proti t 
.: ; ' 
k 
' ... : 
oapital before 
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) 
'• 
),\. 
i 
,. :.[ 
. ' I 2 
' 
; .. ·····-., )0.6.19 ~ 10 
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l, 
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'. "93/94 
-
a.64 
'-1(•, 94/95 
-
8,58 
95/" . 10.90 
t:) ' 96/97 . 1~.6; 
'I. 97/98 14.~7 . 
;, . 98/99 • 5,12 
I. I, 
I 
99/00 ' .. tlt.97 
~ 
i 00/0t . sa,,, 
: 01/02 .. 1,.22 
r 
: 
'02/0) ,, 
-
,,oa ,. 
0)/o4. .. t2.lt8 
'J.'ot&l .. ' 1~9.1t) 
,_ .. 
.. . . . 
TaxabletTaxa.bl~ r 
Trading tax tl'adi'nl(;-protit. · ~pert7 C_orpo- Total 
trom . profit or toss brought tax ration tu 
capital protii or loaa forward . tax 
1 land lowe for tor inol. tax trade oorp. surcharge · · tax tax I 
4 5 
' 
7 8 9 10 l1 12 
•) 0.29 1,12 7,48 2 .. 02 
- -
o.13· t.o6 2,60 
1.-14 t,ltt C),lt4 ). 98.) .. - o.52 2,09 5,16 
' 1,11t 1,1) 7,5) 2,07•) 
-
.,; 0,52 1.09 ),88 
1.14 - u.48 - t-6,94 1t,48 16.94 0,52 - 1,66 . 
1.14 ),86 1.60 7,62 18,51t 0.52 - 1,66 .. -
1 .• 08 
-
),12 
-
t.51t 4,50 20,08 0.52 
-
1,60 
1,02 
-
1.28 
-
2,58 ),22 22,66 0,52 .. 1.54 
0,96 .. 
-
1,28 
-
4,)1t lt,50 27,00 0.52 - 1,1t8 
o,90 
-
0,18 
-
2,08 4,)2 29,08 0,52 
-
1,1t2 
0,84 0,10 o.65 
-
o.lt <- u.48l if-16,94) . 0,52 
-
1,46 
-
12,95 : 
' ~- '1,6o) ' 0,78 1,15 7.68 7,02 
-
0,52 
-
2,45 
A' Pt,).) 
•. 
0,72 o,n 2.20 2,34 
-
(• 1,5U 0.52 
-
1,57 
o,1t5 
0,72 t,t7 7.82 7_,96 .. - 2,58) 0.52 2.26 4,67 
-
0,72 1,16 1·11 ?.91 
-
. 0,52 2,25 le.~5 
0,72 0.84 5.62 5.76 
- -
0.52 1,72 ),80 
0,72 0.2) 1.55' 1.69 .. 
-
·o.52 0.72 2,19 
0,72 1.01 6.71 6.85 .. 
-
0.52 2,99 
., ~.2ft 
.. 
' 0,72 1,)1 8.7) 8.87 
- -· 
0,52 2,48 5,0) 
0,72 1.10 12,0) 12.17 . 
-
0,52 ),29 6,)) 
.0,72 1.77 11,84 11.98 . .. .. 0.52 . ).25 6.26 
I 0,72 o.ss ).71 ,.as., 
-
. 0,52 1,25 ),Oit 
0,72 1.84 12.27 2,69 0,52. ". '94 8,02 9.72 - -
.. 
0,72 2.29 15.24 S,JO 1o.oe - - 0,52 7,21. 10.74 
• 
0,72 1.61 · 10,75 3·75 7,14 .. - 0,_52 5.19 8,04 
• 
0,72 0,29 1o9J 0,71 
- -
0,52 1,2) 2,76 t • .)6 
• i 
0.72 1.51 10.11 '·" - -. 
0,52 lt,C)O 7,65 6,12 ' 
21,2) 22.62 tlt6.74 105.58 4,)2 20,~). u.u 46,92 10).90 
2 ••••• 
EJcplana:tiona oonoerning the indiwdual 
ool'WID8 are given in 'the tollcnnng pages 
. 
.• 
• 
! 
'' 
'. 
Column 2: 
. ---
Column 3: 
Co_lurrm s.~ 
Colur:m 6: 
Column l: 
Colu.:n21 8: 
QQ. 1 umn 11 : 
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~~ions concerr_ing the bre,2J~·is't-J:l of 
the Table in Annex 2 C 
s8e liue 1 of :<'orecast of Results 
see line 15 less line 12 of Forecast of Results 
see col. 13 of Tahle 2a 
see col. 12 of T~ble 2b 
col. 3 + col. 't 
col. 3 + col. 5 
Factor for calculating present vnlue at 7'/c/a 
col. 2 X col. 8 
col. 6 X col. 8 
col. 7 X col. 8 
Finan-
oial 
7ear 
1 
t.ft.-
)0.6.79 
79/80 
80/81 
81/82 
82/8) ·. 
8)/84 
14/85 
,5/86' 
86/87 
&7/88 
88/89 
89/!JO 
I 90/9J 
1 91/92 
92/9) 
"(94 
94o/95 
95/96 
96/97 
97/98 
98/99 
99/00 
00/01 
01/02 
02/0) 
0)/04 
~tal 
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A.nnax 2 C 
Subject& Financial implioaticms ef 
grantin,; of Jeint Undertaking status 
advantages 
Determinatien of average speoifio oosts, with or wi'ihout ·-&he: granting· 
ef Jeint Undertaking status advantages in DM 10 
·. 
Eleo- Total 
ltrtoitJ 
<!fo• Taxes 
e~en ~ture Cash values · 
! 
produo- ~ .. - {' ... Factor Eleotr. Total [tion taxes) (7%) prod. expenditure 
OWh 
* ** * 
) 
** * ** 
2 ) It 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
)22 5.99 2.08 a·.6o 8,07 8.5'1 t.OOOO )22 8.07 8,59 
1,197 )0.02 lt,t2 5.16 )it,11t )5,18 0.9)46 t, 119 )1,90 )2,88 
1,221 )2.99 2,81s ),88 )5,8) )6,87 0.87)4 11066 )t.29 )2,20 . 
1,6)2 '66.)2 0,72 1,66 . 67,04 67,98 0,816) 1, JJ2 54.72 
I 
55.lt9 
. a 1ot6 75,54 0,72 1,66 76,26 77;20 0,7629 t, 538 58,18 58.90 
1,875 70-70 0,72· 1,6o 7t.lt2 72,)0 0,71)0 t,Jt7 50.92 ~1.55 
11802 61t.76 0.72 1,541 65,lt8 66,)0 o,666J 11201 lt),6'} 41t. 18 
~,o6t 8t.81J 0,72 1,1t8 112,61 8'}, J7 0,.6227 1,28) 51·"" 51,91 
' 
• t 17:J8 6).18 0.72 1,1t2 6),90 61t,6o 0, 5,820 11012 17.19 37,60 
2,125 68,85 0,72 1,46 69.57 70, )1 o. 54)? t,156 )7.84 )8,24 
2,ou .. 56.49 0,72 2.45 57,21 58,?4 0,508) 1,021 29.08 29,96 
t 18so 6i,ltt 0,72 1.57 62,1) 62,98 o.lt75t 879 29.52 29,92 
211a5 58.olt 0.72 4,67 58,76 62,71 o,t,ftlto 944 26,0? 27,84 
1,9)2 57.70 1,05 4,65 58,75 62,, 0,4150 802 24,'}8 25,88 
21125 65.5) 2,96 ),80 68,49 69,J) 0,)878 824 26,56 26,89 
. a1 125 74.91 .. ,~ 2,19 76,27 77.10 0, )624 770 27.64 2?,91t 
t,9J2 68.66 ),Itt 4,241 72,07 72.90 o. ))87 651t 2lt,4t 24.69 
z1 125 68.6) 4.21 5,0) 72,84 7),66 0,)166 67) . 2).06 2),)2 
2,125 ·66,48 5.51 6,JJ 71,99 72,81 0,2959 629 21.)0 21,54 
t,9J2 65,60 5.4) 6.26 71,0) 71,86 0,2765 5Jit 19.64 19,87 
t,9)2 80,88 2e22 ),04 ·8), tO 8),92 0,2584 49<? 21.47 2t,68 
1,9)2 7),62 7.19 8,02 80,81 8t.64 0,2415 467 19.52 19,72 
21125 77.76 9.91 10.74 87,67 88,50 0,2257 480 19-79 19,97 
21125 85.92 7.21 8,04 9J,l) 9).96 0,210? 448 19,61t 19,82 
1,9J2 95.09 1,94 2,76 97.0) 97,85 0.1971 )81 19.12 19,29 
21 125 98.08 6,8) ?.65 104,91 105, 7J o. t8ll2 )91 19,)2 19.48 
48,444 1, 715,04 75.47 tt)j, 90 1,790.51 .,s18,91t 
- -·~264 775.72 789,)5 I 
Average apeoifio oosta 
* • with Joint Undertaking statue 
(expenditure)& with Joint Undvrk&Hng advantage• 1 
.m1_ 1~5. 72 mi 11 o:- 3 5t:. A Pf/k:Wh 21.7 4 GWh • • U6f 
** • without Join:t UDder-taking statue 
' 
without Joint Undertaking advantages 1 
DM 789.l2 mill. • 3 62~ Pt/KWh 21.764 GWh • 
Explanation oonoerning the indiVlidual· oolumns 
are given overleaf. 
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A. b'eliminary remarks 
This forecast represents &n attempt to describe the anticipated 
development of the annual results for the SNR-300 on the basis 
of n.n achievable poner station utilization factor of 90% during 
the operating phase, together with planned shutdown periods, and 
the planned development of expenditure. ~1is initial situation, 
in which possible unplanned effects are not taken into account, 
serves as a basis for the decisions to be taken in the 
discussions on the sharing of the SNR-300 operating risks by the 
countries participating in the project. 
In this connection, a matter of special importance is the fuel 
expenditure. The attached Annex C contains a study based on tender 
prices quoted by the SNR ConsortiUhl and on a fuel-rod concept 
offering the following alternatives: 
a) a change in the rod diameter from 6 nm to 7·5 rnm after the 
sixth opera~ing period, and b) the use of a rod diameter of 
7·5 mm from t~e outcet. 
In the course of tho discussions on these problems, it was 
'finally uecided to adopt the following 0oncept as tho reference 
OO.sis, whic~ also for!"ls, t~~ b<3:sis of .. ~h~ ;fuel contract! 
Froi!l the commencement of the first operating phase, the corc 
will be enlarged with a row of blar.ket material, and have a 
fuel rod diamoter of 6 mm. From the second core' onwards 
the dcsiGO of'the fdel element used for 'power station re£oads 
will be based on the use of fuel rods with a diameter of 
approximately 7·5 mffi. 
This ~s the basis for the present Forecast of Result~, in which, 
for 15 reloads, the prices applied are those a;recd with INB in 
the fuel contract of 10 Novenber 1972. Anne:::: B lists the 
resulting fuel expenditure for the operating pbase. In additiont 
we have, in ass~ssing the lon~term inco~e and expenditure 
~ituation, taken due account of, on the one hand 1 the anti~_pateli 
price increases and, on the other hand, price reductions as a 
result of technical progr3ss. 
Tho overall oalcul~tions 3re based on the following essential 
assumptions: 
- 3- III/74/73-E 
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a) the coQ~tries concerned enable the SNR Cons~rtium-to adopt 
the p~ice model proposed in the tender dated 11 August, 1972 
by sharing tho unpredictable cost increases; 
b) tho countries concerned finance the researc~ and developnent 
programme required for the use of the 7•5 mm rod diameters; 
c) reprocessing facilities at a maximum price of 500 DM/kg U + 
Pu for ft1el elenents and 250 DM/kg U + Pu for breeder clements 
(on a curront price basis) are provided; 
d) tho oc,untries concerned unde.L'take the solution of the fuel-
circuit prvblems described in Annex c., which are not specific 
to SNR. 
e) the Federal Government enaules SBK to contract the necessary 
loans by providing feder:1l guarantees. 
The take-over dnte for the Powor Station has been assumed to be 
1 April 1979· The Forecast of Rosults in tabular form (see Annex A) 
cove1·s a perioC:. of 25 ;<rears. 
Below we give details of the assnmptions on which the ca1culations 
are based: 
1. Fuel costs and load fnctor 
---------------------~---
In order to determine the fuel costs, details were first gathered 
concerning the cycle-specific charges. These are set out in !Jmex B The 
calculatotl e:o--:pend.i ture for each ·Jpor:1ting p0riod - without the oxpenG.i ture for 
plut()niu;:t - h9 s been ent0red to tho individn.::~.l finenci:'.l years l'l.S fuel costs, in 
accordo.nce with the distribution of the olcctrici t;Jr production for 
the corresponding cycle. 
VJi th rog:~.rd to plutoni'tl.In, the only costs calculated are those of 
the interest required in order to preserve tho oxisti:r:g 
Pu-circuit situation (without Pu for the first core). This interest 
ha.s been taken into account in the calculation of interest 
resulting from financing overall operation. 
• 
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The determining parameters for the calculated annual bad factor, 
,· . 
i.e. the net output, o,erational availability and the do~n times 
cleo emerge from Annexes B andC. 
2. ~lcctricity salp P£2~~ 
Electricity sale proceGds have been determined as 2.6 Pf/~·fu plus 
price drift, up to an annu.al load factor o·f.(2.5%'(basic-qua11tity}. 
For an electricity production-in excess of this figure (additional 
quantity) the price is based on the fuel circuit costs (variable 
costs) of the SNR. 
I~ order to calculate the price drift, the cost structure of 
a reference power station (a commercial light water reactor which 
could be put i:1to operation at tho sa:ne ·time is usOO. as a 'basis: 
Price situation as at 1 April 1979 (take-over date of SNR) 
1 • 8 Pf /Jdlli plant-dependent costs 
0.8 Pf/kVJh fuel-dependent costs 
0.4 Pf/l:Tdh remaining costs (insurance, r EPCi,irs, 
tainteno.nce) 
The plant-dependent costs are not subject to any further price 
drift. As far as tho fue1.-dcpendent costs are conc~rned, the 
following drift is assumed, to~ether with a reduction ~ a 
rc~lt of technical advance (similar t~ the assunptions for the 
ffiTR fuel cost calculctions): 
2/3 of the costs:. so%: fi:x;ed; 5o% lJa.ge-depen,clent' 
1/'J of the costs: 3o% fixed; 7o% wage-dependent n.s .~Jell 
as a cost reduction of 4% per year. 
An annual wac;e-incroasc of 7.5% is assumed. As far ,as the 
remaining costs are concerned, an increase of 4% per year is 
anticipated. 
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3. Dopreciatic~ 
Pursuant to the agreement with the countries conceruod only 
DH 100 :oillion is calculated as. being written off under the rislc-
sharing contract. The depreciation curve is linear over 17 years. 
Personnel coste 
-.;.;.;.;.--,_.-.,;;;,.,;,.;;. 
The :>erso!l!'.el costs are based on a nnnpo;,'ler requirament of 150 
and a cost of Dr~ 30 ,ooo per rran-year (price situation as applicable 
to 1972) • 
It has been assumed that after 1985/86, as a result of the 
construction of a further po1'1"er station in the same area, manpovrer 
requirements for the Slffi-300 will fall to 100 at the rate of 10 
per ~rear. 
A fic;ure of 7 ·51~ has been used as the annual rate of increase i::.1 
personnel costs. On this ba8is, the costs per man-year as at 1 
April 1979 will be about Dr1 50,000. 
The re~ir and maintenance costs are based on a fi~~re of 
DH 20 per kt~ of g::-oss output (price situation fvr 1972). The 
ann~~l price increase is assumed to be 4%, so that tho costs 
as at 1 April 1979 ammmt to n.bout DM 7 ·9 miEion per year. 
6. Trading capital t~x and lal!~ 
The taxes r~ve been calcul~ted on the basis of advantages granted 
through the co;.1ferment of joint undertaking statue. Consequently, the 
only taxes chargeable as expenses are trading capital tax and 
land ta::. On a basis of DM 97 million ( G5% of lihe ca. pi tal -
standard value of the property), basic amount (for trade tax 
purposes) of 2 o/oo and a basic-rate multi?lior of 300%, the 
annual trading capital tax amounts to DM 580 1000. The land taxes 
were calculated as mel i40 ,ooo. 
1· Insurance costs 
On the assumption of a normo.l insurance coverage of DM 80 million, 
the anc.1ual preL1ium for the liability insuranco aoounts to DM 700 ,ooo. 
'. 
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With regard to fire and machinery-breakage risks, no acceptable 
•• •1 - .. ., 
propusals have been received from the insurance firms and 
c0nsideration is being given to the building-up of a special 
insara.nce reserve. The annual allocations to this reserve are 
treated, also in the context of the risk!:-sharing contract, as 
operating expenditure. The costs of rectif,ying defects arc 
charged to the reserve. If this is i11sufficient, the excess 
costs are deducted from the profit for the current year. 
For the pur~ses of the Forecast of Results, the following model 
was used in particular: 
-'· 
'::.. . 
Uaximum reserye fit.mre: 
DM 5 million, 1979 prices, plus 5% for price drift 
Allocations to the reserva: 
1.5 illillion DJ.!/yea.r until the ma.xilllULl figure is roached; 
thereafter, commansurately with drawings, plus price drift 
on the maximum amount. 
Dr~wi_r-~s on the res~rve, as a result of loss-ent~i]lE~ 
ev0nts: 
Throughout the first two full financial years, no 
drawings, since the Supplier's ~rantee provides coverage. 
In subsequent years, drawings averaging 0.5 million DM/year, 
1979 prices, plus 5% for price driftp 
On this basis, the reserve shows the follo~-ring trend: (in DM 106) 
I - --I I 
l 
jFin. year I Price increment Allocations Drawings Reserve factor to reserve (expen- level 
I diture 
affecting 
--· 
liquidity ~--------
target actua 
1 o4• I 30.6. 79 1.000 0.38 i - 5.00 o.38 I 79/8o 1.037 1.50 I - 5,19 1,88 I 8o/81 '"'1.089 1.50 I - 5.45 3.38 ' 81/82 1 A 143 1,50 0,57 ),72 
' 
4.31 
82/83 1~200 1,50 I 0,60 6,00 5.21 I 83/84 1:260 1.50 I 0,63 6,30 6,08 
I 84/85 1,323 1.20 I 0,.66 6.62 6,62 I 85/86 1.389 1.03 I 0.70 ,6,95 6.95 I 86/87 I 1 ~L;-58 1.07 I 0~73 ,7.29 1.29 I us w I i 
.l 
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8. Interost .. ,.E.aid. and recoive1 
In order to dcter~inc the interest paid and received, a det~iled 
ca~.culation of the trend of liquid funds -v;a.s ma.do (see AnneY. D). 
According to this 1 a loan is required in order to finance the 
overall expenditure of the plant (including expenditure on 
pl,ltonium), as is shovm. in the following table: 
(in m'f 106) 
Fin. Ye:1.r 
before takin~­
over 
1979/60 
1980/81 - 1982/83 
1983/84 - 1989/90 
Lean 
contru.ctod 
5 
65 
Redemption of loan on 
basis of scheduled 
pattern of operation 
10 each ~rear 
This docs not take intr:> accmmt repaynent of the subscribed capital 
to the ~1embers. 
The rate of interest on borrowed capital is taken to be 8%. The 
yield on liquid assets is as8umed to be 7%• 
c. TI8sult of Calculations 
The cumul.ative income ar~d e:x:pe:>1diture over 25 ;rears is give!'. below; 
it assumes o'l.:lserva.nce of the conditions concerning the adj':.1st::1ent 
cf losses and the use of surpluses in ~~~ordance with the draft 
risk-shar .11g contract (RB'.J); the figt1res are in rJillions of DII: 
Income: 
..... 
Electrici t~r sale proceec.s 
Interest received 
Total prcc0eds 
1 ~ 808.31 
76.16 
1.834.47 
... 
-8-
~e11;diture 
Fuel costs 
Depreciation 
Personnel costs 
Repairs and maintenance 
Trading capita-l tax and land tax 
Insurance charges 
Interest pa.ya.blc 
Total e;x;Rendi tur,.2 
I 
Cwnul,ative ~nn;up.l profi,~ 
fa.rti~i,l!:tion of co;untr,ies conce,rned 
(rnaxiuaua calls on countries concerned) 
Reserve under Article 8 of riSk-sharing 
contract 
Losses brought forward 
Depreci~tion on DM 20 million 
A!nount. p.ya,ila;b,le for pa;;'lD.ent, o~ i11;ter:est 
o~ own capital (irl;~ludin~ taxes} 
Essen, 10 November 1972 
Dr. Th/Ei 
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789.71 
100.00 
388,62 
340,75 
18.18 
58,07 
31,.90_ 
1,733,22 
+ 151.25 
--=====·==:::== 
(42.01) 
==== 
15,98 
-.-
-.-
135.27 
====== 
--- ·o 
I Schne 1 ~-Brllt er-.Kernkra ftwerk.!1"esell schaft Pore east of1!eSu.lts 
' ~-~~ .... h~l-I ~er ~'- ...... ...,., - 1011> - M/17 17/10 •n• yr~,. 
1. Electricity r~~duction (OWh) ..... ,_ .... 1101 .... a •*• .... 
·-
. ... 1,.,. .... ... , 
~= oad acto o • ,. .. .. .. ,. n ,. .. .. ., ,. ~pacific ele tric1ty saJ~)oceeds, for the basic . quantity (Pf/' ~} .. ,., ,., , .. 'II ,., , .. ,,. '" , .. ,,. 4· Specific fuel costs (Pf - ..... .. . .. . ., au ... 1 .. ... ... In . ., 
~orne 
~- ~~;;;~~~i!!~~~!nproceeds ~-" .. .... .... .... .... .... ,.,. .. .. 1011 ""' ,, ,, ~.!!. ,2! ... '!l •!! ,,. I 00 rJz l l2 IZl !'.11 'Z! ..., 
'l'nt<> in<"nmA !!i..iZ '·" 
,., . 
. " 
. .,., t2 10 ,., ... .... ze ,, .... 
Enend:i.:l;Y.I!: 
i5. 
~el cgst~ (without 8lutonium interest charges) ... " - •• ... .... .. .. 
"" "" 
.. ,. ,.., , ... ., .. 
eprec1atlon on DM 1 0 million 
' 
.,. .. •• ,. ,. ... , .. , .. ,. , .. , .. , .. , .. Personnel costs 
'"" 
... ... ... . ., ... .... .... .... u" U.)O 111) B~ ~~ir and ~int~nce c~st~ l"-.7J ... ... ... ... • 10 ... ... .. .. •• 71 u ., UIO fi;i 1.ng cap11tl x and an tax .... tl ... . ,. ... . ,. ... ... ... .,.. ... . ,.. ~~~~f.e~~ ~ .. ""' ~- ... ··- ... ... 1 .. • n ... ... ... .... ~.- !&o , .. I'" •I!! '2!! J m '!lSI I . fl). -To ta-r exnenn:ff.ure Ln, 31 •z 2! Z' n Z' •za' t!." !:!" •z ... 111! 'Z.,., '!U nu 
16. Annual nrot'i + J,,. n ,, .. ., .... ·• ,,,. 
-· 
. 
·'" " 
_,, ~ .. .. . oil' 
17. Participation of countries concerned in ri sk-'shar~ng contract 
- - - -
.,. .,,., .... . ,. .... ... 
-
.... ditto ,.;,...,,lative 
- . " " " 
11 f:/7 ., ,, ... .... lo.11Q1 z• Z2 
18. ~~serve in iccordance with Article 8 >s" ,, . " ... .. , ,. - - - - - - -~tto, oumu ative , - ,, .... .,,. - - - - - - - -
19. Losses carried forward 
- - - - - - -
... ... ... .., . .... ditto, cumulative 
- - - - - -
I, to ... ... . ,, 
-
20. Amount available for payment ~f interest on o~ capital us • .a7 - - - - - - - - - - ... 
ditto. cumulative 
including taxes 
- - - - - - - -
... 
........ __________ ,. ____ -· ..._. __ ---- .. ~------- ... 
seen. . . E 10 10 1972 
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Starting with an enlarged core with a 6 mm rod diameter. From the 
second period, a 7•5 mm core. Eurnup increased to 80,000 MWd/t from the 
16th operating period. 
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Sta.:r4ting with an enl:lrged core with 6 mm rod diameter. From the 
per~od, a. 7 .;5mm core. Burnup increased to 80,000 Ml-ld/t (U + Pu) 
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~planations concerning the fu.el.,. cost calculations 
(a) For the forecast of operating costs, all of the expenditure a.nd 
income relating to the fuel circuit had to be estimated over an 
assumed operating time of 25 years (1979-2004). 
(b) A "solution to the fuel cost problem" had to be found. The 
calculatio~s made on the basis of the contractual conditions, 
designs and operating schequles conta~ed in the original tenders 
from the supplier firms give grounds for fearing that the SBK will 
be involved in losses of several hundred million. As a result, 
the implementation of the project was called into question. 
2. Mode of calculation tt:T- .... * .... 
The problem outlined above could not be solved b,y our usual methods 
of calculation, since these.were developed purely for making a cost 
comparison on the basis of comparable tenders or for determining the 
average electricity genera.~ing costs for nuclear power stations, the 
subse~uent trend of the costs being disregarded as being more or less 
similar. The present problem, on the other ~id, called for a 
cash-flow repr.esentation, in which the probable further trend had 
definitely to be taken into account because of the strongly differing 
patterns in which the income and expenditu~e· evolved. In. order to 
comply with this requirement in the optimum manner, an attem~t was 
made, for each stage in the development of the fuel ~ycle, to assess 
separately the cost-reducing effect of technical progress 
(rationalization, increased turnover, improvements) and the cost 
increases due to rises in wages and/or salaries and higher prices of 
.. . 
materials. The results are set out in Tables 1-15. 
., 
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3. t~ends in wajtes~.~~laJ:~es and pric~~of may~rials (Tables 1 & 2) 
Tables 1 and 2 show the development on a logarithmic basis of wages 
and salaries, as regards the main sectors of importance to the fuel 
cycle, in Belgium and West Germany over the period 1960-72. Hi th 
the exception of a discontinuity in the years 1970/71, which was due 
to the economic situation, it will be seen that the trend is 
constantly linear. This enables us to assume a constant annual 
rate of increase of 8% for wages in Belgium, and 7.15% for West 
Germany, the figure for salaries being 5.8%. Taking into account 
the proportion of supplies expected to be provided by Belgium and 
West Germany for fabrication of the fuel elements, an average annual 
wage 'increase of 7.5% was obtained; this figure was used as the 
basic figure for calculating the wage increases for all supplies and 
services relating ·iio the fuel cycle. 
The 7.5% increase in wages means that wages will double in 9.3 years; 
the 5.8% increase means that salaries will double in West Gerillany in 
12.1 years. If this trend is maintained for a long time, the average 
level of wages-would exceed the average level of salaries within the 
period of time under consideration. As such a trend appears scarcely 
credible, the calculations have been based on an appropriate annual 
salar,y increase rate of 7%, through which there would simply be a 
reasonable alignment between wages and salaries. 
Attempts to use the method described above in order to determine a 
specific pattern for price trends among materials (steel) have proved 
unsuccessful. The proportions accounted for by materials prices in 
the price escalation formulas have therefore been added to the fixed 
or wage-dependent proportions in accordance with a suitable formula. 
4. J)ependence of ~e_l cycle su.mz_lies ... and .!.ervice~ on -~ges L salaJ'ies 
and prices of ma_t__~~i._a)s (Tab. 1<0. 
It is necessa~ to elimu1ate from the tables in 1a those factors by 
which the price quotations can be converted as from one reference point 
" 
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in time to another, in order to be able to determine the escalation 
resulting from changes in wages, salaries and costs of materials in 
the intervening period (months). For the calendar dates listed on 
'the left of Table 1a, the starting point chosen was 1 July 1971, 
Since the original tender prices quoted by the manufacturing firms 
were based on that date. Later quotations based on other reference 
times have been converted to prices as applicable on 1 July 1971. 
It is only in the case of plutonium that the escalation has ·been assumed 
not to commence· until 1 Januar;Y 1980, since this market is initially 
characterized by a surplus and the trend of plutonium values during 
this phase is mainly determined by other factors •. 
The escalation formulas used are indicated at the top of Table 1a. 
These formulas are derived, with the exception of the plutonium formula, 
from binding tenders submitted by the me.nufacturing· or service-rendering 
firms. The following ratios were obtained: 
Supplies or services 
=- _.._.. ---- • 
Pt~/Pu02 conve:si?n 
Fabrication of first core 
Fabrication of reloads 
Reactor physics management 
Transport of irradiated 
elements for reprocessing 
Reprocessing 
Plutonium 
·Fixed· 
pro port ion 
2oc{a 
20% 
30% 
19% 
40Cfo 
3o% 
50% 
Wa.ge- or salary-dependent 
propo;rti<!>n-. 
"'or!! 0 JO 
. 35fo+35% chemacal-dependent 
50% 
As far as ~lutoniu~ escalation is concerned - and no data or pointers 
at all are available on the subject - the price was assumed. t6 remain 
constant up to 1980 (the reasons being set out in the explanations 
co~cer.ning the reference times); from 1980 onwards, it is assumed to 
be proportional to tho rough· estimate of the price trend for enriched 
uranium. As this stil-l very ·uneertaih assumption has a.· de·cisive effect 
\_ 
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on the long-term operating results, and in particular on the pattern 
of sales revenue after discontinuance of plant operation (m:r 152 million 
net Pu revenue), it is necessar.y to be extreme!y cautious when draw~ng 
inferences and making financial arrangements in connection rTith the 
final winding-up of the operating company and the decision as to the 
purchase or leasing of plutonium. 
With regard to escalation in the reprocessing prices, the chemical-dependent 
proportion was found to be subject to a 4/~ annual increase, on the basis 
of information provided by United Reprocessors GmbH. The escalation 
formula for the transport of irradiated fuel elements is, according to 
the tender from the Transnuklear firm, cor.1posed of a fixed proportion 
amounting to 10%, a wage-related proportion of 457~ and a freight-related 
proportion of 45%. As the necessar.y data concerning the_ recent 
development of the price index for fr-eight-dependent costs could not be 
prepared ~1ickly enough, the freight-related proportion in the formula 
was replaced by a 30% increase in the fixed proportion and a 15% 
inqrease in tne wage-related proportion. The escalation formula for 
reload fabrication is also in line with current tendering practice in 
respect of light-water reactor fuel elements. The escalation fornmla 
for conversion from plutonium nitrate into pluton~um oxide .should be 
consic.ered too pessimistic with a wage-related proportion of 80%. 
Here a reduction can possibly be negotiated. (The figure aimed at 
should be betweon 60 and 70%.) 
Tables 3 to 9 and Table 12 show what is considered to be the possible 
price trend of the various fuel cycle supplies and services, as'a resv.lt 
of the effects of rationalization and of more efficient firms operating 
with a better utilization factor, over the period up to the planned 
cessation of operation, on the assumption that wages, salaries and 
n~terials prices remain constant at the 1971 level. The prices 
applicable for the individual years, which are designated as basic 
• 
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prices; are obtained by multiplying the actual price used for the 
calculation of the fuel costs by the appropriate escalation factor 
from Table 1a. The basic prices at the beginning of the period in 
question have in·general been taken from the existing binding'tenders. 
The relevant assumptions and the special dependence~ have been included 
in the tables. The basic prices at the end of the perio_d in question 
were determined by evaluating the information provided by the Karlsruhe 
nuclear research centre to obtain an estimate of the figures ultimately 
achievable. The u1itial and final values have been connected by a 
straight line, which, using the logarithmic price-scale. corresponds 
to a constant percentage of variation over the years. 
The initial fissile plutonium value of 25 DM/g corresponds to the 
recycling value which, according to the existing binding tenders, can 
be achieved L~ therQal reactors. Because of the anticipated glut of 
plutonium, the uneconomic start~p phase in the plutonium element 
fabrication and the specific difficulties of plutonium recycling in 
thermal reactors, a momentary drop in the :r,>rice .of plutonium will 
occur, which, in the event of selling being necessary, could lead to 
prices as low as 10 DM/g. As, however, we must purchase large 
quantities of plutonium during this phase, it would be prudent to 
assume ~he.t the ~1,1rchase price will not be less than 20 mlfjg. 
Particularly because of the construction of installations with fairly-
large breeder capacities, which is likely to start around 1985, a 
resurgence in the price of plutonium may be expected, finding its upper 
limit in the actual substitution value for enriched uranium in fast 
reactors, which Il'.BJ' range up to 40 DM/g 'for fissile plutonium. As, 
however, ·lve shall be mainly acting as sellers of plutonium, the possible 
basic price finally obtained has been estit~ted at only 30 DN/g. 
\ 
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Alkem offered the Consortium this service at a basic price of Dr1 2,10 l 
per gramme of total plutonium. The Consortium wants to charge us 
DM 2.20 per gramme (0.10 DM/g administrative levy). This is based 
on the following assumptions: 
(a) A long-term contract will be concluded (for the overall requirements 
up to 1986). 
(b) The annual quantity ordered must be at least 800 kg. The orderine 
of smaller annual quantities lrill result in the following price 
increases: 
0-25% 
37-5% 
50% 
62.5% 
75% 
Price increaoe 
......._ _ ......_._..._.....,_.., 
.--
0% 
10% 
-30% 
55% 
90% 
(c) .Americium separation is included in the price, but not any 
necessary storage or elimination thereof. 
(d) Only the extra cos·~ of Pu nitrate transport as compared with 
transport in the form of Pu oxide in \'Test Germany is included. 
(Arrangements have been made for the transport of Pu oxide in the 
qv.mJ.ti ties necessa!"'J for fuel element fabrication.) 
(e) Any necessary homogenization must be paid for at an additional 
charge of 0.32 DM/g Putot' 
(f) If the plutonium is provided by us in the form of plutonium nitrate 
and americium separation is not required, there is a 1~6 reduction 
in price. 
(g) If the plutonium is delivered by us as plutonium oxide for the 
purposes of subsequent americium separation, the basic price is 
6,80 DM/g Putot' 
-
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As it is not kno-vm w?o:ere, in lvhat form, or with wha-t isotopic 
composition and americiura structure the plutonium required for the 
fuel cycle inventocy will be proq:ured, there is a considerable margin 
of uncertainty regarding the power output range, _and consequently 
also the price for conversion, ~rhich might be only 10% under, or more 
th.a.11 20ofo over. However, if these factors are taken into account in 
the purchasing of the plutonium, by careful selection of the sources 
of supply or commensurately revised plutonium price quotations, a 
certain degree of compensation will be possible. Consequ.ently, we 
have calctilated the average remaining additional expenditure as only 
0.5 DrA/g Putot• After the commencement of recycling, the plutonium used 
will largely all be our own, so that this additional expenditure can be 
dis:Jensed with from 1981 onwards {discontinuity in the ourve). 
If the americium can be sold, as has hitherto been the case, revenue 
tvill accrue to SBK. If, however,. the;; americium can no longer be sold, 
additional storage and removal costs arise; at the present time there 
is no indication of what these would be. We have attenpted to allow 
for this situation by moans of a basic price supplement of 0.30 DM/g 
Putot for ·conversion. The governmc..11ts concerned will, however, have 
to fu1d a solution for this americium problem. 
On expir,y of the contract, increasingly favourable price~ will be 
obt~inable as~ result of new,_more efficient conversion capc~cities and 
:O~.competition (npt~ ~he kink in the curve), and we.consider that it will 
be possib~e to halve the .. fnj,tial value by the year 2000·and to solve the 
problem of the americium by optimum coordination of the various fuel 
cycle stages. 
'.rhe basic price trend for reload elemellts, vlhich :underlies the present 
cost calculations, can .be seen, in .1Table 5a. The initial values were 
obtained from the new tender submitted by the Consortium. As the new 
\ 
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price quotation too referred to the individual reloads und~r the 
original refuelling scheme, in which the· times for ordering and numbers 
of fuel elements produce a marked~ changing variable on account of the 
refuelling policies now under consideration, it is necessary to modi~J 
the concept so as to align it \"tith an agreement to cover require!Clents 
up to 1985 - an arrangement on which there is a ftmdamental consensus 
\"lith the Consortium. The relevant price conversion (initial values 
in Table 5a) was determined jointly with the Consortium and rechecked 
by the latter. ~1e new reference date for escalation has been taken 
into account. The prices are valid for order batches of 52 fuel 
elements in each case. If batches of different quantities are involved, 
this gives rise to reductions or increases in the prices, the depeaclenco 
·of which can be seen from Table 5b. 
An assumption which is of decisive importance as regards the validity 
of the abovementioned basic prices is that the governments put the 
fabrications in a position, by appropriate safeguards, to pass on tc the 
smc their fabrication costs calculated on the basis of the state of the 
art at that time, without any risk or safety surcharges,, as the upper 
limits for the prices. In the event of the actual fabrication costa 
proving to be higher, provision is made for the additional costs to be 
borne proportionally by the governments and the fabricators on the lines 
of a "Malus" (extra. premium for heavy claims) model. l!urthermore 1 the 
governments must nBke it possible for the Consortium to waive the 
reservations regarding additional research and development costs which 
are still contained in the draft contract negotiated with us. 
Table 5 sets out the Consortium's original price quotations, which in 
practice would retain their validity if the new price model cannot be 
achieved. (Perpaps a reduction of another 5% is pos~ible.) The 
comparison shows that the former fuel element prices are about 1.4 times 
the basic prices \ihich are now used for calculating the fuel costs. 
It should also be noted that the new price quotation covers supplies 
plus design work. 
.. 
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The segment of the basic price curves which relate to the end of the 
operating period is determined by identical assumptions to those in 
Tables 5 and 5a for the specific fabrication costs, namely 1600 DMjkg U 
+ Pu in the year 2000. In the determination o'f this figure, due 
account was taken of the fact that the fabrication costs which can at 
present be achieved in the case of large new fast breeder power stations 
will be impossible to achieve for the SBK fuel elements, since orders 
tvill remain relatively sma'll, and the design may be out of keeping with 
the _customar,y design for fuel elements at that time. 
It will be seen from Table 5 that, a-t the end of the contractual delivery 
time to be met by the Consortium, there is a sudden drop of 10% in the 
price, which corresponds to the probable effect of competition from which 
wo will profit at the tine. Table 5a does not show this ki::'lk, since the 
new price terms are scarcely undercu·~ by competitors. Conststency of 
the curve segments in Tables 5 and· 5a applicable after expiry of the 
supply contract would require a price jump of about 20% for the 1985 
initial value show.n in Table 5a. We have,·however, assumed that the 
initial ~ssista.nce given by the governments in view of the new price 
oodcl will enable the fabrication industcy to have an efficient set-up, 
which, even aft~r the discontinuance 'of the pro!:lotion measures, will 
continue to have a beneficial effect on the fabrication costs and the 
delivery conditions which can be granted by SBK. We should endeavour 
'to aafeguard this possibility by means of options in the supply contract. 
The use of a larger fuel rod diameter, namely 7.5 mm, is in line with 
specific fabrication prices· reduced by 20% compared with th~ 6 mm 
variant. This corresponds,· on account of the different heavy-metal 
content, to a reduction of abo~t 12% in the unit price of fuel elements. 
For our' fuel cost calculation it was a.sswned that the changeover from a 
6 mm to a 7.5 mm rod diameter will occur after the sixth cycle, i.e., 
a.bout the begin.."ling of 1982. This period of -time would be sufficient 
to demonstrate, by radiation tests on the usual scale, that the 7.5 mm 
diameter variant is operationally suitable. As, however 1 - in the present 
.. • 'IJ 
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case the neutron flux and thermal load can be largely adapted at the 
expense of the blanket by an increased number of fuel elements in t~1e 
core, and identical metallurgical conditions apply as in the case of 
the 6 mm design, it should also be possible to consider immediate use 
of the 7.5 mm design (i.e., from the ver,y first core charge) without 
there being any need for radiation experiments on the usual scale. 
Assuming that the discharge burn-ups remain identical, this would result 
in a saving of about DM 15 million in fabrication costs. 
Conversion to a 7.5 mm diameter involves rc-equip@ent costs which, on 
the basis of present wages, are estimated at DM 3 million. These have 
been taken into account in our calculation. In addition, a supplenen~a~r 
development programme is required, which should be financed by tho 
governments. The abovementioned costs cannot be avoided even if the 
7.5 mm diameter is used right from the outset. Nevertheless, in view 
of the shorter escalation tioe, a further saving of DM 1. 5 million is 
rendered possible. 
The essential disadvantage of later conversion to another fuel rod 
diameter lies in the additional reactor outage tvhich this entails. 
Using the assum,tions in our cost calculation (i.e., transition after 
the sixth cycle), this results in a loss of electricity sale proceeds 
amounting to some DM 17 million, t-lhich naturally would not arise if the 
7.5 L~ fuel rods are used right from the start. 
The foregoing figures must ·be regarded only as incomplete data. In 
viet-t of the complex interdependence between the fuel utilization policy 
to be employed and the other nuclear factors, a usable basis for decision 
can be obtained only by a thorough calculation of the various cases. 
The trend of basic prices which is used in the present cost calculation 
for reload breeder elements can be seem in Table 6a. The initial values 
were obtained from the Consortium's nmv tender. ~fi th regard to the 
.. 
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recalculation, reference may be uade to ~1hat is said in Chapter 8, 
Section 1. The prices ~pply for orders in- batches of 48 elements. 
l·Jhere quantities are involved, increased or reduced prices are 
applicable, th~ dependence of which can be seen in Table )b. 
Table 6 sets out the Consortium's orig~1al price quotations. A 
compc-.rison shov-;s that the previously offered breeder elements with a 
rod diumeter of 9.5 mm were about 1.55 times as expensive as the 11.6 mm 
elemo;.1ts nm·1 offered. The new prices arc due to the following changes: 
·(a) reduction in the number of rods per breeder element ·from 91 to 61; 
(b) incree,se in the batches of breeder elements ordered from 16 to 48; 
(c) widen~1g of the scope of the supplies by the inclusion of design 
work; 
' (d) ga~uine price reduction. 
It can be see~ from Table 6 that the effect of (a) alone is a 20% 
rcduotio~, 80 that 16~ i~ du.e to the ren~ining effects. It cannot, 
however, be concluded t~at: because of the 2~fo reduction in fabrication 
costs resulting from ·~he increase in diameter there Hill be a corresponding 
saving in fuel costs, since unfortunately the discharge bum-up too is 
substantially loHer for the new variant. 
Tho segment of the basic price curve which relates ~o the end of the 
operating period as sholrm in Table 6a is based on the supposition that 
the specific fabricatio~ prices up to the year 2000 can be, reduced to 
350 m1/kg u, (i.e., the price for current l:!.ght-water react0rs recalculated, 
on the basis of th~ same diameter, with a 40% supplement for relatively 
small rates of output and complicated spoci·al design). Fbr the 11.6 mm 
variant in Table 6, a specific fabricc>,tion price of 400 Dr~/l<g U was uGed, 
which takes accottnt of the subst~~tially soaller order batches. A 
figure of 500 m~/kg u wa.s then obtained for the 9-5 mm design. 
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In Table 6 7 the end of the contractL'al delivery time to be obs0rvcd by 
the Consortium is likm·Tise chamctcrized by c. st:.dden 1050 drop in prices 
ovJ'i. ... '1g to the effect of competition. Tl1is discontinuity did not aJ.J.oly 
to rrable 6a, since the subsequent prices, tal:ine;· into account tho 
different order oatches, are consistent with the prices i~ Table C. 
The basic prices for trend absorbers on \'l'hich the present cost 
calculation was oade can be seen in Table 7a. The initial valueo were 
obtained from the new tender su"'uoHted by tho Consortium and relate to 
the cycle - reload req:uirewents of a norml onc-o1.;1t-of-throc r·:f:lel:Lo_p,-
scheme with 57,000 11Hc1/t fuel elo'llent discharge b'1rn--up. Tho values 
for nine shim absorbers and three f':hutdown absc,rbcrs are shown 
3ep2.rately, since t:te rcquirerJents for these recur at different 
intervals for the various cyclc3. The use of a one-out-of-two cycle 
and/or the feasibility of a higher discharge burn-u!J call for :i1igher 
B-10 contents in the absorbers. In th0 case of the one-out-of-tHo 
cycle 1 this means a price in0re<",se of 1)~ and, in thG cnse of 80,000 Mvld/t 
fuel element discharge burn-up, an increase of 21~. For tho period 
after the e:::piry of the contractual delivcJry time, a steady increase 
in basic prices is L".nticipated, with a gradient conforming to that for 
the corresponding segraent of the curve displayed by t.he breeder eler.1ent 
prices (about 60Jo of the 1985 final value under the contrnct for the 
year 2000). 
Table 7 shovvs the Consortium's origi:1al price qllotations with their 
c.nticipated trend. Comparisons with the new prices cal:'l.not be made 
automatically, since the scope of the supplies and the aosorber system 
have "'ueen :fu.nda,;1entally che.nged. The most important differences 
between the old and the new systen a~e as follows: 
(a) as a result of better positioning and a highor B-10 content, there 
is a saving of six core positions; 
.# 
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(b) the previously se~~rate initial shutdown with three special shutdo~rn . 
. ·•. . . . . . ·.- . . . . . 
absorbers is now integrated in the operation of the shim absor~ers; 
(c) the number of shim absorbers has been reduced from the original 
twelve to nine. 
The prices shown· in Table 7 relate to shim absorber designs for a service 
time of 119 full-load days. For longer lives, designs involving a 
higher B-10 content are necessary. The price increases involved can be 
seen in Te.ble 7b. 
A comparison bet..reen the original tender and the new one shows, in the 
cnso, of the shim aosorbers, a compensation through the effects of the 
reduction in the n,1mber of elements and the increase in B-10. In the 
case of the shutdown absorbers, on the other hand, there is a significant 
saving as a result of the reduction by half of the number required. In 
add:;_tion, the prices nmv drop by 287{, over the contract period, whereas 
previously they rewau1ed virtually constant. The consistently high 
prices in the original tender prompted us to allow in Table 7 for the 
effect of co~petition in the form of a 7% jtunp after expir,y of the 
contract, a.nd to make a nore conservative estimnte of the subsequent 
price decrease (falling·-off to about 70;~ by the year 2000). than in 
Table ?a ( 6afo). 
It should also be pointed out that the absorber design envisaged at that 
time is only suitable for service times of up to perhaps 200•fUll-1Bad 
days, on account of the He pressure build-u.p. The feasibility of 
inc~ea.s.ing the cycle duration to 260 f'ull-loc>,d days, from the 14th cycle, 
Hhich has been incltcded in our cost calculatim1 (in connection •rith the 
I. 'I • \ 
increase in burn-u:;_J to 80,000 r~·Jd/t) is dependmc.t on the timely 
development of new absorbers, for which ventilation and/or other 
absor'!:>er materials arc to be tal:en into account. 'Lve have assumed in 
.our calculation that the costs involved in this-development will also 
. . . ~ . 
be borne by the gove~nments and consequently the possible cost effect 
is disregarded. Furthermore, no indication is available from tho 
Consortium concerning the probable prices of the new absorbers. 
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11. ~asis._ ~2:tes f~l?~.."tl'2:.J1!3J?..O.:r:~-2-L~.P..,S,l1.~~d£r and _f':l~ cJ.s.mep_t~ 
i1.aJ?.. 1 e JJ. 
Transnuklear' s tender of July 1972 quoted transport rates of 93 lJ~il~c: 
:initial heavy metal for fuel ele!i,ents and 59 Dill/kg initial U for brcedor 
elemo.1ts. This would correspond to the following b~sic transport unit 
rates, for the newly envisaged heavy-metal contents: 
DII 4450 per fuel element with a 6 n.rn rod dim.1etcr 
DM 4940 per fuel element with a 7. 5 1.nn rod diaoet er 
DM 4420 per breeder element. 
The recalculc:.tion takes into account the later stc.rt of the escal<::.-~ic:1 
process ( 1 January 1973). As all types of ole~ents are to be tranoported 
with the snme containers, there should, in our experience, be a standard 
chargo per col!lponent. Consecrucntly, Table 2 shovrs a unit rate per 
cler.,ent of DM 4800 for the period during which this container is expected 
to be used. For the subseqJ.ent period a steady drop in costs has bco~1. 
assumed, mainly bocause of improved. and bottor-bc:.la:1ced containc:..~s, so 
that the rate in the year 2000 represents o·11y 5~· of the bitictl amount. 
P~ indicc:.tion of this is also given by tho kEo~m transport costs for 
light-vrater reactor fuel elcr.w:1ts, the specific value of which is today 
at least 2of., belOI'IT the abovementioned cstiroted charge for fast-breeder 
elements as A-pplicable to the year 2000. 
The rates quoted b,;r '.t'r:ll1Snuklear arc; valio for transport to mm:, 
Karlsruhe, and include tho cost of developing a...11d construct :in:'; the 
cont nincrs. Ao the F2deral Govcrn;:1en~ has i..1dicated its readiness to 
bear the container dcvelvpmont costs, there is th0 possibility of 0 rate 
reduction of perhaps up to 10%. On the other hand, there are certain 
ancillary services which are not incluCl.ed in the scope of the suppliGs, 
such as police and convoy esco:r>t 1 decontaminC>..tion of the contaL1ers and 
any supplementary oxpondi turo O\"ling to changes in officie,l requirenE:::L1ts, 
as a result of ·..vhich the abovenentio:;.1od possible saving might age,in be 
partly eroded. 
. ' 
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The essential prerequisite in the Transnuklear offer is for payment, on 
placi."lg the order, of a deposit of Jl.1 1.1 million, which will later be 
adj'u.stcd proportionally to the journeys completed over the first eight 
years after the start of the transport operations. 
is for the followL"lg reasons: 
This requirement 
(a) The small firm of Transnuklear does not feel in a position to 
undertake anticipatory financing from its own resources of the 
purch.a.s..:: of such an cxpe."1sive container. 
(b) Transnuklear's price calculation is based on an eight-year period 
of nol'HJE?,l 1:se .of the containers for the SNR-300. Transnuklear 
Hishes to avoid losses resulting from non-materialization of the 
volu~e of transport assumed in the calculations. 
According to our cal~ulations, the anticipated volume of transport 
orders during the first eight years of transport operations ( 1982-90) 
Hould amount to some .Dr.[ 5.4 million, tvithout escalation. It ca.n be 
concluded from the deposit requirement that containcrage accounts for 
an estimated 2~ or so of the overall t:::-ansport costs·. With interest, 
the 20% anticipatory financi:ag figure rises over an average of six 
yea1~, if the rate of interest is 8~, to about 32%. In other -vmrds, 
the foregoing price qu.'otation corresponds to a price 1.12 times as high, 
for a normal payment plan conforming -vli th th0 settlement procedure. 
The n~t effect. of the assunption of the development costs by the Federal 
Government, the fact that the volune of the supplies will not quite be 
complete and the required anticipate:~ financing t1aS been to prompt us 
to estimate a 3% rise in the -v;eighted averaeo (:DM 4570) of the tender 
prices men·tioned a.t the outset, and we have thus arrived at the unit 
~rice of DM 4800 in Table 8. ~e hope on this basis to, be able to 
conclude a normal transport contract 1-dth Transnuklear, since any 
shifting of the transport industry's fi:!.1ancing and risk-coverage 
problems to tile SNR-300 appears to be neither acceptable nor justified. 
If, contrary to the present plans, reprocessing ca.n..'1l.ot be carried out 
at GliK in Karlsruhe, a quite different situation arises with regard to 
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transport. For the next nost likely event, i.e., transport to 
llindscalc, the transport rates nust be sot t•iice as high (mainly duo to 
increased transport and insurance conts). Tho time required for a 
round trip for the containers is about ono week if the reprocessing is 
done in Karlsruhe, and about two ~leeks if done in '1-Jindscale. It is 
envisaged that a container Hill accoi:lllodate six eleu1cnts. 
In conclusion, it may also be nentioned thc:.t Transnuklear, in accordance 
\'lith present practice regarding our light-vm.ter reactors, offers SBI: 
advice on all questions relating to the fuel element l1andling equipnent, 
in order to obviate difficulties with the containers which it is planned 
to use. The fee for this, namely~ Dr1 15 1 000 should be pr id by the 
governments conccn1ed. 
As a result of the information currently available to 1.:.s it is intended 
to convert GtrJK, Karlsruhe, to reprocessi'1g of fast breeder oler.Gnt s. 
This can be clone in tvJO -vmys ~ 
(a) by using highly diluted 8olutio:1s, and restricting the daily 
throughput to about 28 :cg heavy Llctal. For this, all that is 
required is tho at·i;achment of a special 11hec.~cl.-end"; 
(b) by using a concentrated flow diagram~ affording a tnroughput of 
about 125 kg per d-'1.y. This lvould also require extensive 
aodificatians to the existing processing units. 
The costs of conversion sho~ld be. bor:..w 0y the Federal Gover.m:.:ent and 
on the present wagc-coct basis are ostiontcd at: 
Ui 30 million for alternative (a) 
and DH 70 million for eltcn1ativo (b). 
Having regard to the foregoing, the different throughput cnpa.city for 
tho assumed full utilization of the plant and 300 op-:.rating d.c.>ys/a gives 
.. 
•, 7 
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fuel eJenent reproc·essing costs, on the basis of data supplied by CMK, 
of 1430 DM/kg heavy metal for alternative (a) and 230 DM:jkg heavy metal 
for alternative (L). 
In view of probable malfu.'"'lctions during the initial phase, 1932--37, 
capacity under alternative (a) would not be sufficient to'servc the 
SNR-300 promptly. If~ then,the requirements of the SNR-300 were later 
to dininish gradually through improveme~ts in the fuel cycle, thD 
reprocess:L"lg capacity which would thereby becorae available 1vould hardly 
be sufficient to offer a reliable reprocessing service to other mJ.clear 
pov-;er stations. It follows that the actual reprocessing prices for 
alternative (a) should be estimated at 2000 DM/kg SIJr'. This gives a 
reprocessing price per fuel elenent of more than DM 100,000, i.e., the 
reprocessing costs would exceed the new fabri~ation prices and alone 
account for 0.1 Pf11kWh, plus escalatio~, in the electricity genera~ing 
·costs. These considerations indicate clearly that altarnative (a.) 
proposed by ffiiK offers no usable solution e~d cru1not, therefore, be 
t~en into consideration. 
If, on the other hand7 a-lternative (b) permits for a.n additional 
c~pcnditurc of DM_40 million, as stated by GWK 1 savings of 1200 DM/kg 
he:1.vy metal or 61,000-68,000 DM/fuel element in the reprocessing cost, 
excluding escalation,- then this solution would become profitable for the 
SlfJR-300 as early as 1986. We have therefore assumed that alternative 
(b) will be adopted. However, instead of the reprocessing costs of 
230 DH/kg indicated by GWK we have adopted for the breeder elenents i:1 
Table 9 r~processing prices of 500 DM11qg heavy metal for the period up 
to 1985. With the extra 270 DM:/kg heavy metal the follo1-1ing additional 
costs are incurred: 
A. the difference between the operating costs involved L'"'l reprocessing 
and reproce~sing price; 
B. malfunctions and part utilization of the reprocessing pla..Ylt; 
C. possible financing of the DM 40 million additional costs at ffiVK by 
contracting a loan. (For a financing charge of 200 DM/kg hee>.'JY 
metal, the DM 40 million could be paid off in about five years of 
operation.) 
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:rrot until the period after 1985 is there, in our anticipation~ likely 
to be a gmdual dro::J in tho rep1 ocessine price to 2)0 DM/kg hen1:y rJoto..l 
by the year 2000, since c1t least the l!lc.'l-in additional-cost fac-tor C. is 
finally eliminated. 
On the American side, r(.;processing costs of 400-tjSO Di.~/kg hoavy nctal 
have befm quoted; taking into account possi~lo differences in transport 
costs 1 these fi,gures also jEstify our assnnpt ion of 500 m.1jkg henvy 
metal at the outset. 
For th3 reprocessing of fast breeder elements in a 1500 .J~/a LWR 
reprocessing plant, Gt-iK quotes a cost of C DM/g. This would oean that, 
even in the future, Hith the conc0ntration reduction process tho 
reprocessing costs for the SNR-4 300 would not fe,ll bolo-v; 800 DM/l<:g hea·vy 
r..etal (at tho wa.ge level then applicable) • One should not, !1ovr0ver, 
assuoe as r.. h1',rd a.nd fast. rule thc,t o:1ly specic.l reprocessing plants 
constituto a solution 1.1here fast br.aedor reactors e.re concc:rncd. In 
the caso of large fast lJreed.er reactors ;nuch :rrore favourablE~ co,Jditions 
may be expec-ted, com:i.ng much closer to those applying in the case of 
light-v:ater readers b. that the .ner:escar3r Pu enrichment is far less 
2-"'ld <1.'1 increasingly large number of breeder elements o.re avEdlable for 
conbir~ed reprocossi.1g. There i3 therefore a certain danger frau t:te ' 
reprocensing point of view tho:c the Slffi-300 will remain a special case 
which is econom:i.cally unfc..voureble, even in the longer term. rrhis 
a:pplies all the more if alternative (b) is imple:·1ented ."1t the GWK plc.n-t. 
For the roprccessing of tho breeder elements :·m have quoted a figure of 
9250 DMf.'-:r:o· heavy netal in Tn.ble 9 for the poriod up to 1985; this 
finally d.GcroaE>es to half b~l the year 2008. GHK has quoted ropr0cessing 
costs of 230 Dl'lrj~:g heavy r.J.et.:tl fur the brec1·sr eleraents 7 no special 
rcquirenents apparentl;:,r havine to be met. Our supplement of 20 DH/kc 
heaVIJ metal should ·[;horefore cover only the difference bet;voen the 
opcreting cost involved in ::;>rccesning and any renrocessing prices. The 
as:::umed subsequent 125 DM:jkg; drop in the rep:..·ocessing price in Table 9 
, 
... 
·! .. 
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leads by the year 2000 to a basic value which can already be attained 
nt present in respect of LVJR-fuel elements. As the fissile matcri~l 
contents are virtually i~entical, this asnumption should also be tenable. 
In order to bo able to examine ·the influence of the varioun core element 
utilization policies on availability, and therefore also on the operating 
costs, the schedt~led outages for ref'ttelling, maintene.nce, servicing and 
repairs hc.!Ne been shot-m separately frow the unscheduled plant shutdo"Wn 
times.· Here it was assumed. that the scheduled nmi."l'ltenance, servicing 
. .. anJ. repair work could be uerged in rri th the operatLms reG_uired on the 
reactor owin.g to the need for core shuffling. The ·plant outages due to 
the core re:;;huffling can be seen in Table'·13, From this ·it emerges that 
the mininum stoppage oWing to necessary refuelling is 15 fl.ays. The 
down time i.Yhich r.a.s to be pla.r.ned on top of this is determi"lE:d mainly by 
the extent of the re:f\1elling required, Si:.1ce in the case of breeder 
ele~cnts it is not necessar,y to wait for a decay in the radiation 
intensity. The possibility of carr-.tine out certaii.l operations 
simultaneously is illustrated in the Table 13 diagram. The times 
indicated for tho vario~s individual operations were givGn by the 
Consortium. In t:1e dowa ti:.1e involved i:.1 each core reshuffle, the 
~inimum durations tc be planned for naintenance, oervicing ani repairs 
on the power station have been duly tAken into account. The boundary 
conditions used were as follows: 
(a) In each year, a scheduled shutdown of not less tb~~ 30 dnys non~stop 
will be re~lired. 
(b) Eve;cy three years, a scheduled shutdown of not less than 60 days 
no:a-stop lr!ill be required • 
(c) The do1-m time relating to the first tvJ'O .schedu~cd. core reshuff'les 
anounts to 60 days in each case. 
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Table 10 sets out the acldi tiona.l unscheduled shutclo~ms which are 
co~si~erci like:y. 
that utilization of the Sliffi-300 protot~rpe for c construction cost of 
Bore thn.n :OM 1 7 500 million (3000 m~/kH) Ii1USt first aYJ.dforemost be geared 
to the acquisition of experience. It follows from this tha.t the 
i:1stallo.tion, ·if it is ever to be usable, sl1ould be oper~tec. at tho 
hichest cutput possible. In viel>r of ·che size of tllo r;articipating 
electricity com:!)a:i.1ies, there can be no question of t~lGir beine 
technically able to handle an. output of 300 hd at all times. He havr; 
therefore assumed in Tab:.c; 10 that utilization of the pla::.1.t is restricted 
solely by availability. For the participatinb electricity corr.panies 
this nea.ns that tho SBK, ':rhich vrill be "l'nr..ffected ·b~" them, vrill ue e.ble, 
rega,rdloss of their particular interosts, to foed -their griC::. Hi th the 
eloctrir.:ity produced. The e;cononic value of such an oblignto:ry supply 
of eleotricit;y· (not provided "en cal111 ) 1 and which is not guaranteed 
either, is relatively low. Payr:1ont at tho usual prices must bo 
incorporated as a cenuine additional contribution by the electricity 
corapanios to the project, 
On the oosis of the for8going cxplana.tio.as, the curve patte;m shcvm in 
Table 10 \-JaS obtained by clini:::1ating fro·J the 100fc-utilization line the 
assmned tines of unschGauled non-availability of the plant for ~~e \~rious 
years of operation. Tr.e curve can only be interpreted, of course, as 
an expression of t.he a:1ticipated lo;.1g-tcro. trend; tho detailed pattern 
~;ill probably be quito diffore:..1t. T:'clis trend is characterized by the 
fact that from an ini tic.l 5C7~ ava.ilab::.lit;y rises over five years to an 
average of 90% for tho long tern. The tjafo will probably cor.1o about 
bcca"::lse after a number of years of virtually 100'JS scheduled availability, 
an unscheduled shutdown las-ting several months will occur as a result of 
fe.h·ly concidere>.ble Ci.ar.r:1ge. The trend in quostioj:1 corresponds to tlw 
pattern of availability which a conservative estimate prompts us to 
ar_t:;.cipate for LH:rt power s-:·ations. ~o attenvt has been made to 
b.oor;orC'..te the avu.ilabilhy doducti'Jn m1doubtodly inherent in the 
prototype character of the SITR-300, since the loss factor involved 
should be specially compensated for iu the risk-sharing cont!'act with 
tl~c goveraoeut s. 
'\ 
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Table 11 shows, in respect of the supplies and services inherent in the 
core reshuffle, the tioe relationships on which the present cost 
calculation was based. The assumptions are based on our past experience 
with light-water reactors. Proceeding from this, the oinirnum Pu cycle 
duration (time between removal fro~ to reinsertion in the reactor) is 
estimated at 30 Tionths plus the tine lag up to scheduled reactor 
requirement. A t'.ore precise coordination of the sequence of evolution 
without an appropriate slack is virtually impossible, since the various 
contractors must all constantly work on the nFirst in, first out't 
pri:.10iple and any disruption of their operating schedule has repercussions 
on all the custoners. As conditions L~ this respect in the case of the 
SNR-300,. which is of a s,ecial design 7 are particularly unfavourable 
(there is probably only one reprocessin~ plant ani only one suitable 
transport container) our assumptions are probably too optimistic. 
In view of :the fact that the service-rendering firms' capacities for the 
predictable future are relatively small, the cycle duration is also 
hig~ly dependent on the size of the charge, and consequent~ on the 
core-element utilization policy. We hava taken this into accoUI1t oy 
adding a period of six aonths in each case·. to allow for serious 
disco:1ti::1Uities in the first cycles. (replace1~ent of the e11tife core 
·charge). For the equilibrium condition·s which are reached later, a 
check carried out on Table 11 showed that the values indicated could be 
sufficient if operations were performed to schedule • 
.. 
The vital inportance of the cycle durotioa is t:b..at it largely conditions 
the plutonium inventory in the fuel cycle outside the reactor. In the 
preseat instance account must be taken of a peak requirement of some 
2800 kg Puf. outside the reactor (in the reactor an additiom."'.l 1120 kg 
l.S 
Pufis) for the period from 1982· to 1985. Finally a decrease to about 
1700 kg Puf. ~y be expected.: ' ' 
l.S 
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The basic price trend for reactor physics services which underlies the ~ 
present cost calculations can be seen in •rablc 12a. As the work anc!. 
computer t~ne of this sarvice are perhaps 90% due to the core reshuffle, 
the price quotation relates to an operating period ru1d is alnost 
independent of its duration. By operating period is meant the time 
between reactor shutdown for one s~heduled core reshuffle and reactor 
shutdown for the next scheduled core reshuffle. 
period starts with plant takeover. 
The first operating 
The basic prices quoted in ~ble 12a for 6 mw rod diameters over the 
probable contract term, i.e., up to 1905, were t3ken froQ the ne~ 
tender of July 1972 (only calculated back to the start of the escalation 
process, namely, 1 January 1971). The adjoining curve segr.1ent ~vas 
obtained from the assumption of a steady further decrease to DM 100 7000 
per operating period in t~e year 2COO. The DM 100,000 per operatu1g 
period corresponds to the basic p:cicc to be quoted for li!R servicu1g, 
which has become C:L routine. 
The basic prices indicated in Table 12a for 7.5 rma rod diameters were 
obtained by a parallel shift of the 6 run curve. The underlying 
assunption 1»1as that the changeover to a.nothur core d.esign made it 
necessar,y to start again with the higher initial servicing prices for 
tho 6 riltl variant. In addition, a 7 .5'f· supplement was includod for the 
operating period, which ~s 1.45 times as long as that entailed by the 
7.5 rJrJ version. The Consortiun did not overlook in its tGnder the 
price change due to changeover to the 7.5 IrJ'.l diaoeter for reactor 
physics servicing. 1'10 should, hm-wver, in our abovcoentioned 
assu~ptions keep on the saf0 side. If the 7-5 ~~fuel element desiGn 
\vere used froo the out:::et, there would be ;.10 need to revert to the 
highor initial price (effect of 1.51 saving in the servicing cost for 
the entire period of operation: Jl,1 1.5 nillion). 
... 
... 
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Table 12 contaL~s the basic prices for r~~ctor physics services on the 
basis of the original tender. A conparison shovJS that the prices in 
the former tender are about three timeo those in the new one. Pn..rt of 
this difference can be explained by the difference in the scope of the 
supplies. In the original tender prices, the Consortium's co1~ element 
l:.esign work wu.s ir10ludE.d aL1ong the reactor physics services; in the ne>-: 
tender these costs are included in the core element pric~s. 
In view of the very high tender prices, we have allowed in Table 12 for 
a further sudden 10% drop in prices on expiry of the contract as a 
result of th,e competition which will begin to make itself felt at that 
tille. , In the case of the larger range of s;uppliest however, it_ is 
assumed that a target value of only DM 200,000 cr:m be achieved by _the 
year ~000. A more favoureble assumption would also have led to an 
unbelievnbly hi3h rate of increase in the prices. 
The charge on electricity pruduction represented in the Consortinm' s 
ori~inal tender by 117 full-load de.ys, with the unusually high servicing 
prices shown in Table 12, 'l-IaS one of the rila.in reasons for the unfavourable 
results in our· earlier Forecast of Results (r.ore than 1,000,000 DM/a 
suppleoent~ry costs). 
16. gR_~e!!lim_~2cl. c,o.~~~~~~li.~:LJ!2.l.i_cx , (~J .. ~~-1~ 
m~~i.!},~a"t_io~sl 
The core desit;n a~1d core element utilization policy origi..."lally proposed 
by the Consortium was certainly, on the basis of the overall targets, 
geared to testing in the SNR-300 on the widest possible scale those 
desi~1s and processes which were considered likejy to be used for a 
later 1000 ID{ breeder reactor • 
This involved i.."l particular the folloVTing requirements: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
a small Pu in~cntor~ 
' . 
a high povrer density 
demonstrable breeding gain 
simple, rapid acnievenent of the equilibrium cycle. 
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lfuen, hm..rever, our Forecast of Results based on the original tender from 
. the Consortium indicated prohibitively high losses, He ~vere compellect to 
go tl:rouJ'h ·~he core desi.::,n nnd cor~-elemcnt utilizdion poli<::y 1.-iU. a 
fine toot!wcr::b fol" :._Josci)le wc:,ys of makinc; savinGS id thin the 1,1ar~-in 
still availa"blo (importa:.1t components having be..3n ir..dicated ~JY thG 
Consor-tiun as lJeing already." ,.1on negotialJlo"). In oro.er to depict more 
cle3.rly the hi.r_r,hly complex relationships bet1-;oen the refuelling schene, 
the cycle duration, the 1:l1U'nup 7 the power density ::ond. the core cler;'e' tt 
baL:mcc for the coro ar..d. l'reeder blLnket, ~re develop 3d -the cli2.gre.: IDa-tic 
representation used i:1 Tables 14 a~rl 15. Hith the aid of t~1is 
repres~:mt;;:.tion ar.d fror.1 cost ::malyscs, incentives cculd then 1:;e gi vea to 
the Consortitun to produce a series of economically favourable policy 
proposals. The investi~.tio.1s have not yet i._,een co,:lpleted, since the 
pl'ecise calculation of ea.ch individv.al c<:~se i:nvolvos the Consort·i.m1 :i.n 
considerable e::pendi t'lre. Tho utilization policy shot--m in Tables 14 
and 15, which vtas used as a bc..sis for our precent fu.Jl cost calculations, 
is tLe latest vcrdor- v-rhich 1 accordin~ tc the Consortium scheme, appears 
fec:sible Hithout excessive risks. There are certai:1ly possibilities of 
arriving at even !:',ore favou:.:able solutions from a cost standpoint. It 
should, however, be pointed out that cveJ'y savinr; has its prfce, which in 
the present case co:.1sists in a disrega:rd of e~::perience and/or increased 
risks. Careful conside~ation of the ad•~nt~ges and dis~l~~nta~s is 
imp.Jra-ti vc, in the :::elution currently proposed as in ot::ers, since it 
alrer.dy implies a consid0rable dep:1rture from t~1e -Lar~;ets specified "-~ 
the outset. For tl1is purpose, \ve should. outline tha economic consequences 
which emerge fro~ the above~entioned require171ents (a) to (d); 
The remarks below relate ex:clusi vely to the speci1,l cc:,se of the Slffi-300 n2'ld 
do :1ot parmi t of an;;.r c:;ener~lly applicable conclusions. 
rr:le P1~ hlve;1tory in the re~:wtor docs not, for all practico.l pUl}l')Ses, enter 
into our I~orecc.s"t of 1tcsul ts since the governn1ents supply the material 
required for the first core. The Pu inventory in the cycle outside the 
roactor \·muld be reduced sic:,nificantl~· or..ly through a clrc:.st~.c cup-~c:;.ilmc:mt 
of the servicing a~d storage times. This '1/lOUld lead to costly solutL.ns 
( e.,cs., a e;rcator numb::Jr of containers vJith special cooling and shieldh~. 
In the case of tl1c r.1arked Pu value increc.se assuzr;.ed in our cost .. calculations, 
. -~ 36 -
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a high 'Pu inventory actually experiences an increase in value exceeding 
the interest charges for plutonium, which in the ~nitial phase of market 
surplus can prol)a'bly be bought relatively cheaply. The requirement 
involvine a small Pu inve~tory can therefore be ~'laived. here. 
·neg}lir~":lent (b) 
··The onvisaccd tra::1si tion from a. 6 to a 7. 5 mm rod diameter means a 
·reduction in tho power_densi ty in proportion to the number of fuel rods 
by a factor of 0.75. This is made possible by an enlargement of the core 
arou:nd the innermost ro:t"T of breeder elements. The increase in the Pt1 
inventory which this requires does not have any influence (see e~~lanation 
under (a)). ~1ere is no chanee in the fixed-costs burden, since the total 
fabrication (core and blanket) price remains, as it happens, virtually 
constant. ~e dischar~;oe b'lrnup of the fuel elements can also be 
maintLined sinco tl .. e pov.rer distribution is slightly more favourable. 
' ' 
As regards fuel element costs, therefore, the 2o% saving in fabrication 
'· 
costs due to the lar."Ser rod C:iameter comes fully into effect. The 
breeder element costs decrease thro~gh th~ rise in the discharge burnup 
(see Table 15) from the previous 2000-4000 mvd/tU to about 5000 Ma:l/tU. 
The overc:.ll elenent costs too vdll '.)e lower beoause the fuel element costs, 
which are economically reore favourable than the breeder element costs, 
carry relatively more weicht. The cycle dur~tions increase. (see Table 
14) from 1~9 to 173 full-lo.J.d. days. The scheduled shutdo1m.s occur at 
correspordingly long~er intervals, so that the .resulting electricity 
produc-tion loss is red1;lced in almost the S'J..TJla proportion: In acldi tion, 
the vhysics service charges fall correspondingly to 6~. ~1e requirement 
regarding a higher power density would conse~~ently lecd in this case to 
~ ' . ' 
a definite departure froill the economic optimum. The operating loss 
~nvolved in the use of a 6 mm fuel rod dirunetcr is accordingly only 
justified if it has becorne sufficiently clec.r that· the above.nentioned 
conditions for a later 1000 lll1 1reocler reactor are reversed in respect 
of po\·rer density and if the operating .demonstration with the 6 mm variant 
has _to be considered as a necessary precondition for its utilization in 
the larue-scnle project. 
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The breeding gain depends above all on the size of and the power 
density in the breeder blanket. The increase in the size of the 
core, due to the changeover to the 7. 5 mm fuel rod ClJ.amct ~r, does 
not cause any alteration in the axial breeder bla:nl:et. T~1e radial 
breeder blanket is 1 on the other hand, reduced from three to 
tv;o ro";s. It can be seen from the representation in Table 15 that 
the p011er density in the various breeder elements decreases sharply 
away from the centre, and that after the inner row ( 1) has become 
spent almost the same power densities prevail in the remaining rows 
(2 and 3) as originally in rows 1 and 2 (taking into account t:1e 
power density drop stemming from t:1e core). It r.ra;r therefore bo 
concluded that the loss in breeding effect resulting from the 
reduction of the breeder blanket will be insignifiCEillt. In these 
circumstances, the question arises whether the demonstration of a 
somewhat larger breeding ratio outwei!§,'hs the otherwise obvious cost 
advantages. 
The foregoing remarks probably also hold good basic'3.lly for a furtr"or 
stag-e, i.e., for the additional .repl!tcerJent of the breeder elements 
from row 2 by fuel eloments. For this stage too the savings effects 
uentioned under b) would likewise continue to obtain. As, however, 
a further increase in the diameter can h~rcly be taken into 
consideration, only the se-Ying in fabrication ccsts which this 
would bring about is forfeited and the fuel elements could then 
no longer operate in the design load zone (reduction of risk). As, 
however, the Consortium still has misgivings about starting with 
tho 7·5 L~ design, owing to the lack of radiation experience, there 
would perhaps be a possibility of easing this step by the risk 
reduction associated with only one row of breeder elements. Then, 
of course, l-~e s~ould forego a gun.rnntc0d breeding ratio. The 
restricted experience due to the reduced _fUel eleruent charge could 
bo made up by the addition at a later date of a second row of 
breeder elements if operating experience 1rith the 7·5 mm fuel 
rods justified it. 
.. 
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Whilst in the case of the fuel elements a.s described in the new 
tender there are already e_nco;uro.Ging aspects, including economic 
aspects, from a. long-tern standpoi:1t, the breeder elerr.cnt s are in 
no way adequate as regards their present dasign and utilization 
principle to satisf.y the requirements which profitable electricity 
production will impose. This is due principally to the fact ·i;hat 
the achievcJ.ble burnupa are very low, bearing in mind possible 
core melt-doh~, case material embrittlement and swelling and/or 
element deflection (exposed to strong flux gradients). 
Con~equently the discharge burnups of the fuel eleoents are about 
14 times a.s high (see Tables 14.and 15) as those of the breeder 
elements, whereas the specific total cost for fabrication, removal 
after radiation and reprocessing. is only about four times as 
high. This gives a ratio of 3.5: 1 in the proportionat~ element 
costs •. Compared l'Tith the L!'ffi fuel elements the ratio is 10: 1 
to the disadvantage of breeder elements. ~ the inclusion of the 
fission rxaterial balances in the overall comparison _of element 
costs~ these disparities cannot be approximately balanced out. 
In earlier proposals from the Qonsortium, discharge b~rnups for 
the breeder elements were then shown to be twice as high as they 
are in the new proposal (see Table 15). The values at the time 
related to a breeder element design with a 9·5 rod diameter 
(now 11.6 mm) and management based on rearra.n.:;ement of the brGeder 
elements (now the position remair .. s unchanged throughout the 
utilization time). As these changes have led to a saving of no 
I 
~ore than 2o% in fabric~tion costs, the net effect of the new 
proposaJ. is likely to be that breeder element costs li..J.ll be about 
1.8 times ~s high. If there are no other decisive effect8 here, 
it must be recommended that tho original diameter of 9·5 mr:1 be 
reverted to, and also provision made for rotation of tDe elements, 
if appropriate. 
The Direct approach to the equilibrium cycle is generally 
accompanied by a. burnup loss of about 50% in the case of the 
initial core. This also applied in the Consortium's original 
policy proposal, which envisaged a simple start w:i.th a normal 
one-out-of-three cycle. In line with our practice regarding 
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boiling-water reactors, we then recommended that conside~tion 
be given to the poosibili ty ·Jf the lat3r reinsertio:1 of p-1-rtly 
burnt-up fuel elements. It finally turr1ed out that, '.'tl'i t:1 tLe 
present reactivity pattern, direct scqu.ential insertion th-roughout 
tho core is possibln up to the design burn-up. Combil"...ation of both 
processes led to the fuel ele!I'ent policy shown in Table 14, with 
which tne insertion burn-up losses in the case of the fuel el'3ments 
can be almost cot:pleteJ.:' avoided. The beginning of this po].icy 
represents virtually a si:1glc retch cycle, the int8rrupticn of which 
on hm occa.sie-ns is only restricted by the inadequate service-life 
characteristics of present absorber designs. 
In contrast to this, the breeder element poli~r proposed in 
ar::cordance with Tc.ble 15 involves conside:re.ble insertion burn'lP 
losses, since in this case the conditions a1~e substantially more 
cowplox en account of the widely differint; limitations imposed by 
the service lives in tho various rows. Judging from the tendency 
1-1hich is illustrated in Table 15, the use of the 7.5 rrr.1 diameter 
core design right from the start would produce a considerable 
improvement. In addition, it should be possible to achieve 
gener-...:.1 burnup increases by detailed cnal:rses. 
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